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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CPR’S 21ST CENTURY PLEDGE TOOLKIT FOR EARLY DISPUTE RESOLUTION
The Business Case for Early Resolution of Claims


Fewer than two percent of all cases filed in court are tried to final judgment.



In litigation, time is money and it is in the parties' interests to minimize the amount
expended in transactional costs—including counsel and expert fees and discovery costs.



Settlements struck on the courthouse steps are often less favorable than settlements
obtained earlier in the process and the transactions costs of waiting to the eve of trial
can more than offset any perceived benefit of later settlement.



Time spent by business on litigation is time taken from focusing on the core business.

THE CPR TOOLKIT FOR EARLY DISPUTE RESOLUTION assists companies to develop a
disciplined framework within which business can consistently achieve more efficient and costeffective resolution of disputes, both before and after a case has been initiated. The Toolkit has
numerous core elements:


The 21st Century Pledge itself, which, through the commitment to resolve disputes
through ADR processes when appropriate, serves as a “neutral” basis for beginning
negotiations with the other party without any implications of weakness or fault. [CPR 21st
Century Pledge; see also CPR Pledge—Tab 1]



The CPR Toolkit also provides an overview of CPR’s ADR 101 resource and a link to
more information on core arbitration and mediation processes. [ ADR 101—Tab 2]



Whenever possible, incorporation of an Early Resolution process in any contractual
agreements of a type that may result in disputes. Where that is not possible, a
commitment to transform standard court-adjunct mediation (which is now nearly
universal) into a substantive Early Resolution process using skilled settlement counsel
and/or mediators. [CPR Model EDR Process Overview/Rollout—Tab 3; CPR Model
Clauses—Tab 4; Economical Litigation Agreement—Tab 5]



Early Case Assessment to analyze the strengths and weaknesses and financial
implications of a claim at its inception. The results of the Early Case Assessment form
the foundation of the strategic plan for the case, including identification of necessary
information exchange, identification of any issues that may require a decision prior to
Early Resolution efforts, optimal timing of Early Resolution efforts, and the form of Early
Resolution (negotiation or mediation) most likely to result in the desired outcome. [CPR
Corporate Early Case Assessment (ECA) Toolkit—Tab 6; CPR Suitability Guide—Tab 7;
ECA Executive Summary—Tab 8]



Limited Early Information Exchange designed to assure that both parties have sufficient
information upon which to reach Early Resolution. [Sample Agreement—Tab 9; for other
examples, see CPR Economical Litigation Agreement—Tab 4 and CPR Arbitration
Procedures and Related Materials—Tab 10]



Initiation of an Early Resolution process leveraging the results of the Early Case
Assessment and Early Information Exchange and using skilled settlement counsel
and/or a mediator to maximize the likelihood of success. [CPR Mediation Procedure—
Tab 11; See discussion of roles and approaches in the CPR Corporate Early Case
Assessment Toolkit—Tab 6 and Success Stories—Tab 12]

CPR members have full access to the materials described above, as well as the complete
set of protocols, tools and other resources developed by CPR to enable members to
achieve the best and most efficient approach to dispute resolution for their organization.
[See Resources for Navigating Complex Business Disputes (A Continuum of ADR Best
Practices)—Tab 13; Index to CPR Web-Based Resources—Tab 14]

TAB 1

TAB 1
CPR 21st Century Pledge
and CPR Pledge

Our company believes the costs, delay and damage to relationships resulting from adversarial litigation
practices have risen to levels that are unsustainable in the present day global business arena. Alternative
dispute resolution (ADR) practices developed over the last 30 years have encouraged more cost-effective
and collaborative solutions.
Nevertheless, we recognize innovation and advancement need to continue.
We believe it is a priority to explore the use of cost-efficient, sustainable, dispute resolution;
We believe that our businesses can and should engage in a systematic and collaborative approach
to dispute management and resolution with domestic and global customers, suppliers, partners
and competitors;
We believe that outside counsel can be an integral part of our dispute management team and law firms
schooled in ADR can better serve our legal needs;
We believe that disputes can be resolved using ADR methods so that the outcome enhances both the
company’s short and long term well-being, as well as sustaining its vital business relationships.
In recognition of the foregoing, we subscribe to the following statement of principle on behalf of our
company and its global subsidiaries.

“Our company pledges to commit its resources to manage and resolve disputes
through negotiation, mediation and other ADR processes when appropriate, with
a view to establishing and practicing global, sustainable dispute management and
resolution processes.”
Company:		

_____________________________________________

Senior Legal or
Executive Officer:

_____________________________________________
Signature

_____________________________________________
Print name

Date:

_____________________________________________
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CPR Corporate Policy Statement on
Alternatives to Litigation
More than 4,000 operating companies have committed to the CPR Corporate Policy Statement on Alternatives
to Litigation©. The CPR Corporate Pledge, which was initiated in 1984, obliges subscribing companies to
seriously explore negotiation, mediation or other ADR processes in conflicts arising with other signatories
before pursuing full-scale litigation. The list of companies subscribing on behalf of themselves and their
major operating subsidiaries is available on the CPR Website at www.cpradr.org.

CPR CORPORATE POLICY STATEMENT
on ALTERNATIVES TO LITIGATION©

COMPANY
We recognize that for many disputes there is a less expensive, more effective method of resolution than the
traditional lawsuit. Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) procedures involve collaborative techniques which can
often spare businesses the high costs of litigation.
In recognition of the foregoing, we subscribe to the following statements of principle on behalf of our
company and its domestic subsidiaries:*
In the event of a business dispute between our company and another company which has made or will then make a
similar statement, we are prepared to explore with that other party resolution of the dispute through negotiation or ADR
techniques before pursuing full-scale litigation. If either party believes that the dispute is not suitable for ADR techniques,
or if such techniques do not produce results satisfactory to the disputants, either party may proceed with litigation.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (Signature), Print Name
CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER (Signature), Print Name
DATE
*Our major operating subsidiaries are:

© 1984. International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution.. All rights reserved.
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WHY A CORPORATE POLICY STATEMENT ON ALTERNATIVES TO LITIGATION?
By James F. Henry, Former President
International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution
(formerly the CPR Institute for Dispute Resolution)
"Too much . . . and too expensive."
That is the consensus about litigation in the business community. Even when lawsuits are settled out of court, which
happens over 90% of the time, settlement usually occurs only as the trial date approaches and after most of the costs have
been incurred. And all too often, the settlement is based strictly on the dispute's perceived monetary value without
adequate investigation of mutually-advantageous business solutions.
The purpose of the Corporate Policy Statement on Alternatives to Litigation is to encourage the early resolution of business
disputes with creative, businesslike settlements achieved through mediation or other alternative dispute resolution (ADR)
procedures. Once a dispute has erupted, emotions are at a high pitch and parties quickly assume an adversary stance. Each
is likely to be concerned that suggesting private resolution will be viewed by the other as a sign of weakness. This danger is
minimized when parties have adopted a corporate policy calling for exploration of ADR options before resorting to full-scale
litigation in disputes with other companies subscribing to the same policy.
The Policy Statement helps subscribers get over the most important strategic hurdle to quick settlement: it lets them make the
first move. Negotiations can begin early — before litigation takes on a life of its own.
That is the essence of the CPR Policy Statement. Those who adopt it can choose from the full spectrum of ADR techniques.
These include but are not limited to the minitrial, mediation and neutral fact-finding — each has proven its value in helping
executives and counsel arrive at economical, expeditious, mutually-acceptable results.
Both the nonbinding minitrial and mediation have been used successfully to resolve complex multimillion-dollar disputes involving,
for example, commercial contracts, patents, construction contracts, joint ventures and transnational issues. Most mediations and
minitrials have resulted in prompt settlements and dramatic reductions in legal costs and delay. Borden, Control Data, Eaton,
Gillette, ITT, Motorola, Shell Oil, Standard Oil of Indiana, Texaco, TRW, Union Carbide and Wisconsin Electric are just some of the
companies reporting economical, satisfying results with these ADR procedures.
It should be noted:
• The CPR Policy Statement is not a binding commitment to engage in negotiations or ADR, but is an expression of corporate

policy. Subscribers undertake to act in good faith and to genuinely consider ADR. It is not intended, however, to create
legally enforceable rights.
• The CPR Policy Statement does not preclude a subscriber from taking those preliminary actions advisable to protect its access

to the courts — for example, filing a complaint for statute of limitations or venue purposes. Even when such actions have
been taken, negotiation or ADR techniques can still be used.
• Vigorous advocacy is compatible with negotiation and ADR.
• Not every dispute is suitable for resolution through ADR techniques. If either party concludes that ADR would be inappropriate

in a particular case — for example, if judicial determination of a critical legal issue is deemed essential — that party is not bound
to explore ADR.
• The CPR Policy Statement raises the consciousness of executives and counsel regarding the use of ADR and encourages the

systematic review of business disputes for their ADR potential.
• Subscribers may choose to modify the wording of the CPR Policy Statement in ways that do not change its spirit or intent.
Even if ADR does not lead directly to a resolution, the effort increases chances of later settlement by establishing a channel of
communications between parties and by giving each a better understanding of the other's position.

The CPR Corporate Pledge has been actively supported by the Business Roundtable, the National Association of Manufacturers,
the American Corporate Counsel Association and leading industrial organizations. More than 4,000
operating companies have committed to the CPR Corporate Pledge, including most of the largest corporations — a broad
cross-section of American business that accounts for about one half of the aggregate of the gross national product. Companies
are not just signing the CPR Pledge; they are using it to resolve significant disputes swiftly, privately and with dramatic cost
savings. Efforts to avoid litigation are in the public interest and should reflect favorably on companies making such attempts.
Please note: This Commentary should not be construed as a part of the CPR Corporate Policy Statement. In signing the Policy
Statement, a company is subscribing only to the terms of the Statement itself.

TAB 2

TAB 2
ADR 101

ADR 101 was developed by CPR’s Mediation Committee, and provides an overview of commercial arbitration
and mediation processes and key issues that should be considered when determining the best process for a
case.
Full material can be accessed by CPR members.

TAB 3

TAB 3
CPR Model EDR Process
Overview/Rollout

CPR Model EDR Process Overview/Rollout
This material provides an overview of Early Dispute Resolution (EDR) Programs, including
process overviews, key issues to be considered in tailoring the process to meet company
objectives and suggested approaches for EDR metrics..
Full material can be accessed by CPR members.

CPR Model Clauses

TAB 4

TAB 4

Introducing
Administered
CPR’s New Arb Rules
Administered Arbitration Rules
CPR MODEL CLAUSES FOR
ADMINISTERED ARBITRATION
Standard Contractual Provisions
A. Pre-Dispute Clause for Administered Arbitration
“Any dispute arising out of or relating to this contract, including the
breach, termination or validity thereof, shall be finally resolved by
arbitration in accordance with the International Institute for Conflict
Prevention and Resolution (“CPR”) Rules for Administered Arbitration (the “Administered Rules” or “Rules”) by (a sole arbitrator) (three
arbitrators, of whom each party shall designate one, with the third
arbitrator to be appointed by CPR) (three arbitrators, of whom each party
shall designate one, with the third arbitrator to be designated by the two
party-appointed arbitrators) (three arbitrators, of whom each party shall
designate one in accordance with the screened appointment procedure
provided in Rule 5.4) (three arbitrators, none of whom shall be designated
by either party). The arbitration shall be governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq., and judgment upon the award rendered by
the arbitrator(s) may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof.
The place of the arbitration shall be (city, state).”
B. Existing Dispute Submission Agreement for Administered Arbitration
“We, the undersigned parties, hereby agree to submit to arbitration in
accordance with the International Institute for Conflict Prevention
and Resolution (“CPR”) Rules for Administered Arbitration
(the “Administered Rules” or “Rules”) the following dispute:
[Describe briefly]
We further agree that the above dispute shall be submitted to (a sole
arbitrator) (three arbitrators, of whom each party shall designate one, with
the third arbitrator to be appointed by CPR) (three arbitrators, of whom
each party shall designate one, with the third arbitrator to be designated
by the two party-appointed arbitrators) (three arbitrators, of whom each
party shall designate one in accordance with the screened appointment
procedure provided in Rule 5.4) (three arbitrators, none of whom shall
be designated by either party). [We further agree that we shall faithfully observe this agreement and the Administered Rules and that we
shall abide by and perform any award rendered by the arbitrator(s).] The
arbitration shall be governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1
et seq., and judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be
entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. The place of arbitration
shall be (city, state).”

CPR’s
Non-Administered
Administered
Arb Rules
Arbitration Rules
CPR MODEL CLAUSES FOR
ADMINISTERED ARBITRATION
Standard Contractual Provisions
A. Pre-Dispute Clause for Administered Arbitration
“Any dispute arising out of or relating to this contract, including the
breach, termination or validity thereof, shall be finally resolved by
arbitration in accordance with the International Institute for Conflict
Prevention and Resolution (“CPR”) Rules for Administered Arbitration (the “Administered Rules” or “Rules”) by (a sole arbitrator) (three
arbitrators, of whom each party shall designate one, with the third
arbitrator to be appointed by CPR) (three arbitrators, of whom each
party shall designate one, with the third arbitrator to be designated by
the two party-appointed arbitrators) (three arbitrators, of whom each
party shall designate one in accordance with the screened appointment
procedure provided in Rule 5.4) (three arbitrators, none of whom shall
be designated by either party). The arbitration shall be governed by the
Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq., and judgment upon the
award rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be entered by any court having
jurisdiction thereof. The place of the arbitration shall be (city, state).”
B. Existing Dispute Submission Agreement for
Administered Arbitration
“We, the undersigned parties, hereby agree to submit to arbitration
in accordance with the International Institute for Conflict Prevention
and Resolution (“CPR”) Rules for Administered Arbitration
(the “Administered Rules” or “Rules”) the following dispute:
[Describe briefly]
We further agree that the above dispute shall be submitted to (a sole arbitrator) (three arbitrators, of whom each party shall designate one, with
the third arbitrator to be appointed by CPR) (three arbitrators, of whom
each party shall designate one, with the third arbitrator to be designated
by the two party-appointed arbitrators) (three arbitrators, of whom each
party shall designate one in accordance with the screened appointment
procedure provided in Rule 5.4) (three arbitrators, none of whom shall
be designated by either party). [We further agree that we shall faithfully
observe this agreement and the Administered Rules and that we shall
abide by and perform any award rendered by the arbitrator(s).] The
arbitration shall be governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C.
§§ 1 et seq., and judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator(s)
may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. The place of
arbitration shall be (city, state).”

Administered
Arb Rules
CPR’s
Mediation Rules
CPR MODEL CLAUSES
FOR MEDIATION
Standard Contractual Provisions
A. Pre-Dispute Clause for Mediation
The parties shall attempt in good faith to resolve any dispute arising
out of or relating to this [Agreement] [Contract] promptly by mediation
under the International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution
(“CPR”) Mediation Procedure [currently in effect OR in effect on the
date of this Agreement], before resorting to arbitration or litigation.
Unless otherwise agreed, the parties will select a mediator from the
CPR Panels of Distinguished Neutrals.
B. Pre-Dispute Clause for Mediation with Arbitration
The parties shall attempt in good faith to resolve any dispute arising
out of or relating to this [Agreement] [Contract] promptly by mediation
under the International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution
(“CPR”) Mediation Procedure [currently in effect OR in effect on the
date of this Agreement]. Unless otherwise agreed, the parties will select
a mediator from the CPR Panels of Distinguished Neutrals.
Any dispute arising out of or relating to this contract, including the
breach, termination or validity thereof, which has not been resolved by
mediation as provided herein [within ]45[ days after initiation of the
mediation procedure] [within ]30[ days after appointment of a mediator],
shall be finally resolved by arbitration in accordance with the CPR Rules
for Administered Arbitration (the “Administered Rules” or “Rules”) by
(a sole arbitrator) (three arbitrators, of whom each party shall designate
one, with the third arbitrator to be appointed by CPR) (three arbitrators,
of whom each party shall designate one, with the third arbitrator to be
designated by the two party-appointed arbitrators) (three arbitrators, of
whom each party shall designate one in accordance with the screened
appointment procedure provided in Rule 5.4) (three arbitrators, none
of whom shall be designated by either party). The arbitration shall be
governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq., and
judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be entered
by any court having jurisdiction thereof. The place of the arbitration
shall be (city, state).
C. Existing Dispute Submission Agreement for Mediation
We hereby agree to submit to confidential mediation under the CPR
Mediation Procedure the following controversy: (Describe briefly)

TAB 5
TAB 5

Economical Litigation
Agreement

International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution
www.cpradr.org

ECONOMICAL LITIGATION AGREEMENTS (“ELA”) FOR COMMERCIAL
CONTRACTS AS A MEANS OF REDUCING
CIVIL LITIGATION COSTS
“THE MODEL CIVIL LITIGATION PRENUP”
(2010 Edition)

Copyright © 2010
by Daniel B. Winslow
and International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution

STANDARD CONTRACTUAL PROVISION
The following model clause may be inserted into a commercial contract to incorporate by
reference the terms of the International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution
Economical Litigation Agreement provisions. Because waiver of trial by jury has been held by
several jurisdictions to be required to be “knowing, intelligent and voluntary” to be valid, the
model clause makes explicit that the civil litigation shall be jury-waived. Some jurisdictions,
such as California, explicitly prohibit advance waiver of trial by jury, so the model language
defers to such explicit prohibitions. By incorporating a forum selection clause and choice of law
clause in their contract, the parties can control whether any litigation occurs in jurisdictions that
prohibit advance jury waiver.
XX. Economical Litigation Agreement: Any Dispute arising out of or relating to this
contract, including the breach, termination or validity thereof, whether based on action in
contract or tort, shall be finally resolved by civil litigation in accordance with the International
Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution Economical Litigation Agreement (2010 edition),
by a judge sitting without a jury. In jurisdictions where advance waiver of jury is prohibited as a
matter of law, or where all parties to this agreement subsequently agree in writing, such Dispute
shall be decided by a jury.

Copyright © 2010
by Daniel B. Winslow
and International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CONFLICT PREVENTION & RESOLUTION
ECONOMICAL LITIGATION AGREEMENT
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Section 1.

Purpose

1.1. Prompt and Affordable Justice. The purpose of the parties’ Economical
Litigation Agreement (“ELA”) shall be to provide a means for the parties to secure prompt and
affordable resolution of any Dispute arising out of or relating to their contract (“Dispute”). The
parties have agreed to this ELA as an alternative to binding arbitration in which significant rights
pursuant to civil litigation would have been waived. The ELA shall not have any effect on the
court’s inherent ability to manage trial or to render judgment in accordance with applicable law.
1.2. Reservation of Arbitration. In the event a judge enters orders contrary to the
terms of the ELA between the parties, both parties may by written agreement choose either to
waive such provision of the ELA or to submit their Dispute instead to binding arbitration in
accordance with the International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution (“CPR”) Rules
for Non-Administered Arbitration for determination by a sole arbitrator. In the event the parties
fail to agree either to waive the affected provisions of the ELA or to submit their Dispute to
binding arbitration, any party may seek a summary hearing and ruling from the ELA Arbitrator
appointed pursuant to Section 6 that the judge’s order materially violates the terms of the ELA.
If the ELA Arbitrator so rules, the parties shall submit the merits of their Dispute to binding
arbitration before the ELA Arbitrator forthwith. By filing or responding to an action in court, the
parties do not waive their right to have the Dispute decided by binding arbitration in such event.
Any such arbitration shall be governed by the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq., and
judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered by any court having
jurisdiction thereof.
Section 2.

Waiver of Right to Trial by Jury

2.1. Jury-Waived Trial. The parties agree that any trial of their Dispute shall be
heard by a judge sitting without a jury and that their constitutional right to trial by jury is hereby
waived.
2.2. Knowing, Intelligent and Voluntary Waiver.
The parties knowingly,
intelligently and voluntarily waive their right to trial by jury, after having opportunity to confer
with counsel regarding such waiver. The parties acknowledge that they understand their right to
trial by jury includes submitting their Dispute to a jury of their peers, randomly chosen from the
community, in which they would have the opportunity to challenge any jurors whom they
believe to be biased or for other good cause and that judgments only could be rendered upon a
jury verdict determined by five/sixths of the jury or such other portion of agreement by the jurors
as required by the applicable jurisdiction.

Copyright © 2010
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2.3. Exception. Where advance waiver of jury is prohibited as a matter of law, or
where all parties agree in writing, the Dispute shall be decided by a jury.
Section 3.

Pre-Litigation Mandatory Dispute Resolution

3.1. Exhaustion Required. Except as provided in 3.2, below, the parties agree that
no party may file a civil complaint or petition against any party without first exhausting the prelitigation Dispute resolution procedures contained in this section. The parties by written
agreement may extend the deadlines described in this section and may agree to additional prelitigation Dispute resolution activities.
3.2. Exception: Preservation of Statutes of Limitation Where an applicable statute
of limitation may expire during the period required for mandatory pre-litigation Dispute
resolution, where a party fails or refuses to timely agree to and execute a tolling agreement of the
applicable statute of limitation to allow pre-litigation Dispute resolution to occur, a party may
file a civil complaint or petition against such party but shall not serve such complaint or petition
until the pre-litigation procedures described in this section have been exhausted, unless otherwise
required by law to prevent expiration of such statutes.
3.3. Escalating Negotiation. The parties shall attempt in good faith to resolve any
Dispute arising out of or relating to their contract promptly by negotiation between executives
who have authority to settle the controversy, who are at a higher level of management than the
persons with direct responsibility for administration of the contract and who have not been
previously involved in the Dispute. Any party may give another party written notice of any
Dispute not resolved in the normal course of business by letter or email captioned “Demand for
Negotiation of Business Dispute.” Within 15 days after delivery of the notice, for which
acknowledgment of receipt or receipted delivery has been made (“delivery”), the receiving party
shall submit to the other a written response by letter or email. The notice and response shall
include (i) a statement of each party’s position and a summary of arguments supporting that
position, and (ii) the name and title of the executive who will represent that party and of any
other person who will accompany the executive at any meeting or conference call. Within 30
days after delivery of the disputing party’s notice, the designated executives of both parties shall
meet or confer telephonically or by video conference or in person at a mutually acceptable time
and place, and thereafter as often as they reasonably deem necessary, to attempt to resolve the
Dispute. All reasonable requests for information made by one party to the other shall be
honored. All negotiations pursuant to this section are confidential and shall be treated as
compromise and settlement negotiations for purposes of applicable rules of evidence. The
parties may be assisted by legal counsel during negotiations, but in no event shall outside legal
counsel represent any party in such negotiations. All communication between parties in the
negotiation shall occur between executives and not by their outside counsel.
3.4. Mandatory Mediation. If the Dispute has not been resolved by negotiation
within 45 days after delivery of the disputing party’s notice, or if the parties failed to meet within
30 days as required by Section 3.3, the parties shall endeavor to settle the Dispute by mediation
under the then current CPR rules with respect to the mediation of commercial Disputes, or such
Copyright © 2010
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other similar procedures as agreed to by the parties. Any mediation between the parties shall
conclude no later than 90 days after delivery of the notice of Dispute negotiation.
Section 4.

Waiver of Service of Process

4.1. Service by Overnight Delivery Service. Each party defendant agrees to waive
service of process. In lieu of formal service of process, the parties agree that any complaint or
petition shall be served by overnight delivery service to the business address of the chief
executive officer for each party defendant and, if applicable, with a copy by overnight delivery
service to the general counsel or senior legal officer of such party defendant.
4.2. Proof of Service. The parties agree that the tracking order showing overnight
delivery shall be prima facie proof of service and may be filed as an exhibit with an affidavit of
service by counsel for each party plaintiff with the court.
Section 5.

Time for Responsive Pleading

5.1. Answer Extension as of Right. The parties agree that upon written notice by a
defendant to the plaintiff(s) by letter or email to each plaintiff’s counsel, the time within which
the defendant shall answer, move or otherwise respond to the complaint shall be extended an
additional 15 days beyond the date such answer or response otherwise would be due under the
applicable rules of civil procedure to the same extent as filing a stipulation and without need for
a court motion or order. In the event the extended deadline falls on a weekend or legal holiday,
the answer or response shall be due on the next business day following such weekend or legal
holiday.
5.2. Counterclaim Reply Extension as of Right. In the event a party defendant files
a counterclaim, the parties agree that upon written notice by a counterclaim defendant to the
counterclaim plaintiff(s) by letter or email to counterclaim plaintiff’s counsel, the deadline for
the counterclaim defendant to file an answer, move or otherwise respond shall be extended an
additional 15 days beyond the date such answer or response otherwise would be due under the
applicable rules of civil procedure to the same extent as filing a stipulation and without need for
a court motion or order. In the event the extended deadline falls on a weekend or legal holiday,
the answer or response shall be due on the next business day following such weekend or legal
holiday.
Section 6.

Appointment of ELA Arbitrator

6.1. Agreed Designation by Parties. Within seven business days after the filing of
the answer, motion or response, the parties’ counsel shall confer for purposes of selecting an
ELA Arbitrator who shall preside over all discovery process in the litigation.
6.2. Designation by CPR. Unless counsel for all parties agree on a particular ELA
Arbitrator within seven business days after the filing of the answer, motion or other response,
counsel for the plaintiff party shall notify CPR in writing, with a copy to counsel for each
defendant party, of the need for an ELA Arbitrator in connection with the litigation. Such notice
Copyright © 2010
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shall include the names, addresses, telephone and fax numbers, and email addresses of all
counsel as well as the names and addresses of all parties to the Dispute. Within seven business
days from its receipt of such notice, CPR shall transmit to counsel for all parties a list of no
fewer than five attorneys whom CPR has determined to be trained in ELA case management.
Such list shall include a brief statement of each candidate’s qualifications and the candidate’s
fees for serving as an ELA Arbitrator. Within seven business days after receipt of such list, each
party shall provide to CPR without notice to the opposing party a ranking of the candidates in
order of preference and shall note any objection it may have to any candidate. Any party failing
without good cause to return the candidate list so marked within seven business days after
delivery shall be deemed to have assented to all candidates listed. CPR shall designate as ELA
Arbitrator the candidate willing to serve for whom the parties collectively have indicated the
highest preference. If a tie should result between two candidates, CPR may designate either
candidate. If this procedure for any reason should fail to result in designation of the ELA
Arbitrator or if a party fails to participate in this procedure, CPR shall appoint a person whom it
deems qualified to fill the position of ELA Arbitrator.
6.3. Duties of ELA Arbitrator. The parties agree that the ELA Arbitrator so
designated shall have the power to administer and enforce the pre-trial discovery procedure
agreed to by the parties pursuant to the ELA. The ELA Arbitrator shall be responsible for
ensuring the prompt and affordable resolution of the parties’ Dispute by civil litigation to the
point of settlement or disposition by motion or trial. All decisions by the ELA Arbitrator shall be
preceded by a summary hearing at which counsel for all parties shall have an opportunity to be
heard and, if necessary for decision by the ELA Arbitrator, to present and question evidence.
The ELA Arbitrator shall have the power to award monetary damages and sanctions in
accordance with the ELA which damages and sanctions shall have the force of a binding
arbitration award pursuant to the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1, et seq. Actions to
confirm any award(s) rendered by the ELA Arbitrator may be entered in any court having
appropriate venue and jurisdiction thereof at any time before settlement or within 30 days after
the entry of judgment of the underlying Dispute.
6.4. Costs of ELA Arbitrator. The parties agree to bear equally the cost of the ELA
Arbitrator’s services on an hourly rate, charged by the ELA Arbitrator and CPR, which shall be
invoiced monthly by CPR.
6.5. Appearances Before ELA Arbitrator. All communications between the ELA
Arbitrator and counsel for the parties may be by email, conference call, video conference or in
person, provided that no counsel shall be required to travel further than five miles to attend a
meeting in person. No party or counsel may engage in ex parte communications with the ELA
Arbitrator.
6.6. Discovery Motions and Compliance. The parties agree that all motions
regarding discovery and all issues concerning compliance with this ELA shall be submitted to
and decided by the ELA Arbitrator and not by the court, except motions to compel discovery
from non-party witness(es) in accordance with Section 13.1.1.
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6.6.1.
Protective Orders. Any party may seek to limit the scope of
discovery that seeks privileged information or trade secrets by motion to the ELA Arbitrator,
who shall weigh the relevance, materiality and relative harm to each party to decide the motion.
6.6.2.
Obligation to Confer. Before filing any discovery-related motion
with the ELA Arbitrator, the moving party shall confer with the opposing party to attempt a
negotiated resolution.
Section 7.

Motion Practice

7.1. Page Limits. Unless the court sua sponte orders otherwise or local rules of
procedure require a lesser number of pages, the parties agree that no motion filed with the court
or ELA Arbitrator shall exceed three pages in length, excluding caption and certificates of
service, and no memorandum in support of any motion shall exceed ten pages in length,
excluding caption, affidavits filed in support of such motions and certificates of service.
7.2. Affidavit Summaries. Unless otherwise ordered by the court, the parties agree
that any affidavit filed in court or with the ELA Arbitrator shall be accompanied by an executive
summary paragraph no longer than one page prepared by counsel for ease of reference before
any statement by the affiant.
7.3. Definition of “Page.” For purposes of this section, a “page” shall be 8 ½ by 11
inch paper, 12 point font, with margins no less than one inch on the top, left and bottom margins
and no less that ½ inch on the right margin, unless the civil rules or local rules of the court in
which the litigation is being conducted provide otherwise, in which case such rule shall prevail.
7.4. Waiver of Oral Argument Before the Court. Except for motions to dismiss,
judgment on the pleadings, or summary judgment, the parties agree that all pretrial motions
before the court shall be submitted on the papers without oral argument, and no party shall
request oral argument, except as the court may otherwise require.
Section 8.

Judicial Appearances

8.1. Personal Appearances Waived. Unless the court otherwise requires, the parties
agree that they jointly will request that all appearances by counsel for pre-trial conference,
including the Rule 16 conference pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure or conference
pursuant to a comparable state rule of procedure, shall be by telephonic conference call or, if the
court permits, video conference with the judge and counsel. No counsel shall appear in person
before the judge if any other counsel is not so present, unless such absent counsel has consented
in writing in advance of the hearing.
8.2. Submission of ELA to Court. At any conference with the court pursuant to
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 16 or a comparable state rule of procedure, the parties
agree that they shall jointly submit the ELA to the judge as their jointly stipulated discovery
management procedure.
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Section 9.

Discovery Sequencing

9.1. Threshold Motions. In the event a defendant party files a motion to dismiss or
for judgment on the pleadings, the parties agree that all discovery shall be stayed with the
exception of discovery requests that directly concern the basis of that motion until the date the
court issues its decision on that motion.
9.2. Summary Judgment Motions. In the event that any party files a motion for
summary judgment, all discovery shall be stayed in the case from the date the opposition to the
summary judgment motion is filed until the date the court issues its decision regarding summary
judgment. For the purposes of this section, opposition solely grounded on Rule 56(f) of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure or a comparable state rule of procedure shall not be considered
to be an opposition for purposes of staying discovery. This section shall not apply to motions for
partial summary judgment.
9.3. Preservation of Inherent Judicial Authority. Nothing in this section shall
prevent the court from ordering or the parties from requesting that the proceedings be bifurcated
to address or try distinct issues in sequence.
Section 10.

Discovery Procedure

10.1. Mandatory Disclosure. The parties agree to engage in voluntary disclosure of
relevant facts which shall be completed by any party before that party may initiate discovery of
any kind. For purposes of disclosure, each party shall produce at its own expense or make
available for inspection and copying at the reviewing party’s expense all non-electronic
documents that support any claim or defense asserted by the party in the possession, custody or
control of that document. Each party also shall provide a list of all persons with relevant
personal knowledge of any claim or defense; for any such person not able to be contacted
through party counsel, the list shall include current or last known contact information. The
parties also shall disclose no later than 60 days before any evidentiary hearing or trial all
documents in a party’s possession, custody or control which such party will offer as evidence or
use for cross-examination.
10.2. Scope of Discovery. The parties agree that the scope of permissible discovery
shall be information and documents that are both relevant and material to the underlying Dispute
between the parties.
10.3. Non-Electronic Discovery Limits and Time for Response. The parties further
agree to the following limits on non-electronic discovery based on the lesser of (a) the stated
monetary consideration of the contract or (b) the amount claimed in the complaint or
counterclaim (see Table 1 for summary chart). Where the value of the Dispute cannot be
determined from the face of the contract, claim or counterclaim, upon request of any party, the
ELA Arbitrator shall decide the alleged value of the Dispute solely for purposes of determining
applicable discovery limits. All discovery interrogatories, document requests, requests for
admissions and omnibus conditional discovery requests, shall be responded to within 30 days
after the date of service, with three additional days for service by mail, or such additional time as
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the parties may agree. If the day a response is required is a weekend or holiday, the response
shall be due on the next following business day.
10.3.1.
Interrogatories. Interrogatories propounded by any party shall
not contain any instructions and shall not include any definitions other than shorthand expression
of relevant parties, places or events. No interrogatory shall contain multiple parts or subparts or
consist of more than one sentence. All parties are entitled to one interrogatory seeking the name
and contact information of all factual witnesses and one interrogatory seeking expert witness(es)
information allowed by Rule 26(a)(2) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure or a comparable
state rule of procedure, if applicable. The parties agree that each party shall be limited to the
additional number of interrogatories specified below:
10.3.1.1. Disputes up to $400,000: 5;
10.3.1.2. Disputes up to $1,000,000: 10;
10.3.1.3. Disputes up to $10,000,000: 15;
10.3.1.4. Disputes $10,000,000 or more: 20, plus any additional
found by the ELA Arbitrator to be necessary to prepare for dispositive motion or trial.
10.3.2.
Requests for Production of Documents: Requests for Production
of Documents shall not contain any instructions and shall not include any definitions other than
shorthand expression of relevant parties, places or events. No document request shall contain
multiple parts or subparts or consist of more than one sentence. Document requests shall be
deemed to exclude documents that exist in electronic form only, including emails, on the date the
document request is made; electronic discovery shall be conducted exclusively in accordance
with Section 12. Document requests may seek categories of documents relevant and material to
the case. The parties agree that each party shall be limited to the number of requests specified
below:
10.3.2.1. Disputes up to $400,000: 7;
10.3.2.2. Disputes up to $1,000,000: 14;
10.3.2.3. Disputes up to $10,000,000: 21;
10.3.2.4. Disputes $10,000,000 or more: 28, plus any additional
found by the ELA Arbitrator to be necessary to prepare for dispositive motion or trial.
10.3.3.
Requests for Admission: Requests for Admission shall not
contain any instructions and shall not include any definitions other than shorthand expression of
relevant parties, places or events. No request shall contain multiple parts or subparts or consist
of more than one sentence. The parties agree that each party shall be limited to the number of
requests specified below:
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10.3.3.1. Disputes up to $400,000: 6;
10.3.3.2. Disputes up to $1,000,000: 12;
10.3.3.3. Disputes up to $10,000,000: 18;
10.3.3.4. Disputes $10,000,000 or more: 24, plus any additional
found by the ELA Arbitrator to be necessary to prepare for dispositive motion or trial.
10.4. Omnibus Conditional Discovery Requests. The parties may serve omnibus
discovery requests on a conditional basis, consisting of a single document that includes
interrogatories, document requests and requests for admission, in which any interrogatory or
document request shall be deemed to be withdrawn if a request for admission to which such
interrogatory or document request corresponds is admitted. For purposes of the discovery limits,
any interrogatory or document request that is withdrawn because a corresponding request for
admission has been admitted shall not be counted toward the limit of discovery for such party.
Section 11.

Deposition Practice and Witness Interviews

11.1. Depositions Generally. The parties agree that depositions may be conducted by
audio visual means by any party upon written notice to all other parties at least one week before
the scheduled deposition. Depositions shall not exceed four hours of examination by any party
or counsel, excluding recesses agreed to by all counsel or suspension required for resolution of
disputes by the ELA Arbitrator. The court reporter shall be responsible for determining the
amount of time remaining for each party to conduct an examination and shall be requested to
advise such party 30 minutes before the four-hour limit is reached. Counsel for any party may
appear at any deposition by conference call or video conference and the party taking such
deposition shall make accommodation for such calls or video appearances to occur. The parties
agree that deponents shall have seven business days after the court reporter mails the transcript
of their testimony to their counsel to review and submit any errata sheet signed by the deponent
regarding such deposition testimony.
11.2. Number of Depositions Allowed. The parties agree that the number of
depositions shall be limited by the amount in controversy as defined in Section 10.3, and that
each party shall be permitted to initiate no more than the following number of depositions. For
purposes of these limits, a deposition pursuant to Rule 30 (b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure or comparable state rule of procedure shall be deemed to be one deposition regardless
of how many witnesses are tendered by the party being deposed.
11.2.1.

Disputes up to $400,000: 2;

11.2.2.

Disputes up to $1,000,000: 4;

11.2.3.

Disputes up to $10,000,000: 6;
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11.2.4.
Disputes $10,000,000 or more: 8, plus any additional found by the
ELA Arbitrator to be necessary to prepare for dispositive motion or trial.
11.3. Informal Witness Interviews. In addition to depositions, counsel for any party
shall be permitted to conduct informal witness interviews with any current or former employees
of the opposing party or third persons by teleconference at which all counsel are invited to be
present, provided that any counsel wishing to conduct an informal interview of a witness shall
give written notice to counsel for all other parties at least seven business days before the
interview, the interview is conducted by teleconference at which counsel for any party may dial
in to participate, the conference call is audio recorded and the witness so advised at the outset of
the interview, and the witness agrees at the outset of the interview to tell the truth. Any witness
who fails to agree to be recorded or to agree to tell the truth, or refuses to cooperate with the
interview as determined by the ELA Arbitrator, may be subject to deposition by the inquiring
party in addition to the limits on number of depositions described above. No counsel may
interview a witness longer than 45 minutes, provided that any other counsel for different parties
participating in the conference call also may interview the witness in turn for up to 45 minutes
each. Counsel for witnesses or any party for whom the witness is currently or was formerly
employed may briefly interject cautions to the witness on matters of privilege during any
counsel’s interview. Each party shall be permitted to initiate the following number of informal
witness interviews:
11.3.1.

Disputes up to $400,000: 3;

11.3.2.

Disputes up to $1,000,000: 6;

11.3.3.

Disputes up to $10,000,000: 9;

11.3.4.
Disputes $10,000,000 or more: 12, plus any additional found by
the ELA Arbitrator to be necessary to prepare for dispositive motion or trial.
11.3.5.
Copy of Witness Interviews. Within seven business days after
completion of the witness interview,the party initiating the witness interview shall provide a
copy of the audio recording, either in analog or digital format, to all counsel who request it in
writing or by email and to the witness.
Section 12.
E-Discovery. Electronic discovery (“e-discovery”) refers to the preservation,
search, collection, and production of electronic documents. E-discovery includes both key wordbased searches for electronic documents as well as requests for specific electronic documents.
12.1. General
12.1.1.
Scope. The parties agree that the scope of permissible e-discovery
shall be documents both relevant and material to the underlying Dispute between the parties.
The parties shall not be entitled to any e-discovery except as specifically set forth in Section 12.
All e-discovery requests shall be responded to within 30 days after the date of service, with three
additional days for service by mail, or such additional time as the parties may agree.
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12.1.2.
Search Tools. To the extent necessary, parties shall conduct key
word-based searches using any software tool or tools that are capable of searching searchable
files and e-mails, including the contents of e-mail archive files (such as .PST and .NSF),
attachments, and the contents of files compressed using common formats, such as ZIP, RAR,
GZIP, LHZ and TAR. E-mails shall be searched with a tool or tools capable of searching the
FROM, TO, CC, BCC, SENT, RECEIVED and SUBJECT fields, the body of the e-mail, and
any searchable attachments.
12.1.3.
Document Retrieval. Specific electronic documents requested by
a party may be retrieved in any manner at the sole discretion of the custodial party that does not
alter the contents of the document. The retrieval may alter metadata with the exception of
“created by” and “doc date.”
12.1.4.
Non-Searchable Files. Parties are under no obligation to make
non-searchable files searchable. Parties shall not produce a non-searchable version of a
document when a searchable version exists and can be accessed by the same custodian.
12.1.5.
Format. Spreadsheets, or the exported contents of databases, shall
be produced in native format, unless the native format would render the data not reasonably
accessible because it would require software not licensed to the requesting party. In such case,
the spreadsheet or database export shall be produced in an alternate searchable format that
maintains the organization of the spreadsheet or database export to the extent possible. All other
documents need not be produced in native format and, at the sole discretion of the custodial
party, may instead be produced in alternate formats that are at least as searchable as the
documents’ native format.
12.1.6.
Identification. An identification of a document’s custodian shall
be provided with each document or group of documents.
12.1.7.
Preservation of Privileges and Work Product. The parties agree
that the attorney-client privilege and work product doctrine and any other privileges recognized
in the jurisdiction which laws govern the substantive Dispute shall not be waived by disclosure
of any privileged information to any other party. Notwithstanding any such disclosure during ediscovery, the parties reserve the right to object and move to strike any privileged or work
product-protected information to the court in connection with any submission to or introduction
of evidence to the court. Nothing in Section 12 shall prevent the custodial party from objecting
to the production of privileged documents or attorney work product. A party shall be under no
obligation to withhold documents subject to privilege or work product protections prior to
production, and the parties agree that a failure to withhold such documents prior to production
shall not constitute a waiver of the applicable privilege or work product protections.
12.1.8.
Protective Relief. To the extent a party believes that a request for
electronic discovery is beyond the scope of discovery or made for an improper purpose, that
party may submit a discovery motion seeking relief to the ELA Arbitrator.
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12.2. Presumptions.

It shall be presumed that:

12.2.1.
Metadata. Metadata or slack space need not be searched or
produced, with the exception of “created by” and “doc date.”
12.2.2.
Reasonable Accessibility. Electronic repositories that are not
reasonably accessible because of undue burden or cost need not be restored, searched, or
produced. Examples of not reasonably accessible repositories include backup tapes that are
intended for disaster recovery purposes and that are not searchable, legacy data from obsolete
systems and not readable, and deleted data potentially discoverable through forensics.
12.2.3.
Personal Digital Devices. Electronic information residing on
PDAs, Smartphones, and instant messaging systems need not be searched, collected or produced
unless such repository is the only place where particular discoverable information resides.
12.2.4.

Voicemail. Voicemail systems need not be searched, collected or

produced.
12.2.5.
Foreign Privacy Laws. Repositories of documents subject to the
European Union’s Data Protection Directive or other foreign laws restricting the processing or
transfer of data to the United States for use in civil litigation ("Foreign Privacy Laws") need not
be searched and documents subject to Foreign Privacy Laws need not be produced.
12.3. Overcoming Presumptions. A party seeking to rebut the presumptions set forth
in Section 12.2 may submit a discovery motion to the ELA Arbitrator showing good cause why
such discovery is essential to a claim or defense along with an explanation why the same or
equivalent information cannot be found from a different source.
12.4. Preservation. Custodial parties shall take reasonable steps to preserve electronic
documents that reasonably can be anticipated to be relevant and material to a Dispute.
12.4.1.
Exception: Written Information Management Policy.
Notwithstanding the above, to the extent an organization has a written information management
policy, that organization may continue to follow that policy, including the destruction of
documents in the ordinary course of business, with the exception of documents located in
repositories accessible by a custodian. Such repositories must continue to be preserved during
the pendency of the Dispute even if documents in such repositories were scheduled for
destruction in the ordinary course of business unless, after a good faith investigation by the
custodial party, a party has a good faith reasonable belief that no documents that are relevant and
material to a known Dispute are located in a particular repository.
12.4.2.
Exception: Permission of ELA Arbitrator. To the extent a
custodial party believes that the preservation of a particular electronic repository is unreasonably
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burdensome, the custodial party can seek relief by motion to the ELA Arbitrator, with a specific
showing of the burden that makes preservation unreasonable.
12.5. E-Discovery Limits. The parties agree to the following limits on e-discovery
determined by the amount in controversy based on the lesser of (a) the stated monetary
consideration of the contract or (b) the amount claimed in the complaint or counterclaim (see
Table 2 for summary chart). Where the value of the dispute cannot be determined from the face
of the contract, claim or counterclaim, upon request of any party, the ELA Arbitrator shall decide
the alleged value of the dispute solely for purposes of determining applicable discovery limits.
12.5.1.
Document Requests for Specific Electronic Documents.
Requests for Specific Electronic Documents shall not contain any instructions and shall not
include any definitions other than shorthand expression of relevant parties, places or events. No
request for electronic documents shall contain multiple parts and subparts or consist of more than
one sentence. Requests for Specific Electronic Documents shall reasonably describe the specific
electronic document that is sought. In the case of a database or spreadsheet, the Request shall
further reasonably identify the specific tables or records requested. Requests for Specific
Electronic Documents shall not seek broad categories of documents or require key word
searches. To the extent a database subject to a Request for Specific Electronic Documents has a
built-in search capability, the parties shall not be required to use any search tools to extract
relevant records from the database other than that built-in capability. The parties agree that each
party shall be limited to the number of requests specified below:
12.5.1.1.

Disputes up to $400,000: 4;

12.5.1.2.

Disputes up to $1,000,000: 7;

12.5.1.3.

Disputes up to $10,000,000: 15;

12.5.1.4.
Disputes $10,000,000 or more; 25 plus any
additional found by the ELA Arbitrator to be necessary to prepare for dispositive motion or trial.
12.5.2.
Document Requests for Key Word Searches. Requests for Key
Word Searches of Electronic Documents shall include an identification of the custodians whose
electronic repositories are to be searched, along with a single set of key words that will be
searched in those repositories. Requests shall not contain any other instructions and shall not
include any definitions other than shorthand expression of relevant parties, places or events. No
request for key word searches shall contain multiple parts and subparts or consist of more than
one sentence.
12.5.2.1. General
12.5.2.1.1.
Designation of Custodian. Subject to the
limitations set forth below, a party may designate any current or former employee or executive of
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another party as a custodian if there is a reasonable basis for believing that custodian has relevant
documents.
12.5.2.1.2.
Scope of Search. For each identified
custodian, subject to the limitations of Section 12, searches shall be run in the Custodian’s live
and archived e-mail and work computer(s) (desktop and/or laptop). Searches also shall be run in
any network locations that are associated with the custodian’s work computer, including group
shares, that, after a reasonable investigation by the custodial party, are determined to be
reasonably likely to contain relevant and material information.
12.6.2.1.3.
Limits of Search. The custodial party shall
not be obligated to search an electronic repository if, after a reasonable investigation by the
custodial party, it is determined to not be reasonably likely to contain relevant information, even
though that electronic repository is accessible by the custodian.
12.5.2.1.4.
Key Words. Key words shall consist of
words or Boolean phrases with proximity believed to be reasonably likely to return a reasonable
volume of relevant documents. A key word shall not include a word that is not substantively
related to the dispute (such as “and”). Key words shall not include the name of a product, a
party, or a current or former employee or executive of a party, but may include these words in
combination with other key words. A Boolean combination of key words shall count as a single
key word. Key words may include a reasonable use of wild cards and root extenders.
12.5.2.1.5.
Number of Key Word Search Requests.
A party shall make no more than two requests for key word searches, which may include in total
the key word search limits described below.
12.5.2.1.6.
Protective Orders. A custodial party that
believes that a requested key word or custodian was selected for an improper purpose, or would
result in an unreasonable volume of documents, after consultation with opposing counsel to
attempt to resolve the issue by agreement, can file a motion with the ELA Arbitrator requesting
relief. Such motion shall include the results of sampling, or other evidence, showing the
unreasonableness of the requested key word or custodian.
12.5.2.2. Key Word Search Limits. The parties agree that each
party’s Requests for Key Word Searches shall be limited as specified below:
12.5.2.2.1.

Disputes up to $400,000: No Requests for

Key Word Searches allowed.
12.5.2.2.2.
Disputes up to $1,000,000: Requests for
Key Word Searches may be sent in the form of an e-document request as follows: Identifying no
more than 4 custodians of information; for a period of time no more than six months, which may
include multiple periods of time aggregating to no more than six months; and involving not more
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than six key words likely to lead to the discovery of information both relevant and material to the
underlying dispute.
12.5.2.2.3.
Disputes up to $10,000,000: Requests for
Key Word Searches may be sent in the form of an e-document request as follows: Identifying no
more than 8 custodians of information; for a period of time no more than 1 year, which may
include multiple periods of time aggregating to no more than one year; and involving not more
than 18 key words likely to lead to the discovery of information both relevant and material to the
underlying dispute.
12.5.2.2.4.
Disputes more than $10,000,000: Requests
for Key Word Searches may be sent in the form of an e-document request as follows: Identifying
no more than 16 custodians of information; for a period of time no more than three years, which
may include multiple periods of time aggregating to no more than three years; involving not
more than 40 key words likely to lead to the discovery of information both relevant and material
to the underlying dispute; and upon an assertion that additional requests are necessary to discover
information both relevant and material to the underlying dispute, the ELA Arbitrator may allow
additional e-discovery at the request of any party.
Section 13.

Discovery Disputes and Cost-Shifting

13.1. Exclusive Authority of ELA Arbitrator. Any discovery-related motion,
including motions for protective orders, motions to compel, motions for sanctions, and motions
regarding e-discovery, shall be served on all other parties and then sent to the ELA Arbitrator
without filing in court. The ELA Arbitrator shall invite any opposition to be submitted in writing
and then shall convene a hearing at which all interested parties may be heard. After the hearing,
the ELA Arbitrator shall enter an order regarding discovery, including the presumption of an
award of attorneys’ fees to the prevailing party in accordance with Section 13.2., which shall
have the force of an arbitration award.
13.1.1.
Exception: Non-Party Witness Subpoenas and Compelled
Testimony. In the event a non-party witness will not voluntarily submit to discovery in
accordance with this ELA, the party seeking discovery may initiate subpoenas and seek judicial
orders to compel compliance with such discovery.
13.1.2.
Exception: Preclusive Motions. Nothing in this ELA shall
preclude any party from seeking a judicial order to preclude from hearing or trial any discovery
that was not timely disclosed in accordance with the requirements of this ELA, in addition to
damages and costs to be awarded by the ELA Arbitrator.
13.2. Attorney Fee Shifting. Unless the ELA Arbitrator finds that the discovery
dispute was (a) reasonable and (b) not susceptible of voluntary resolution between counsel, the
ELA Arbitrator shall determine and award attorneys’ fees incurred by the party who prevailed in
any discovery dispute to be paid by the opposing party. In making the determination whether a
dispute was susceptible of voluntary agreement by counsel, the ELA Arbitrator shall consider
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whether any counsel engaged in lack of civility or professional courtesy. The parties agree that
the ELA Arbitrator shall award damages in the amount of increased costs of litigation as well as
reasonable costs and attorneys’ fees to any party who prevails in a hearing before the ELA
Arbitrator to enforce the terms of their ELA.
Section 14.

Further Agreement of Parties

The parties may agree in writing at any time to additional or different procedures
consistent with the purpose of this ELA.
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TABLE 1: PAPER DISCOVERY LIMITS
Interrogatories
Up to $400,000

5

Document
Requests
7

RFAs

Depositions

Interviews

6

2

3

Up to $1,000,000

10

14

12

4

6

Up to $10,000,000

15

21

18

6

9

$10,000,000 or more

20+

28+

24+

8+

12+

[+ = Additional found by ELA Arbitrator to be necessary to prepare for dispositive motion or trial.]
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TABLE 2: E-DISCOVERY LIMITS

Up to
$400,0000
Up to
$1,000,000
Up to
$10,000,000
$10,000,000
or more

Requests for
Specific EDocuments

Key Word:
Custodians

Key Word:
Time Period

Key Words
Number

4

0

0

0

7

4

6 months

6

15

8

1 year

18

25 +

16 +

3 years +

40 +

[+ = Any additional found by ELA Arbitrator to be necessary to prepare for dispositive motion or trial.]
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TAB 6

TAB 6

CPR Corporate Early Case
Assessment Toolkit

CPR Corporate Early Case Assessment Toolkit
This Toolkit outlines a simple conflict management process designed to facilitate more
informed and expedited decision-making at the early stages of a dispute. The toolkit was
created by leading members of CPR, including corporate counsel, outside counsel and
academics and reflects best practice in commercial dispute resolution.
Full material can be accessed by CPR members.

TAB 7
CPR Suitability Guide

TAB 7

CPR Suitability Guide
The Guide is applicable to a wide range of disputes and is designed to assist lawyers and
clients in determining whether a particular dispute is suitable for resolution through ADR,
and the form of ADR most suitable to the matter. It addresses mediation, other non-binding
ADR processes, arbitration and litigation.
Full material can be accessed by CPR members.

TAB 8
Early Case Assessment
Executive Summary

TAB 8

Early Case Assessment Executive Summary
A model report case management recommendations resulting from an early case assessment.
Full material can be accessed by CPR members.

TAB 9
Sample Agreement

TAB 9

Sample Agreement
A model agreement for information exchange to support a dispute resolution process.
Full material can be accessed by CPR members.

TAB 10
CPR Arbitration Procedures
and Related Materials

TAB 10

OVERVIEW

CPR offers both administered arbitration and non-administered arbitration rules. In deciding which set of rules
to use, the parties should consider the amount of support necessary for the matter and how much they are
willing to spend on the administrative elements of the case. CPR’s administered arbitration rules are
substantially the same as CPR’s non-administered rules except for modifications related to CPR’s
administrative role, which includes billing, selection of the arbitrator(s), ensuring the smooth interface between
parties and the Arbitrator/Tribunal, limited review of awards, and oversight to ensure the process occurs in a
timely manner.
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Changing the Way the World Resolves Conflict
ABOUT CPR – CPR is the only independent non-profit
organization whose mission is to help global business and their
lawyers resolve complex commercial disputes more cost effectively
and efficiently. For over 30 years, the legal community has trusted
CPR to deliver superior arbitrators and mediators and innovative
solutions to business conflict.
__________________________________________________________
Dispute Resolution Services:
• With litigation costing billions of dollars each year, effective
conflict management is essential to reduce costs, increase
privacy, lower litigation risks and improve business relationships.
• Mediation, arbitration and other consensual dispute
resolution methods offer a low-cost, high-return option
for parties.
• CPR’s Panels of Distinguished Neutrals, comprised of former
judges, prominent attorneys and academics, are uniquely
qualified to resolve worldwide complex business disputes in
more than 20 specialized practice areas.
CPR’s Clauses and Rules:
• Allow parties to constructively and efficiently resolve disputes.
• Reduce time and money.
• Provide a range of options for administrative involvement.
• Enable proceedings to be held anywhere in the world.
• Conduct complex arbitration and/or mediation more efficiently
with role of administered body determined by parties.
CPR Panels of Distinguished Neutrals:
• More than 500 distinguished neutrals, both in the
United States and abroad.
• A highly selective vetting and evaluation process.
• A diverse Global Panel of Distinguished Neutrals across
more than 20 countries.
• Highly skilled lawyers provide the administration and
selection process
CPR Services Include:
• Resources for drafting pre-dispute ADR clauses and custom
post-dispute ADR agreements.
• Developing selection criteria for neutral selection, as well
as generating lists of neutral candidates to meet parties’
specific complex needs.
• Fund-holding capabilities.
• Procedures for challenging and/or replacing neutrals.
• Appointment of special arbitrator for emergency relief.
• Fully administered arbitration.
Copyright ©2013 by International Institute for Conflict Prevention
and Resolution, Inc. All rights reserved.
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CPR’S FULL RANGE OF ARBITRATION
OPTIONS
The International Institute for Conflict Prevention and
Resolution (“CPR”) has long championed its Rules for
Non-Administered Arbitration (Rev. 2007) as a means of
providing for a fair, expeditious, and economical arbitration process. Hallmark features of non-administered or
ad hoc rules include management of the process by
the Tribunal and counsel, without the need for the
involvement of a separate administering entity. To aid
participants in a non-administered process when
necessary, CPR offers customized services, such as
arbitrator selection and a challenge procedure. For a full
menu of such services, please refer to CPR’s website,
www.cpradr.org.
CPR maintains its commitment to non-administered
processes. However, mindful of the benefits that an
arbitral institution can provide in appropriate cases, CPR
has promulgated a set of administered arbitration rules
to increase parties’ range of options. The CPR Rules for
Administered Arbitration (July 1, 2013) provide parties
with the same well-designed procedures and high quality
arbitrators as CPR’s non-administered option, while also
allowing the parties to avail themselves of CPR’s quality
staff and resources when an administered process
is desired.
Mediation and Other ADR Procedures. The following
Rules are intended to govern administered arbitration
proceedings. However, parties also may wish to
incorporate pre-arbitral negotiation or mediation phases in
their contract provisions. Parties desiring to use such
procedures should consult the CPR Mediation Procedure
and CPR’s Dispute Resolution Clauses (available on CPR’s
website at www.cpradr.org).
To obtain a copy of any of our rules and procedures, or to
find out more about our Dispute Resolution Services and
fees, visit our website at www.cpradr.org or call CPR’s
office at +1.212.949.6490.

CPR MODEL CLAUSES FOR
ADMINISTERED ARBITRATION
Standard Contractual Provisions
The CPR Rules for Administered Arbitration (the
“Administered Rules” or “Rules”) are intended in
particular for use in complex commercial arbitrations
where parties desire an administered process. They are
designed to assure the expeditious and economical
conduct of proceedings. The Administered Rules may be
adopted by parties wishing to do so by using one of the
following standard provisions:
ADMINISTERED ARBITRATION RULES 3

A.

Pre-Dispute Clause for Administered
Arbitration

“Any dispute arising out of or relating to this contract,
including the breach, termination or validity thereof, shall
be finally resolved by arbitration in accordance with the
International Institute for Conflict Prevention and
Resolution (“CPR”) Rules for Administered Arbitration (the
“Administered Rules” or “Rules”) by (a sole arbitrator)
(three arbitrators, of whom each party shall designate one,
with the third arbitrator to be appointed by CPR) (three
arbitrators, of whom each party shall designate one, with
the third arbitrator to be designated by the two partyappointed arbitrators) (three arbitrators, of whom each
party shall designate one in accordance with the screened
appointment procedure provided in Rule 5.4) (three
arbitrators, none of whom shall be designated by either
party). The arbitration shall be governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq., and judgment upon
the award rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be entered by
any court having jurisdiction thereof. The place of the
arbitration shall be (city, state).”

B.

Existing Dispute Submission Agreement for
Administered Arbitration

“We, the undersigned parties, hereby agree to submit to
arbitration in accordance with the International Institute
for Conflict Prevention and Resolution (“CPR”) Rules for
Administered Arbitration (the “Administered Rules” or
“Rules”) the following dispute:
[Describe briefly]
We further agree that the above dispute shall be
submitted to (a sole arbitrator) (three arbitrators, of whom
each party shall designate one, with the third arbitrator to
be appointed by CPR) (three arbitrators, of whom each
party shall designate one, with the third arbitrator to be
designated by the two party-appointed arbitrators) (three
arbitrators, of whom each party shall designate one in
accordance with the screened appointment procedure
provided in Rule 5.4) (three arbitrators, none of whom
shall be designated by either party). [We further agree that
we shall faithfully observe this agreement and the
Administered Rules and that we shall abide by and
perform any award rendered by the arbitrator(s).] The
arbitration shall be governed by the Federal Arbitration
Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq., and judgment upon the award
rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be entered by any court
having jurisdiction thereof. The place of arbitration shall
be (city, state).”
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A.

GENERAL AND INTRODUCTORY
ADMINISTERED RULES

Rule 1: Scope of Application
1.1 Where the parties to a contract have provided for
arbitration under the International Institute for
Conflict Prevention and Resolution (“CPR”) Rules for
Administered Arbitration (the “Administered Rules”
or “Rules”), they shall be deemed to have made
these Administered Rules a part of their arbitration
agreement, except to the extent that they have
agreed in writing, or on the record during the course
of the arbitral proceeding, to modify these
Administered Rules. Unless the parties otherwise
agree, these Administered Rules, and any amendment thereof adopted by CPR, shall apply in the
form in effect at the time the arbitration is
commenced. If the parties have provided for
CPR arbitration without specifying either the
Non-Administered or Administered Rules, the CPR
Administered Rules shall apply to any arbitration
agreement dated July 1, 2013 or later.
1.2 These Administered Rules shall govern the arbitration
except that where any of these Administered Rules is
in conflict with a mandatory provision of applicable
arbitration law, that provision of law shall prevail.

Rule 2: Notices
2.1 Notices or other communications required under
these Administered Rules shall be in writing and
delivered to the address specified in writing by the
recipient or, if no address has been specified, to the
last known business or residence address of the
recipient. Notices and communications may be
given by registered mail, courier, telex, facsimile
transmission, email or any other means of
telecommunication that provides a record thereof.
Notices and communications shall be deemed
to be effective as of the date of receipt. Proof of
transmission shall be deemed prima facie proof of
receipt of any notice or communication given under
these Rules.
2.2 Time periods specified by these Administered Rules
or established by the Arbitral Tribunal (the
“Tribunal”) shall start to run on the day following
the day when a notice or communication is received,
unless these Rules or the Tribunal shall specifically
provide otherwise. If the last day of such period is an
official holiday or a non-business day at the place
where the notice or communication is received, the
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period is extended until the first business day which
follows. Official holidays and non-business days
occurring during the running of the period of time
are included in calculating the period.

Rule 3: Commencement of Arbitration
3.1 The party commencing arbitration (the “Claimant”)
shall deliver to the other party (the “Respondent”) a
notice of arbitration with an electronic copy to CPR
at the same time in accordance with Rule 3.3.
3.2 The notice of arbitration shall include in the text or in
attachments thereto:
a. The full names, addresses, telephone numbers
and email addresses for the parties and their
counsel;
b. A demand that the dispute be referred to
arbitration pursuant to these Rules;
c. The text of the arbitration clause or the separate
arbitration agreement that is involved;
d. A statement of the general nature of the
Claimant’s claim;
e. The relief or remedy sought; and
f. The name, address, telephone number and
email address of the arbitrator designated for
appointment by the Claimant, unless the parties
have agreed that neither shall designate an
arbitrator or that the party-designated arbitrators
shall be appointed as provided in Rule 5.4.
3.3 Delivery of the notice of arbitration to CPR required
under this Rule 3.1 shall be as specified on the CPR
website. Simultaneous with delivery of the notice of
arbitration to CPR, the Claimant shall make payment
to CPR of the appropriate Filing Fee as provided
in the Schedule of Administered Arbitration Costs on
the CPR website. In the event the Claimant fails to
comply with this requirement, CPR may fix a time
limit within which the Claimant must make payment,
failing which the file shall be closed without
prejudice to the Claimant’s right to submit the
same claim(s) at a later date in another notice of
arbitration if permissible.
3.4 The date on which CPR is in receipt of both the
notice of arbitration and Filing Fee shall, for all
purposes, be deemed to be the date of the
commencement of the arbitration (“Commencement
Date”). CPR will determine the Commencement
Date and so notify the parties.
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3.5 CPR shall notify the Respondent of its time to deliver
a notice of defense, which shall be 20 days after the
Commencement Date.
3.6 The Respondent shall deliver to the Claimant a
notice of defense by the date provided by CPR under
Rule 3.5 with an electronic copy to CPR at the same
time. Failure to deliver a notice of defense shall not
delay the arbitration; in the event of such failure, all
claims set forth in the notice of arbitration shall be
deemed denied. Failure to deliver a notice of defense
shall not excuse the Respondent from notifying the
Claimant and CPR in writing, by the date provided
by CPR under Rule 3.5, of the arbitrator designated
for appointment by the Respondent, unless the
parties have agreed that neither shall designate an
arbitrator or that the party-designated arbitrators
shall be appointed as provided in Rule 5.4.
3.7 The notice of defense shall include:
a. The full names, addresses, telephone numbers
and email addresses for the parties and
their counsel;
b. Any comment on the notice of arbitration that
the Respondent may deem appropriate;
c. A statement of the general nature of the
Respondent’s defense; and
d. The name, address, telephone number and email
address of the arbitrator designated for appointment by the Respondent, unless the parties have
agreed that neither shall designate an arbitrator
or that the party-designated arbitrators shall be
appointed as provided in Rule 5.4.
3.8 The Respondent may include in its notice of defense
any counterclaim within the scope of the arbitration
clause. If it does so, the counterclaim in the notice
of defense shall include items (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e)
of Rule 3.2.
3.9 If a counterclaim is asserted in accordance with Rule
3.8, CPR shall notify the Claimant of its time to
deliver a response, which shall be 20 days after CPR’s
receipt of the notice of defense and counterclaim.
Such response shall have the same elements as
provided in Rule 3.7(b) and (c) for the notice of
defense. Failure to deliver a reply to a counterclaim
shall not delay the arbitration; in the event of such
failure, all counterclaims set forth in the notice of
defense shall be deemed denied.
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3.10 Claims or counterclaims within the scope of the
arbitration clause may be freely added, amended or
withdrawn prior to the appointment of the Tribunal
and thereafter with the consent of the Tribunal.
Notices of defense or replies to added or amended
claims or counterclaims shall be delivered by the date
CPR provides, which shall be within 20 days after
CPR’s receipt of the addition or amendment or such
other date as specified by CPR, or, if the Tribunal
has been appointed, by the date specified by
the Tribunal.
3.11 If a dispute is submitted to arbitration pursuant to
a submission agreement, this Rule 3 shall apply
to the extent that it is not inconsistent with the
submission agreement.

Rule 4: Representation
4.1 The parties may be represented or assisted by
persons of their choice.
4.2 Each party shall communicate the name, address,
telephone number and email address, and function
of such persons in writing to the other party, to the
Tribunal and to CPR.

B. RULES WITH RESPECT TO THE TRIBUNAL
Rule 5: Selection of Arbitrator(s) by the Parties
5.1 a. Unless the parties have agreed otherwise in
writing, the Tribunal shall consist of three
arbitrators, one designated for appointment by
each of the parties as provided in Rules 3.2 and
3.7 respectively, and a third who shall chair the
Tribunal, selected as provided in Rule 5.2.
b. Unless otherwise agreed, any arbitrator not
designated for appointment by a party shall be a
member of the CPR Panels of Distinguished
Neutrals (“CPR Panels”). Upon request, CPR will
provide a list of candidates from the CPR Panels
in accordance with the Rules.
c. Where a party has designated an arbitrator for
appointment, CPR will query such candidate for
their availability and request that the candidate
disclose in writing any circumstances that might
give rise to justifiable doubt regarding the
candidate’s independence or impartiality as
provided in Rule 7. Upon receipt, CPR shall
circulate any disclosures made to the parties,
and, within 10 days after receipt of that candidate’s disclosures, a party may object to the
appointment of any candidate on grounds of
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lack of independence or impartiality by written
and reasoned notice to CPR, with a copy to the
other party. CPR shall decide the objection after
providing the non-objecting party with an opportunity to comment on the objection. If there is
no objection to the candidate, or if the objection
is overruled by CPR, CPR shall appoint the
candidate as a party-appointed arbitrator, and
any subsequent challenges of that arbitrator,
based on circumstances subsequently learned,
shall be made and decided in accordance with
the procedures set forth in Rules 7.6 - 7.8. At
its discretion, CPR may decide an objection made
under this Rule 5.1(c) by referring it to a
Challenge Review Committee pursuant to
the CPR Challenge Protocol (excluding its
fee requirement).
5.2 a. Unless the parties agree that the third arbitrator
who shall chair the Tribunal be selected jointly by
the party-appointed arbitrators, CPR shall select
the third arbitrator as provided in Rule 6.
b. If the party-appointed arbitrators shall designate
for appointment the third arbitrator who shall
chair the Tribunal, such designation cannot occur
until after appointment by CPR of both of the
party-designated arbitrators. The party-appointed
arbitrators shall inform CPR of the candidate
designated by them to be the third arbitrator,
whereupon CPR will query such candidate for
availability and request such candidate to
disclose in writing any circumstances that might
give rise to justifiable doubt regarding the candidate’s independence or impartiality as provided
in Rule 7. Upon receipt, CPR shall circulate any
disclosures made to the parties, and, within 10
days after receipt of that candidate’s disclosures,
a party may object to the appointment of such
candidate on grounds of lack of independence
or impartiality by written and reasoned notice
to CPR, with a copy to the other party. CPR
shall decide the objection after providing the
non-objecting party with an opportunity to
comment. If there is no objection to the
candidate, or if the objection is overruled by
CPR, CPR shall appoint the candidate as the third
arbitrator, and any subsequent challenges of that
arbitrator, based on circumstances subsequently
learned, shall be made and decided in
accordance with the procedures set forth in
Rules 7.6 - 7.8. At its discretion, CPR may decide
an objection under this Rule 5.2 (b) by referring
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it to a Challenge Review Committee pursuant
to the CPR Challenge Protocol (excluding its
fee requirement).
In the event that the party-appointed arbitrators
are unable to agree on a third arbitrator within
20 days of CPR’s appointment of the second
arbitrator, the third arbitrator shall be selected
by CPR as provided in Rule 6.2.
5.3 If the parties have agreed on a Tribunal consisting of
a sole arbitrator or of three arbitrators none of
whom shall be designated for appointment by either
party, the parties shall attempt jointly to designate
such arbitrator(s) within 20 days after the notice of
defense provided for in Rule 3.6 is due. CPR
will query such jointly designated candidate(s) in
accordance with the procedure provided for in Rule
5.1(c). The parties may extend their selection process
until one or both of them have concluded that a
deadlock has been reached, but in no event for
more than 30 days after the notice of defense
provided for in Rule 3.6 is due. In the event the
parties are unable to designate the arbitrator(s)
within the extended selection period, the arbitrator(s)
shall be selected as provided in Rule 6.2.
5.4 If the parties have agreed on a Tribunal consisting of
three arbitrators, two of whom are to be designated
by the parties without knowing which party designated each of them, as provided for in this Rule 5.4,
CPR shall conduct a “screened” selection of
party-designated arbitrators as follows:
a. CPR will provide each party with a copy of a list
of candidates from the CPR Panels together with
confirmation of their availability to serve as
arbitrators and disclosure of any circumstances
that might give rise to justifiable doubt regarding
their independence or impartiality, as provided in
Rule 7. Within 10 days after the receipt of the
CPR list, each party shall designate from the list
three candidates, in order of preference, for its
party-designated arbitrator, and so notify CPR
and the other party in writing.
b. Within the same 10-day period after receipt of
the CPR list, a party may also object to the
appointment of any candidate on the list on
grounds of lack of independence or impartiality
by written and reasoned notice to CPR, with a
copy to the other party. CPR shall decide the
objection after providing the non-objecting party
with an opportunity to comment. If there is no
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objection to the first candidate designated by a
party, or if the objection is overruled by
CPR, CPR shall appoint the candidate as the
arbitrator, and any subsequent challenges of that
arbitrator, based on circumstances subsequently
learned, shall be made and decided in
accordance with the procedures set forth in
Rules 7.6 - 7.8. At its discretion, CPR may decide
an objection under this Rule 5.4 (b) by referring
it to a Challenge Review Committee pursuant to
the CPR Challenge Protocol (excluding its
fee requirement).
c. If the independence or impartiality of the first
candidate designated by a party is successfully
challenged, CPR will appoint the subsequent
candidate designated by that party, in order of
the party’s indicated preference, provided CPR
does not sustain any objection made to the
appointment of that candidate.
d. Neither CPR nor the parties shall advise or
otherwise provide any information or indication
to any arbitrator candidate or appointed
arbitrator as to which party selected either of the
party-designated arbitrators. No party or anyone
acting on its behalf shall have any ex parte
communications relating to the case with any
arbitrator candidate or appointed arbitrator
pursuant to this Rule 5.4.
e. The chair of the Tribunal will be appointed by
CPR in accordance with the procedure set forth
in Rule 6.2, which shall proceed concurrently
with the procedure for appointing the partydesignated arbitrators provided in subsections
(a)-(d) above.
5.5 Where the arbitration agreement entitles each party
to designate an arbitrator but there is more than one
Claimant or Respondent to the dispute, and either
the multiple Claimants or the multiple Respondents
do not jointly designate an arbitrator, CPR shall
appoint all of the arbitrators as provided in Rule 6.2.

Rule 6: Selection of Arbitrator(s) by CPR
6.1 Whenever (i) a party has failed to designate its
arbitrator to be appointed by CPR; (ii) the parties,
acting jointly, have failed to designate the
arbitrator(s) for appointment by CPR; (iii) the parties
have agreed that the party-designated arbitrators
who have been appointed by CPR shall designate
the third arbitrator and such arbitrators have failed
to designate the third arbitrator; (iv) the parties have
provided that one or more arbitrator(s) shall be
ADMINISTERED ARBITRATION RULES 11

appointed by CPR; or (v) the multi-party nature of
the dispute calls for CPR to appoint all members of a
three-member Tribunal pursuant to Rule 5.5, the
arbitrator(s) required to complete the Tribunal shall
be selected as provided in this Rule 6.
6.2 Except where a party has failed to designate the
arbitrator to be appointed by it, CPR shall proceed
as follows:
a. CPR shall jointly convene the parties by
telephone to discuss the selection of
the arbitrator(s).
b. Thereafter, CPR shall provide to the parties a list
of candidates, from the CPR Panels, of not less
than five candidates if one arbitrator is to be
selected, and of not less than seven candidates
if two or three arbitrators are to be selected.
Such list shall include a brief statement of
each candidate’s qualifications, availability and
disclosures in writing of any circumstances that
might give rise to justifiable doubt regarding
the candidate’s independence or impartiality as
provided in Rule 7. Each party shall number the
candidates in order of preference, shall note any
objection it may have to any candidate, and shall
deliver the list so marked to CPR, which, on
agreement of the parties, shall circulate the
delivered lists to the parties. Any party failing
without good cause to return the candidate list
so marked within 10 days after receipt shall be
deemed to have assented to all candidates listed
thereon. CPR shall appoint as arbitrator(s) the
nominee(s) willing to serve for whom the parties
collectively have indicated the highest preference
and who appear to meet the standards set forth
in Rule 7. If a tie should result between two
candidates, CPR may designate either candidate.
If this procedure for any reason should fail to
result in designation of the required number of
arbitrators or if a party fails to participate in
this procedure, CPR shall appoint a person or
persons whom it deems qualified to fill any
remaining vacancy.
6.3 Where a party has failed to designate the arbitrator
to be appointed by it, CPR shall appoint a person
whom it deems qualified to serve as such arbitrator.

Rule 7: Qualifications, Challenges and
Replacement of Arbitrator(s)
7.1 Each arbitrator shall be independent and impartial.
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7.2 By accepting appointment, each arbitrator shall be
deemed to be bound by these Administered Rules
and any modification thereof agreed to by the
parties, and to have represented that he or she has
the time available to devote to the expeditious
process contemplated by these Administered Rules.
7.3 Each arbitrator shall disclose in writing to CPR and
the parties prior to appointment in accordance with
the Rules, and also promptly upon there arising
during the course of the arbitration, any circumstances that might give rise to justifiable doubt
regarding the arbitrator’s independence or
impartiality. Such circumstances include bias,
interest in the result of the arbitration, and past or
present relations with a party or its counsel.
7.4 No party or anyone acting on its behalf shall have
any ex parte communications concerning any matter
relating to the proceeding with any arbitrator or
arbitrator candidate, except that a party may
advise an arbitrator candidate being considered
for designation as its appointed arbitrator of the
general nature of the case and discuss the candidate’s qualifications, availability, and independence
and impartiality with respect to the parties, and a
party also may confer with its designated arbitrator
after the arbitrator’s appointment by CPR regarding
the selection of the chair of the Tribunal. As provided in Rule 5.4(d), no party or anyone acting on its
behalf shall have any ex parte communications
relating to the case with any arbitrator candidate
designated or appointed pursuant to Rule 5.4.
7.5 Any arbitrator may be challenged if circumstances
exist or arise that give rise to justifiable doubt
regarding that arbitrator’s independence or
impartiality, provided that a party may challenge an
arbitrator whom it has designated only for reasons
of which it becomes aware after the designation has
been made.
7.6 A party may challenge an appointed arbitrator only
by a notice in writing to CPR, with a copy to the
Tribunal and the other party, in accordance with the
CPR Challenge Protocol (excluding its fee
requirement) given no later than 15 days after the
challenging party (i) receives notification of the
appointment of that arbitrator, or (ii) becomes aware
of the circumstances specified in Rule 7.5, whichever
shall last occur. The notice shall state the reasons for
the challenge with specificity. The notice shall not
be sent to the Tribunal when the challenged
arbitrator is a party-designated arbitrator selected as
provided in Rule 5.4; in that event, CPR may provide
ADMINISTERED ARBITRATION RULES 13

each member of the Tribunal with an opportunity to
comment on the substance of the challenge without
disclosing the identity of the challenging party.
7.7 When an arbitrator has been challenged by a party,
the other party may agree to the challenge or the
arbitrator may voluntarily withdraw. Neither of
these actions implies acceptance of the validity of
the challenge.
7.8 If neither agreed disqualification nor voluntary
withdrawal occurs, the challenge shall be decided by
CPR in accordance with the CPR Challenge Protocol
(excluding its fee requirement) after providing the
non-challenging party and each member of the
Tribunal with an opportunity to comment on the
challenge in accordance with these Rules.
7.9 In the event of death, resignation or successful
challenge of an arbitrator not designated by a party,
a substitute arbitrator shall be appointed pursuant to
the procedure by which the arbitrator being replaced
was selected. In the event of the death, resignation
or successful challenge of an arbitrator designated
by a party, that party may designate a substitute
arbitrator; provided, however, that should that
party fail to notify CPR and the other party of the
substitute designation within 20 days from the date
on which it becomes aware that the opening arose,
that party’s right of designation shall lapse, and CPR
shall appoint a substitute arbitrator forthwith in
accordance with these Rules.
7.10 In the event that an arbitrator fails to act or is de jure
or de facto prevented from duly performing the
functions of an arbitrator, the procedures provided
in Rule 7.9 shall apply to the selection of a replacement. If the parties do not agree on whether the
arbitrator has failed to act or is prevented from
performing the functions of an arbitrator,
either party may request CPR to make that
determination forthwith.
7.11 If the sole arbitrator or the chair of the Tribunal is
replaced, the successor shall decide the extent to
which any hearings held previously shall be repeated.
If any other arbitrator is replaced, the Tribunal in its
discretion may require that some or all prior hearings
be repeated.
7.12 If an arbitrator on a three-person Tribunal fails to
participate in the arbitration, the two other arbitrators shall have the power in their sole discretion to
continue the arbitration and to make any decision,
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ruling or award, notwithstanding the failure of the
third arbitrator to participate, unless the parties
agree otherwise. In determining whether to continue
the arbitration or to render any decision, ruling or
award without the participation of an arbitrator, the
two other arbitrators shall take into account the
stage of the arbitration, the reason, if any, expressed
by the third arbitrator for such nonparticipation, and
such other matters as they consider appropriate in
the circumstances of the case. In the event that the
two other arbitrators determine not to continue
the arbitration without the participation of a third
arbitrator, the procedures provided in Rule 7.9 shall
apply to the selection of a replacement.

Rule 8: Challenges to the Jurisdiction of
the Tribunal
8.1 The Tribunal shall have the power to hear and
determine challenges to its jurisdiction, including any
objections with respect to the existence, scope or
validity of the arbitration agreement.
8.2 The Tribunal shall have the power to determine the
existence, scope or validity of the contract of which
an arbitration clause forms a part. For the purpose of
challenges to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, the
arbitration clause shall be considered as separable
from any contract of which it forms a part.
8.3 Any challenges to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal,
except challenges based on the award itself, shall
be made no later than the notice of defense or,
with respect to a counterclaim, the reply to the
counterclaim; provided, however, that if a claim or
counterclaim is later added or amended, a challenge
to jurisdiction over such claim or counterclaim must
be made not later than the response to such claim or
counterclaim as provided under these Rules.

C. RULES WITH RESPECT TO THE
CONDUCT OF THE ARBITRAL
PROCEEDINGS
Rule 9: General Provisions
9.1 Subject to these Rules, the Tribunal may conduct
the arbitration in such manner as it shall deem
appropriate. The chair shall be responsible for the
organization of arbitral conferences and hearings
and arrangements with respect to the functioning of
the Tribunal, and shall keep CPR informed of such
arrangements throughout the proceedings.
9.2 The proceedings shall be conducted in an
expeditious manner. The Tribunal is empowered to
impose time limits it considers reasonable on each
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phase of the proceeding, including without
limitation, the time allotted to each party for
presentation of its case and for rebuttal. In setting
time limits, the Tribunal should bear in mind its
obligation to manage the proceeding firmly in order
to complete proceedings as economically and
expeditiously as possible.
9.3 The Tribunal shall hold an initial pre-hearing
conference for the planning and scheduling of the
proceeding. Such conference shall be held promptly
after the constitution of the Tribunal, unless the
Tribunal is of the view that further submissions from
the parties are appropriate prior to such conference.
The objective of this conference shall be to discuss
all elements of the arbitration with a view to
planning for its future conduct. Following the initial
pre-hearing conference, a schedule for the conduct
of the arbitration should be issued as soon thereafter
as appropriate. Matters to be considered in the initial
pre-hearing conference may include, inter alia,
the following:
a. Procedural matters (such as setting specific time
limits for, and manner of, any required discovery;
the desirability of bifurcation or other separation
of the issues in the arbitration; the desirability
and practicability of consolidating the arbitration
with any other proceeding; the scheduling of
conferences and hearings; the scheduling of
pre-hearing memoranda; the need for and type
of record of conferences and hearings, including
the need for transcripts; the amount of time
allotted to each party for presentation of its case
and for rebuttal; the mode, manner and order
for presenting proof; the need for expert
witnesses and how expert testimony should be
presented; and the necessity for any on-site
inspection by the Tribunal);
b. The early identification and narrowing of the
issues in the arbitration;
c. The possibility of stipulations of fact and
admissions by the parties solely for purposes of
the arbitration, as well as simplification of
document authentication;
d. The possibility of appointment of a neutral
expert by the Tribunal; and
e. The possibility of the parties engaging in
settlement negotiations, with or without the
assistance of a mediator.
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After the initial conference, further pre-hearing or
other conferences may be held as the Tribunal
deems appropriate.
9.4 In order to define the issues to be heard and
determined, the Tribunal may, inter alia, make
pre-hearing orders and instruct the parties to file
more detailed statements of claim and of defense
and pre-hearing memoranda.
9.5 Unless the parties have agreed upon the place
of arbitration, the Tribunal shall fix the place of
arbitration based upon the contentions of the parties
and the circumstances of the arbitration. The award
shall be deemed made at such place. The Tribunal
may schedule meetings and hold hearings wherever
it deems appropriate.
9.6 Except as otherwise provided in these Administered
Rules, only electronic copies of filings, communications and other documents shall be sent to CPR;
hard copies of filings or other documents sent to the
Tribunal and/or the other party should not be sent to
CPR in the ordinary course.

Rule 10: Applicable Law(s) and Remedies
10.1 The Tribunal shall apply the substantive law(s) or
rules of law designated by the parties as applicable
to the dispute. Failing such a designation by the
parties, the Tribunal shall apply such law(s) or rules
of law as it determines to be appropriate.
10.2 Subject to Rule 10.1, in arbitrations involving the
application of contracts, the Tribunal shall decide in
accordance with the terms of the contract and shall
take into account usages of the trade applicable to
the contract.
10.3 The Tribunal may grant any remedy or relief,
including but not limited to specific performance
of a contract, which is within the scope of the
agreement of the parties and permissible under the
law(s) or rules of law applicable to the dispute.
10.4 The Tribunal may award such pre-award and
post-award interest, simple or compound, as it
considers appropriate, taking into consideration the
contract and applicable law.

Rule 11: Discovery
The Tribunal may require and facilitate such discovery as it
shall determine is appropriate in the circumstances, taking
into account the needs of the parties and the desirability
of making discovery expeditious and cost-effective. The
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Tribunal may issue orders to protect the confidentiality of
proprietary information, trade secrets and other sensitive
information disclosed in discovery.

Rule 12: Evidence and Hearings
12.1 The Tribunal shall determine the manner in which
the parties shall present their cases. Unless otherwise
determined by the Tribunal or agreed by the parties,
the presentation of a party’s case shall include the
submission of a pre-hearing memorandum including
the following elements:
a. A statement of facts;
b. A statement of each claim being asserted;
c. A statement of the applicable law and
authorities upon which the party relies;
d. A statement of the relief requested, including
the basis for any damages claimed; and
e. A statement of the nature and manner of
presentation of the evidence, including the
name, capacity and subject of testimony of any
witnesses to be called and an estimate of the
amount of time required for each witness’s
direct testimony.
12.2 If either party so requests or the Tribunal so directs,
a hearing shall be held for the presentation of
evidence and oral argument. Testimony may be
presented in written and/or oral form as the Tribunal
may determine is appropriate. The Tribunal is not
required to apply any rules of evidence used in
judicial proceedings, provided, however, that the
Tribunal shall apply any lawyer-client privilege and
work product immunity it deems applicable. The
Tribunal shall determine the applicability of any
privilege or immunity and the admissibility,
relevance, materiality and weight of the
evidence offered.
12.3 The Tribunal, in its discretion, may require the
parties to produce evidence in addition to that
initially offered. It may also appoint neutral
experts whose testimony shall be subject to
cross-examination and rebuttal.
12.4 The Tribunal shall determine the manner in which
witnesses are to be examined. The Tribunal shall
have the right to exclude witnesses from hearings
during the testimony of other witnesses.
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Rule 13: Interim Measures of Protection
13.1 At the request of a party, the Tribunal may take such
interim measures as it deems necessary, including
measures for the preservation of assets, the conservation of goods or the sale of perishable goods.
The Tribunal may require appropriate security as a
condition of ordering such measures.
13.2 A request for interim measures by a party to a court
shall not be deemed incompatible with the agreement to arbitrate or as a waiver of that agreement.

Rule 14: Interim Measures of Protection by a
Special Arbitrator
14.1 Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, this Rule 14
shall be deemed part of any arbitration clause or
agreement that provides for arbitration under these
Administered Rules.
14.2 Prior to the constitution of the Tribunal, any party
may request that interim measures be granted under
this Administered Rule against any other party by a
special arbitrator appointed for that purpose.
14.3 Interim measures under this Administered Rule are
requested by written application to CPR, entitled
“Request for Interim Measures of Protection by a
Special Arbitrator,” describing in reasonable detail
the relief sought, the party against whom the relief is
sought, the grounds for the relief, and, if practicable,
the evidence and law supporting the request. The
request shall be delivered in accordance with
Administered Rule 2.1, and shall certify that all other
parties affected have been notified of the request or
explain the steps taken to notify such parties.
14.4 The request for interim measures by a special
arbitrator shall be accompanied by an initial deposit
payable to CPR as provided in the Schedule of
Administered Arbitration Costs on the CPR website.
CPR shall promptly determine whether any further
deposit is due to cover the fee of CPR and the remuneration of the special arbitrator, which amount shall
be paid within the time period determined by CPR.
14.5 If the parties agree upon a special arbitrator within
one business day of the request, that arbitrator shall
be appointed by CPR subject to Rule 14.6. If there
is no such timely agreement, CPR shall appoint a
special arbitrator from a list of arbitrators maintained
by CPR for that purpose. To the extent practicable,
CPR shall appoint the special arbitrator within one
business day of CPR’s receipt of the application for
interim measures under this Administered Rule. The
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special arbitrator’s fee shall be determined by CPR in
consultation with the special arbitrator. The special
arbitrator’s fee and reasonable out-of-pocket expenses shall be paid from the deposit made with CPR.
14.6 Prior to appointment, a special arbitrator candidate
shall disclose to CPR any circumstances that might
give rise to justifiable doubt regarding his or her
independence or impartiality within the meaning
of Administered Rule 7. Any challenge to the
appointment of a special arbitrator must be made
within one business day of the challenging party’s
receipt of CPR’s notification of the appointment of
the arbitrator and the circumstances disclosed.
A special arbitrator may be challenged on any
ground for challenging arbitrators generally under
Administered Rule 7. To the extent practicable, CPR
shall rule on the challenge within one business day
after CPR’s receipt of the challenge. CPR’s ruling on
the challenge shall be final.
14.7 In the event of death, resignation or successful
challenge of a special arbitrator, CPR shall appoint a
replacement forthwith in accordance with the procedures set forth in Administered Rules 14.5 and 14.6.
14.8 The special arbitrator shall determine the procedure
to be followed, which shall include, whenever
possible, reasonable notice to, and an opportunity
for hearing (either in person, by teleconference or
other appropriate means) for all affected parties.
The special arbitrator shall conduct the proceedings
as expeditiously as possible, and shall have the
powers vested in the Tribunal under Administered
Rule 8, including the power to rule on his or her
own jurisdiction and the applicability of this
Administered Rule 14.
14.9 The special arbitrator may grant such interim
measures as he or she deems necessary, including
but not limited to measures for the preservation of
assets, the conservation of goods or the sale of
perishable goods.
14.10 The ruling on the request for interim measures shall
be made by award or order, and the special arbitrator may state in such award or order whether or not
the special arbitrator views the award or order as
final for purposes of any judicial proceedings in
connection therewith. The award or order may be
made conditional upon the provision of security or
any act or cessation of any act specified in the
award or order. The award or order may provide
for the payment of a specified amount in case of
noncompliance with its terms.
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14.11 The award or order shall specify the relief
awarded or denied, shall determine the cost of the
proceedings, which includes CPR’s administrative
fees and expenses, the special arbitrator’s
fee and expenses as determined by CPR, and
apportion such costs among the parties as the
special arbitrator deems appropriate. The
special arbitrator may also apportion the parties’
reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses in the
award or order or in a supplementary award or
order. Unless the parties agree otherwise, the
award or order shall state the reasoning on which
the award or order rests as the special arbitrator
deems appropriate.
14.12 Prior to the execution of any special arbitrator’s
award, the special arbitrator shall send a copy of
the award in draft form to CPR for a limited review
for format, clerical, typographical or computational
errors, or any errors of a similar nature in the
award. CPR shall promptly review such award,
suggest any corrections to the special arbitrator and
the special arbitrator shall as soon as possible
thereafter deliver executed copies of the award to
CPR, which shall promptly deliver the award to the
parties, provided no fees, expenses and other
charges incurred in accordance with the Schedule
of Administered Arbitration Costs are outstanding.
14.13 A request for interim measures by a party to a
court shall not be deemed incompatible with the
agreement to arbitrate, including the agreement
to this Administered Rule 14, or as a waiver of
that agreement.
14.14 The special arbitrator’s award or order shall remain
in effect until modified or vacated by the special
arbitrator or the Tribunal. The special arbitrator may
modify or vacate the award or order for good
cause. If the Tribunal is constituted before the
special arbitrator has rendered an award or order,
the special arbitrator shall retain jurisdiction to
render such award or order unless and until the
Tribunal directs otherwise. Once the Tribunal has
been constituted, the Tribunal may modify or
vacate the award or order rendered by the
special arbitrator.
14.15 The special arbitrator shall not serve as a member of
the Tribunal unless the parties agree otherwise.

Rule 15: The Award
15.1 The Tribunal may make final, interim, interlocutory
and partial awards. With respect to any interim,
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interlocutory or partial award, the Tribunal may
state in its award whether or not it views the award
as final for purposes of any judicial proceedings in
connection therewith.
15.2 All awards shall be in writing and shall state
the reasoning on which the award rests unless the
parties agree otherwise. The award shall be deemed
to be made at the seat of arbitration and shall contain the date on which the award was made. When
there are three arbitrators, the award shall be made
and signed by at least a majority of the arbitrators.
15.3 A member of the Tribunal who does not join in an
award may issue a dissenting opinion. Such opinion
shall not constitute part of the award.
15.4 Prior to execution of any award, the Tribunal shall
send a copy of the award in draft form to CPR for a
limited review for format, clerical, typographical or
computational errors, or any errors of a similar
nature in the award. CPR shall promptly review such
award, and suggest any corrections to the Tribunal.
15.5 Thereafter as soon as possible, but in no event more
than 3 days, the Tribunal shall deliver executed
copies of the award and of any dissenting opinion
to CPR, which shall promptly deliver the award and
any dissenting opinion to the parties provided no
fees, expenses and other charges incurred in accordance with the Schedule of Administered
Arbitration Costs are outstanding.
15.6 Within 15 days after receipt of the award, either
party, with notice to the other party and CPR, may
request the Tribunal to clarify the award; to correct
any clerical, typographical or computational errors,
or any errors of a similar nature in the award; or
to make an additional award as to claims or
counterclaims presented in the arbitration but not
determined in the award. The Tribunal shall make
any clarification, correction or additional award
requested by either party that it deems justified
within 30 days after receipt of such request. Within
15 days after delivery of the award to the parties
or, if a party requests a clarification, correction or
additional award, within 30 days after receipt
of such request, the Tribunal may make such
corrections and additional awards on its own
initiative as it deems appropriate. All clarifications,
corrections, and additional awards shall be in
writing, shall be submitted directly to CPR by the
Tribunal for delivery by CPR to the parties, and the
provisions of this Administered Rule 15 shall apply
to them.
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15.7 The award shall be final and binding on the parties,
and the parties will undertake to carry out the
award without delay. If an interpretation, correction
or additional award is requested by a party, or a
correction or additional award is made by the
Tribunal on its own initiative as provided in
Administered Rule 15.6, the award shall be final
and binding on the parties when such clarification,
correction or additional award is issued by CPR or
upon the expiration of the time periods provided
in Administered Rule 15.6 for such clarification,
correction or additional award to be made,
whichever is earlier.
15.8 a. The dispute should in most circumstances be
submitted to the Tribunal for decision within six
months after the initial pre-hearing conference
required by Administered Rule 9.3. The final
award should in most circumstances be submitted by the Tribunal to CPR within 30 days after
the close of the hearing and thereafter CPR
should render the award to the parties promptly.
The Tribunal and CPR shall use their best efforts
to comply with this schedule.
b. CPR must approve any scheduling orders or
extensions that would result in a final award
being rendered more than 12 months after the
initial pre-hearing conference required by
Administered Rule 9.3. When such approval is
required, CPR in its discretion may convene a call
with the parties and arbitrators to discuss factors
relevent to such request.

Rule 16. Failure to Comply with Administered
Rules
Whenever a party fails to comply with these Administered
Rules, or any order of the Tribunal pursuant to these
Administered Rules, in a manner deemed material by the
Tribunal, the Tribunal, if appropriate, shall fix a reasonable
period of time for compliance and, if the party does not
comply within said period, the Tribunal may impose a
remedy it deems just, including an award on default. Prior
to entering an award on default, the Tribunal shall require
the non-defaulting party to produce evidence and legal
argument in support of its contentions as the Tribunal
may deem appropriate. The Tribunal may receive such
evidence and argument without the defaulting party’s
presence or participation.
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D. RULES WITH RESPECT TO COSTS
AND FEES
Rule 17. Arbitrator Fees, Expenses and Deposits
17.1 Each arbitrator shall be compensated on a
reasonable basis determined at the time of
appointment for serving as an arbitrator and shall be
reimbursed for any reasonable travel and other
expenses. The compensation for each arbitrator
should be fully disclosed to all Tribunal members and
parties. If there is a disagreement concerning the
terms of compensation, an appropriate rate shall be
established with the arbitrator by CPR and confirmed
in writing to the parties. The parties shall be jointly
and severally liable for such fees and expenses.
17.2 The Tribunal shall determine the necessary advances
on the arbitrator(s) fees and expenses and advise
CPR which, unless otherwise agreed by the parties,
shall invoice the parties in equal shares. The
amount of any advances to cover arbitrator fees and
expenses may be subject to readjustment at any time
during the arbitration. Such funds shall be held and
disbursed in a manner CPR deems appropriate. An
accounting will be rendered to the parties and any
unexpended balance returned at the conclusion of
the arbitration as may be appropriate.
17.3 If the requested advances are not paid in full within
10 days after receipt of the request, CPR shall
so inform the parties and the proceeding may be
suspended or terminated unless the other party
pays the non-paying party’s share subject to any
award on costs.

Rule 18. CPR Administrative Fees and Expenses
18.1 In addition to the CPR Filing Fee, CPR shall charge a
Case Administrative Fee (“Administrative Fee”) as
set forth in the Schedule of Administered Arbitration
Costs on the CPR website. CPR reserves the right to
adjust the Administrative Fee based on developments
in the proceeding.
18.2 Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, CPR shall
invoice the parties in equal shares for the
Administrative Fees. Payment shall be due on receipt
unless other arrangements are authorized by CPR.
The parties shall be jointly and severally liable to CPR
for the Administrative Fee. In the event a party fails
to pay as provided in the invoice, the proceeding
shall be suspended or terminated unless the other
party pays the non-paying party’s share subject to
any award on costs.
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Rule 19. Fixing and Apportionment of Costs
19.1 The Tribunal shall fix the costs of arbitration in its
award. The costs of arbitration include:
a. The fees and expenses of members of the
Tribunal;
b. The costs of expert advice and other assistance
engaged by the Tribunal;
c. The travel and other expenses of witnesses
to such extent as the Tribunal may
deem appropriate;
d. The costs for legal representation and assistance
and experts incurred by a party to such extent as
the Tribunal may deem appropriate;
e. The CPR Administrative Fee with respect to
the arbitration;
f.

The costs of a transcript; and

g. The costs of meeting and hearing facilities.
19.2 Subject to any agreement between the parties to the
contrary, the Tribunal may apportion the costs of
arbitration between or among the parties in such
manner as it deems reasonable, taking into account
the circumstances of the case, the conduct of the
parties during the proceeding, and the result of
the arbitration.

E. MISCELLANEOUS ADMINISTERED
RULES
Rule 20: Confidentiality
Unless the parties agree otherwise, the parties, the
arbitrators and CPR shall treat the proceedings, any
related discovery and the decisions of the Tribunal, as
confidential, except in connection with judicial proceedings ancillary to the arbitration, such as a judicial challenge
to, or enforcement of, an award, and unless otherwise
required by law or to protect a legal right of a party. To
the extent possible, any specific issues of confidentiality
should be raised with and resolved by the Tribunal.

Rule 21: Settlement and Mediation
21.1 Either party may propose settlement negotiations
to the other party at any time. The Tribunal may
suggest that the parties explore settlement at such
times as the Tribunal may deem appropriate.
21.2 With the consent of the parties, the Tribunal at
any stage of the proceeding may request CPR to
arrange for mediation of the claims asserted in the
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arbitration by a mediator acceptable to the parties.
The mediator shall be a person other than a
member of the Tribunal. Unless the parties agree
otherwise, any such mediation shall be conducted
under the CPR Mediation Procedure.
21.3 The Tribunal will not be informed of any
settlement offers or other statements made during
settlement negotiations or a mediation between
the parties, unless both parties consent.
21.4 If the parties settle the dispute before an award is
made, the Tribunal shall terminate the arbitration
and so inform CPR. If requested by all parties and
accepted by the Tribunal, the Tribunal may record
the settlement in the form of an award made by
consent of the parties. The Tribunal is not obliged
to give reasons for such an award. CPR shall issue
the award.

Rule 22: Actions Against CPR or Arbitrator(s)
Neither CPR nor any arbitrator shall be liable to any
party for any act or omission in connection with any
arbitration conducted under these Administered Rules.

Rule 23: Waiver
A party knowing of a failure to comply with any
provision of these Administered Rules, or any
requirement of the arbitration agreement or any
direction of the Tribunal, and neglecting to state its
objections promptly, waives any objection thereto.

Rule 24: Interpretation and Application of
Administered Rules
The Tribunal shall interpret and apply these Administered
Rules insofar as they relate to the Tribunal’s powers and
duties. When there is more than one member on the
Tribunal and a difference arises among them concerning
the meaning or application of these Administered Rules,
that difference shall be decided by a majority vote.
All other Rules shall be interpreted and applied by CPR.
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Notes:
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Administered Arbitration Rules FAQ’s
Why has CPR introduced Administered Arbitration Rules?
For over 30 years, top flight global lawyers have used CPR’s non –administered rules to resolve commercial disputes. In
response to users’ requests, CPR is now offering Administered Arbitration Rules for those requiring an administering
authority. As more worldwide companies sign CPR’s Corporate Policy Statement on Alternatives to Litigation and the
21st Century Corporate ADR Pledge, CPR has witnessed an increased demand for administered arbitration rules. CPR’s
Administered Arbitration Rules were drafted by users for users and offer the greatest degree of flexibility and control
available, while minimizing overall costs. The new rules represent another option in the ADR toolbox for highly complex
legal dispute cases.

Who Drafted the CPR Administered Arbitration Rules?
A subcommittee of CPR’s Arbitration Committee comprising leading corporate counsel, lawyers, academics and neutrals
seeking to improve the quality of arbitration, drafted these rules. They created them to offer the greatest degree of
flexibility and control available, while minimizing overall costs, for those needing an administering authority. CPR rules,
non-administered and administered, were drafted by users for users and offer the greatest degree of flexibility and
control available while minimizing overall costs.

When are the Rules Effective?
The rules are effective July 1, 2013 for agreements entered into on that date or later.

What Is Unique about CPR’s Administered Arbitration Rules?
The rules are carefully tailored to only what parties need from an administering organization and no more. They are
built upon CPR’s experience with ad hoc/self-administered arbitration and parties’ requests for assistance.

Who Administers the Rules?
Experienced attorneys already on CPR staff will administer the cases out of CPR’s New York City offices.

What is the Difference between CPR’s Administered Arbitration and Non Administered Rules?
The rules are substantially the same except for modifications related to CPR’s administrative role, which includes billing,
selection of the arbitrator(s), ensuring the smooth interface between parties and Arbitrator/Tribunal, review of awards,
and oversight to ensure the process occurs in a timely manner.

What Types of Administered Arbitration Functions Does CPR Do?
CPR handles all billing and advances on costs with input from the Tribunal. Any interest earned on advances is returned
to parties in the event of a surplus. CPR makes sure that proceedings occur in a timely fashion, reviews awards for
clerical, typographical and computational errors, and actively assists in neutral selection as needed. To minimize
unnecessary duplication of files, only electronic copies of filings and documents will be accepted by CPR.

What does the Arbitrator Selection Process Look Like?
Only CPR has the final authority to appoint an arbitrator. Parties can designate arbitrators for appointment from CPR’s
Panel of Distinguished Neutrals or use other candidates. CPR then makes necessary inquiries of all arbitrator candidates
for conflicts, availability and rates. All arbitrators must be independent and impartial. Objections will be decided by CPR.
Arbitrator challenges will be determined under CPR’s Challenge Protocol (excluding its fee requirement).

What are the Tribunal’s Jurisdictional Powers?
The Tribunal has broad power to hear and determine challenges to its own jurisdiction. This reduces the need and delay
caused by parties commencing a court action to determine issues relating to existence, scope or validity of the
arbitration agreement. The Tribunal interfaces directly with parties on scheduling matters and advises CPR of the case
status to streamline the process.

What Interim Measures of Protection are Available?
Interim relief is available under the rules. A Special Arbitrator may be appointed to issue orders relating to interim
measures of relief prior to the appointment of the arbitrator(s). If parties opt to go to court for judicial interim relief,
arbitration is not waived.

How is Confidentiality Handled?
Subject to applicable law, the parties, arbitrators and CPR will treat proceedings as confidential, unless parties agree
otherwise, or except in connection with ancillary judicial proceedings. The Tribunal should resolve specific issues of
confidentiality. The Tribunal may issue orders to protect confidentiality of proprietary information, trade secrets and
other sensitive information disclosed in discovery.

How are the Administered Arbitration Rules Efficient and Cost-Effective?
The Rules empower the arbitrator or Tribunal to manage the proceeding firmly in order to complete the proceedings as
economically and expeditiously as possible. CPR’s role as administrator will be kept to only those functions that are
necessary. The administrative fee paid to CPR is based on the delivery of the final award by the Tribunal to CPR for
review within 12 months after the Rule 9.3 Pre-hearing Conference. Pursuant to Administered Rule 15.8, CPR must
approve any scheduling order or extensions that would result in a final award being rendered more than 12 months
after the initial pre-hearing conference required by Rule 9.3. When such approval is required, CPR may convene a call
with parties and arbitrators to discuss factors relevant to request. CPR may charge an additional administrative fee of
$2,000 for each additional 6 month period.
The rules can also be customized to fit the parties’ needs and offer a high degree of flexibility. For instance, the parties
can choose from numerous arbitrator selection options, including the innovative screened process for the appointment
of party-appointed arbitrators.

Do the Administered Arbitration Rules Enable the Use of CPR’s Panels of Highly Distinguished
Neutrals?
Yes. CPR maintains an elite roster of highly-qualified arbitrators with specific experience in complex commercial
matters. CPR neutrals are highly credentialed by CPR, both internally and by peer review committees, to ensure they
possess superior qualifications.

Are Panelists Grouped by Specialty or Geographic Location?
Yes.
•
•
•
•
•

CPR’s Global Panel contains neutrals located outside of the United States.
CPR's Cross Border Panel contains U.S.-based neutrals experienced in transnational or cross border disputes.
CPR's National Panel comprising CPR's most distinguished neutrals.
CPR’s U.S. Regional Panels contain highly-regarded leaders of the bench, bar and academia from major cities
throughout the U.S. who are available to resolve complex business and public disputes nationwide.
CPR’s Specialized Panels are assembled in response to CPR member requests and currently focus on 20+ areas
of expertise.

Recognition by the courts: The CPR Panels roster has been used by the courts to identify special masters and as a
resource for other public appointments.

How is a Neutral added to CPR's Panels?
CPR invites high-quality neutrals to apply to the Panel and reviews unsolicited applications received through the website
here. Admission to one of CPR Specialty Panels may also include review by a select panel of high-end users, peers
and/or academics. Candidates are screened for their ADR expertise and training, and candidate references are asked to

comment specifically on the applicant’s qualifications to serve on large complex commercial disputes. Qualification to
the CPR roster is demanding and available openings are very limited.

Can Parties Use Non CPR Neutrals?
Yes.

How Do CPR’s Administered Arbitration Rules Ensure Autonomy and Impartiality in Neutral
Selection?
All arbitrators must be independent and impartial. CPR will vet all candidates to ensure that they meet these
qualifications. Parties can also employ a screened process for arbitrator selection, thus avoiding arbitrators knowing
which party designated them. CPR will provide a list of neutrals upon request.

How do I begin a Case?
Claimant sends its Notice of Arbitration to Respondent with an electronic copy to CPR and the $1,750 filing fee. The
commencement date is the date CPR is in receipt of the notice of arbitration and filing fee. CPR notifies Respondent of
the deadline to file its Notice of Defense, which is 20 days after notification of Commencement Date (date on which CPR
is in receipt of notice and filing fee). The Notice of Defense may include any counterclaim within the scope of arbitration
clause. If a counterclaim is asserted, CPR notifies the Claimant of its response date, which is 20 days after receipt of
counterclaim or as otherwise set by Tribunal. There is no separate filing fee for any counterclaim.

Does CPR Review the Award?
CPR performs a limited review of format, clerical, typographical or computational errors, or any errors of a similar nature
before delivering the award to the parties.

Who Determines the Arbitrator’s Fees and Advances?
Each arbitrator sets his or her own fee which is disclosed to the parties during the selection process. If there is
disagreement concerning the arbitrator fees, an appropriate rate will be set by CPR and confirmed to parties.
Compensation for each arbitrator will be fully disclosed to the Tribunal and parties. The Tribunal determines any
necessary advances and advises CPR, which will invoice parties in equal shares (unless otherwise agreed). CPR deposits
advances with any surplus funds reverting to parties at the close of the proceedings.

What are CPR’s fees?
CPR’s fees offer certainty and are user-friendly. They consist of two components: (1) a nonrefundable filing fee of
$1,750 (not applicable to counterclaim) and (2) a Flat Administrative Fee based on a scale of amounts in dispute; the fee
is not a percentage of the amount in dispute. The Flat Administrative Fee is based on the award being rendered within
12 months after initial pre-hearing conference. An additional $2,000 fee may be charged for each additional 6 month
period thereafter. 50% of CPR’s Administrative Fee is refunded for cases settled or withdrawn prior to the appointment
of the Tribunal. After appointment, any refund is subject to CPR’s discretion. CPR reserves the right to adjust the
Administrative Fee based on developments in the proceeding, such as an increase in the amount in dispute.

Can the CPR Administered Arbitration Rules be Used for Cross-Border Disputes?
Yes.

CPR’S NEW ADMINISTERED ARBITRATION RULES
“Drafted by Users for Users”

Arbitration that Meets Business Needs for Business Disputes
•
•
•
•

Efficient Timeline with Built-In Benchmarks
Exceptional Neutrals
Cost Effective
Managed by Skilled Attorney-Administrators

Why These Rules?
•
•
•
•
•

CPR Neutrals Possess Superior Process and Subject Matter Qualifications
Peer Reviewed Protocols and Clauses
Arbitrators/Parties Remain in Control of Process
CPR Acts as Savvy Administrator to Maximize Direct Tribunal-Party Interaction to Increase
Efficiencies and Decrease Costs
Numerous Arbitrator Selection Options Available, Including Default Option Empowering Each
Side to Select an Arbitrator for Three Person Tribunal Unless Parties Opt For Sole Arbitrator

Unique Features of CPR’s Administered Arbitration Rules
Designed To Increase Efficiency:
•
•
•

Time Frame Accountability – CPR must approve any time frame beyond the benchmarks.
Settlement Opportunities Highlighted – Tribunal authorized to suggest mediation/
settlement at any stage, and not just limited to parties’ initiative.
Easy Commencement Process – No cumbersome paper filing requirements.

Designed To Increase Quality:
•
•

•
•
•

Independent and Neutral Arbitrators – No exceptions.
Application of Law – Explicit rule that “Tribunal shall apply the substantive law(s) or rules of
law designated by the parties as applicable to dispute.”
Innovative “Screened” Selection Process Available – Arbitrators can be selected without
knowing which party made the selection to enhance neutrality and independence.
Broad Confidentiality Default Provisions – Applies to parties, arbitrators and CPR and not just
arbitrators and ADR provider.
Independent Challenge Review Panel – Independent panel of practitioners available to decide
arbitrator challenges.

Designed To Lower Costs:
•
•
•
•

Single Fixed Filing Fee – No separate filing fee for counterclaims.
Fixed Fee Scale – Scale of flat fees based on amounts in disputes provides for
more predictable and lower fees for higher-stakes disputes.
Administrative Costs are Capped – For disputes above $500 million, capped administrative
fees at $34,000, absent special circumstances.
Advances Earn Interest – Unexpended advances on arbitrators’ fees and expenses returned
with earned interest.
International Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution
575 Lexington Ave., 21st floor | New York, New York 10022
Phone: +1.212.949.6490 | Fax: +1.212.949.8859 | info@cpradr.org
Visit us on the web at www.cpradr.org

The New Administered Arbitration Rules in a Nutshell

Commencement of arbitration:

Interim Measures:

Selection of Neutrals:

Process:

Billing:

Challenges/Questions
during the process:

Award:

Appeals:

An arbitration is commenced by sending the Notice of Arbitration (electronically)
AND filing fee (via wire, check or credit card) of $1750 to CPR. CPR will then notify
the respondent of the time to respond.
Prior to the appointment of the arbitrator/Tribunal, a Special Arbitrator can be
appointed for interim measures. However, pursuant to the CPR Rules, resort to a
court for such relief will not result in a waiver of arbitration.
CPR will aid the parties in the selection of their arbitrator(s) according to the
arbitrator selection option in their contracts. Parties will be able to choose from
CPR’s Panel of Distinguished Neutrals but may also propose their own candidates.
CPR will handle all communications with the candidates regarding disclosure of
conflicts, rates and availability. A candidate will not be empanelled until appointed
by CPR.
Once the arbitrator/tribunal is selected, they will take over the process of
scheduling the arbitral proceedings, directing disclosure and organizing the
procedures to be followed. Other than amendments to the initial pleadings,
documents and correspondence will not need to be filed with CPR. (All filings will
be in electronic form only.) CPR will interface with the arbitrator/tribunal and
monitor the schedule to ensure that the process is not unduly prolonged.
The arbitrator/tribunal will notify CPR of the advances necessary for the
proceeding to go forward and CPR will handle the billing for both the parties and
the arbitrator/tribunal.
CPR will always be available to both the arbitrator/tribunal and the parties to
answer any questions arising during the proceedings. Challenges to an arbitrator
arising during the proceeding will be determined by an independent challenge
review committee of arbitrators pursuant to CPR’s Challenge Protocol.
The arbitrator/tribunal will deliver a draft award to CPR who will review it for
clerical, computational, typographical and similar errors. Once the
arbitrator/tribunal has signed the final award, CPR will deliver it to the parties.
Parties desiring to include an arbitral appeal process in their contract should
consult the CPR Appellate Arbitration Procedure.

CPR Schedule of Administered Arbitration Costs
Effective July 1, 2013

For all fully administered arbitrations in which CPR provides services under the CPR Administered Arbitration
Rules.
1. CPR Fees and Expenses Under CPR Administered Arbitration Rules
(a) Filing Fee (payable in advance by the claimant with Request for Arbitration, non-refundable)
$1,750
(b) Administrative Fee – in addition to the Filing Fee, there is an Administrative Fee as set forth below.
(c) Unless the parties agree otherwise, CPR Administrative Fees are subject to allocation among the parties
by the Tribunal in the award.
Amount of Claim *
Up to $5 million

Filing Fee
$1,750

Administrative Fee**
$8,250

Total
$10,000

Above $5 million - $10 million

$1,750

$10,250

$12,000

Above $10 million - $25 million

$1,750

$14,250

$16,000

Above $25 million - $50 million

$1,750

$16,250

$18,000

Above $50 million - $75 million

$1,750

$18,250

$20,000

Above $75 million – $300 million
Above $300 million - $500 million
Above $500 million
Declaratory Relief

$1,750
$1,750
$1,750

$22,250
$26,250
32,250
Upon request

$24,000
$28,000
$ 34,000

* Based on claim and counterclaim.
** Administrative Fee is based on the delivery of the final award by the Tribunal to CPR for review within 12
months after the Rule 9.3 Pre-hearing Conference. Thereafter, CPR may charge an additional administrative fee
of $2,000 for each additional 6 month period. Moreover, pursuant to Rule 15.8 of the CPR Administered
Arbitration Rules, CPR must approve any scheduling order or extensions that would result in a final award being
delivered to CPR for review more than 12 months after the initial pre-hearing conference required by Rule 9.3.
CPR reserves the right in its discretion to convene a call with parties and arbitrators to discuss the fixing of any
additional costs owing to the extended time.

International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution
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CPR Schedule of Administered Arbitration Costs
Effective July 1, 2013

(d) Unless otherwise agreed by them, CPR shall invoice the parties in equal shares for the Administrative
Fee and payment shall be due on receipt. The parties shall be jointly and severally liable to CPR for the
CPR Administrative Fee. If any portion of the Administrative Fee is outstanding, CPR reserves the right to
suspend or terminate the proceeding.
(e) Refund Schedule
i. 50% of CPR Administrative Fee (not including the non-refundable filing fee) refunded for cases
settled or withdrawn prior to the appointment of the arbitrator(s)
ii. Refunds, if any, after the appointment of the arbitrators are subject to CPR’s discretion.
(f) Additional Services - CPR reserves the right to assess additional administrative fees at a rate of
$300/hour for services performed by CPR beyond those provided for in the CPR Administered
Arbitration Rules. CPR shall advise the parties if applicable.
(g) Hearing Room Rental (Midtown, Manhattan)- $400/day plus daily administrative charge for copying,
faxes, phone, etc.

2. Rule 14 Special Arbitrator Fees and Expenses
a) A Request for Rule 14 relief shall be accompanied by an initial filing fee of $2,500.
b) Rule 14 special arbitrator fees and expenses will be handled separately.

3. Deposits for Arbitrator Fees and Expenses
(a) The parties shall be jointly and severally liable for arbitrator fees and expenses.
(b) The Tribunal shall determine the necessary advances on their fees and costs and advise CPR, which
unless otherwise agreed, shall invoice the parties in equal shares.
(c) The Tribunal shall not proceed with the arbitration unless all advances have been fully paid.
(d) If the requested advances are not paid in full within 10 days after receipt of the request, CPR shall so inform
the parties and the proceeding may be suspended or terminated unless the other party pays the non-paying
party’s share subject to any award on costs.

(e) Funds provided by the parties on account of the fees and expenses of the Tribunal and of CPR shall be
held in a bank account controlled by reference to each individual case and disbursed by CPR in
accordance with this Schedule and the CPR Administered Arbitration Rules. In the event that the funds
(together with any interest earned) provided by the parties exceed the costs of the arbitration at the
conclusion of the arbitration, surplus funds will be returned to the parties.
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CPR Schedule of Administered Arbitration Costs
Effective July 1, 2013

(f) Payment of arbitrator fees and expenses is the sole obligation of the parties. Even if CPR assists in the
collection and payment of such fees as provided in this Schedule, CPR has no liability or responsibility in
any manner for such payment. The arbitrators may suspend proceedings at any time for failure to be
compensated for their services or if insufficient deposits are on hand at CPR.

4.

CPR reserves the right to change this Schedule at any time. Moreover, pursuant to Rule 18.1 of the
CPR Administered Arbitration Rules, CPR reserves the right in special circumstances to adjust the
Administrative Fee based on developments in the proceeding.
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ABOUT CPR
The International Institute for Conflict Prevention &
Resolution is a membership-based nonprofit organization
that promotes excellence and innovation in public and
private dispute resolution, serving as a primary
multinational resource for avoidance, management,
and resolution of business-related disputes.
CPR Members – Our membership comprises

General Counsel and senior lawyers of Fortune 1000
organizations, as well as partners in the top law firms
around the world. It is a committed and active
membership, diligently participating in CPR activities
and serving on committees.
CPR’s Panels of Distinguished Neutrals – CPR’s
Panels consist of the highest quality arbitrators and
mediators, with specialization in over 17 practice areas
and industries. As part of CPR’s nomination process, we
check not only the suitability, but the availability of all
neutrals nominated, as well as disclose any conflicts of
interest up front.
CPR Pledge Signers – More than 4,000 operating
companies have committed to the Corporate Policy
Statement on Alternatives to Litigation©. Moreover, better
than 1,500 law firms have signed the CPR Law Firm Policy
Statement on Alternatives to Litigation©, including 400 of
the nation’s 500 largest firms. This “Pledge” has been
invaluable in bringing disputing parties to the
negotiating table.
CPR’s Commitment – As we celebrate more than 29

years of achievement, we continue to dedicate the
organization to providing effective, innovative ways of
preventing and resolving disputes affecting business
enterprises. We do so through leadership and advocacy,
and by providing comprehensive resources, such as
education, training, consultation, neutrals, as well as a
networking and collaboration platform for business,
the judiciary, government, and other institutions.
Copyright ©2007 by International Institute for Conflict Prevention
and Resolution, Inc. All rights reserved.
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THE CPR RULES
The primary objective of arbitration is to arrive at a just
and enforceable result, based on a private procedure
that is fair, expeditious, economical, and less burdensome
and adversarial than litigation.
The above objective is most likely to be achieved if the
parties and their attorneys:
•

Adopt well-designed rules of procedure

•

Select skilled arbitrators who are able and willing to
actively manage the process

•

Limit the issues to focus on the core of the dispute

•

Cooperate on procedural matters even while acting as
effective advocates on substantive issues.

The International Institute for Conflict Prevention and
Resolution (“CPR”) Rules for Non-Administered
Arbitration (the “Rules”) (Rev. 2007) were developed by
CPR to provide procedures to facilitate the conduct of
the arbitration process fairly, expeditiously, and
economically. The Rules are designed to be easily
comprehended. The Rules are intended in particular for
the complex case, but are suitable regardless of the
nature of the case or the amount in dispute.
Every disputant wants to have a reasonable opportunity
to develop and present its case. Parties that choose
arbitration over litigation do so in large part out of a
need or desire for a proceeding that is speedy and
economical – factors that tend to go hand in hand. The
Rules were designed with each of these objectives in mind.
The complexity of cases will vary greatly. In rules of
general application, it is not appropriate to fix hard and
fast deadlines. Rule 15.7 commits the parties and the
arbitrator(s) to use their best efforts to assure that the
dispute will be submitted to the Tribunal for decision
within six months after the initial pre-hearing conference
and that the final award will be rendered within one
month thereafter. Rule 9.2 empowers the arbitrator(s) to
establish time limits for each phase of the proceeding,
including specifically the time allotted to each party for
presentation of its case and for rebuttal.

Counsel are expected to cooperate fully with the Tribunal
and with each other to assure that the proceeding will be
conducted with civility in an efficient, expeditious, and
economical manner. Rule 17.3 empowers the arbitrators
in apportioning costs to take into account, inter alia,
“the circumstances of the case” and “the conduct of the
parties during the proceeding.” This broad power is
intended to permit the arbitrators to apportion a greater
share of costs than they otherwise might to a party that
has employed tactics the arbitrators consider dilatory, or
in other ways has failed to cooperate in assuring the
efficient conduct of the proceeding.

Mediation and Other ADR Procedures
The following Procedures are intended to govern
arbitration proceedings. However, many parties
wish to incorporate in their contract provisions for
face-to-face negotiation or mediation prior to arbitration.
Parties desiring to use such Procedures should
consult the CPR Mediation Procedure and CPR’s Dispute
Resolution Clauses (available on CPR’s website
at www.cpradr.org).

Help in Finding or Selecting a Neutral
In addition, some parties may need assistance in finding
and selecting an appropriate mediator or arbitrator(s).
For a fee, CPR is available to assist in neutral selection
with the customized, neutral appointment service of CPR
Dispute Resolution Services.
To obtain a copy of our Procedures or to find out
more about our Dispute Resolution Services and fees,
visit our web site at www.cpradr.org or call CPR’s office
at +1.212.949.6490.

Rule 14 allows for interim measures by a special
arbitrator prior to tribunal selection.
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CPR CLAUSES

A. GENERAL AND INTRODUCTORY RULES

Standard Contractual Provisions

Rule 1: Scope Of Application

The International Institute for Conflict Prevention and
Resolution Rules for Non-Administered Arbitration are
intended in particular for use in complex commercial
arbitrations and are designed to assure the expeditious
and economical conduct of proceedings. The Rules may
be adopted by parties wishing to do so by using one of
the following standard provisions:

1.1

Where the parties to a contract have provided for
arbitration under the International Institute for
Conflict Prevention and Resolution ("CPR") Rules
for Non-Administered Arbitration (the "Rules"), or
have provided for CPR arbitration without further
specification, they shall be deemed to have made
these Rules a part of their arbitration agreement,
except to the extent that they have agreed in
writing, or on the record during the course of the
arbitral proceeding, to modify these Rules. Unless
the parties otherwise agree, these Rules, and any
amendment thereof adopted by CPR, shall apply
in the form in effect at the time the arbitration is
commenced.

1.2

These Rules shall govern the arbitration except
that where any of these Rules is in conflict with a
mandatory provision of applicable arbitration law,
that provision of law shall prevail.

A. Pre-Dispute Clause

“Any dispute arising out of or relating to this contract,
including the breach, termination or validity thereof,
shall be finally resolved by arbitration in accordance with
the International Institute for Conflict Prevention and
Resolution Rules for Non-Administered Arbitration by
(a sole arbitrator) (three arbitrators, of whom each party
shall appoint one) (three arbitrators, of whom each party
shall designate one in accordance with the “screened"
appointment procedure provided in Rule 5.4) (three
arbitrators, none of whom shall be appointed by either
party). The arbitration shall be governed by the Federal
Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq., and judgment
upon the award rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be
entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. The
place of the arbitration shall be (city, state).”

Rule 2: Notices
2.1

Notices or other communications required under
these Rules shall be in writing and delivered to the
address specified in writing by the recipient or, if
no address has been specified, to the last known
business or residence address of the recipient.
Notices and communications may be given by
registered mail, courier, telex, facsimile transmission,
or any other means of telecommunication that
provides a record thereof. Notices and communications shall be deemed to be effective as of the date
of receipt. Proof of transmission shall be deemed
prima facie proof of receipt of any notice or
communication given under these Rules.

2.2

Time periods specified by these Rules or established
by the Arbitral Tribunal (the “Tribunal”) shall start to
run on the day following the day when a notice or
communication is received, unless the Tribunal shall
specifically provide otherwise. If the last day of such
period is an official holiday or a non-business day
at the place where the notice or communication
is received, the period is extended until the first
business day which follows. Official holidays and
non-business days occurring during the running
of the period of time are included in calculating
the period.

B. Existing Dispute Submission Agreement

“We, the undersigned parties, hereby agree to submit
to arbitration in accordance with the International
Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution Rules
for Non-Administered Arbitration (the “Rules”) the
following dispute:
[Describe briefly]
We further agree that the above dispute shall be submitted
to (a sole arbitrator) (three arbitrators, of whom each party
shall appoint one) (three arbitrators, of whom each party
shall designate one in accordance with the “screened”
appointment procedure provided in Rule 5.4) (three
arbitrators, none of whom shall be appointed by either
party). We further agree that we shall faithfully observe
this agreement and the Rules and that we shall abide by
and perform any award rendered by the arbitrator(s). The
arbitration shall be governed by the Federal Arbitration
Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq., and judgment upon the
award may be entered by any court having jurisdiction
thereof. The place of arbitration shall be (city, state).”
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c. The name and address of the arbitrator appointed

Rule 3: Commencement Of Arbitration
3.1

The party commencing arbitration (the “Claimant”)
shall address to the other party (the “Respondent”)
a notice of arbitration.

3.2

The arbitration shall be deemed commenced as
to any Respondent on the date on which the notice
of arbitration is received by the Respondent.

3.3

by the Respondent, unless the parties have agreed
that neither shall appoint an arbitrator or that the
party-appointed arbitrators shall be appointed as
provided in Rule 5.4.
3.6

The Respondent may include in its notice of
defense any counterclaim within the scope of the
arbitration clause. If it does so, the counterclaim in
the notice of defense shall include items (a), (b), (c),
(d) and (e) of Rule 3.3.

3.7

If a counterclaim is asserted, within 20 days after
receipt of the notice of defense, the Claimant shall
deliver to the Respondent a reply to counterclaim
which shall have the same elements as provided
in Rule 3.5 for the notice of defense. Failure to
deliver a reply to counterclaim shall not delay the
arbitration; in the event of such failure, all counterclaims set forth in the notice of defense shall be
deemed denied.

3.8

Claims or counterclaims within the scope of the
arbitration clause may be freely added, amended or
withdrawn prior to the establishment of the
Tribunal and thereafter with the consent of the
Tribunal. Notices of defense or replies to amended
claims or counterclaims shall be delivered within 20
days after the addition or amendment.

3.9

If a dispute is submitted to arbitration pursuant to
a submission agreement, this Rule 3 shall apply to
the extent that it is not inconsistent with the
submission agreement.

The notice of arbitration shall include in the text or
in attachments thereto:
a. The full names, descriptions and addresses of

the parties;
b. A demand that the dispute be referred to

arbitration pursuant to the Rules;
c. The text of the arbitration clause or the separate

arbitration agreement that is involved;
d. A statement of the general nature of the

Claimant’s claim;
e. The relief or remedy sought; and
f. The name and address of the arbitrator appointed

by the Claimant, unless the parties have agreed
that neither shall appoint an arbitrator or that the
party-appointed arbitrators shall be appointed as
provided in Rule 5.4.
3.4

3.5

Within 20 days after receipt of the notice of
arbitration, the Respondent shall deliver to the
Claimant a notice of defense. Failure to deliver a
notice of defense shall not delay the arbitration;
in the event of such failure, all claims set forth in
the demand shall be deemed denied. Failure to
deliver a notice of defense shall not excuse the
Respondent from notifying the Claimant in writing,
within 20 days after receipt of the notice of
arbitration, of the arbitrator appointed by the
Respondent, unless the parties have agreed that
neither shall appoint an arbitrator or that the
party-appointed arbitrators shall be appointed
as provided in Rule 5.4.

Rule 4: Representation
4.1

The parties may be represented or assisted by
persons of their choice.

4.2

Each party shall communicate the name, address
and function of such persons in writing to the
other party and to the Tribunal.

The notice of defense shall include:
a. Any comment on items (a), (b), and (c) of the

notice of arbitration that the Respondent may
deem appropriate;
b. A statement of the general nature of the

Respondent’s defense; and
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B. RULES WITH RESPECT TO THE TRIBUNAL
Rule 5: Selection Of Arbitrators By The Parties
5.1

Unless the parties have agreed in writing on a
Tribunal consisting of a sole arbitrator or of three
arbitrators not appointed by parties or appointed
as provided in Rule 5.4, the Tribunal shall consist
of two arbitrators, one appointed by each of the
parties as provided in Rules 3.3 and 3.5, and a third
arbitrator who shall chair the Tribunal, selected
as provided in Rule 5.2. Unless otherwise agreed,
any arbitrator not appointed by a party shall be a
member of the CPR Panels of Distinguished
Neutrals (“CPR Panels”).

5.2

Within 30 days of the appointment of the second
arbitrator, the two party-appointed arbitrators shall
appoint a third arbitrator, who shall chair the
Tribunal. In the event the party-appointed arbitrators
are unable to agree on the third arbitrator, the third
arbitrator shall be selected as provided in Rule 6.

5.3

If the parties have agreed on a Tribunal consisting
of a sole arbitrator or of three arbitrators none of
whom shall be appointed by either party, the parties
shall attempt jointly to select such arbitrator(s) within
30 days after the notice of defense provided for in
Rule 3.4 is due. The parties may extend their
selection process until one or both of them have
concluded that a deadlock has been reached. In
this event, the arbitrator(s) shall be selected as
provided in Rule 6.

5.4

If the parties have agreed on a Tribunal consisting
of three arbitrators, two of whom are to be designated by the parties without knowing which party
designated each of them, as provided in this Rule
5.4, either party, following the expiration of the
time period for the notice of defense, may request
CPR in writing, with a copy to the other party, to
conduct a “screened” selection of party-designated
arbitrators as follows:
a. CPR will provide each party with a copy of a list

of candidates from the CPR Panels. Within 15
days thereafter, each party shall designate from
the list three candidates, in order of preference,
as candidates for its party-designated arbitrator,
and so notify CPR and the other party in writing.
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b. CPR will ask the first candidate so designated by

each party to confirm his or her availability to
serve as arbitrator and to disclose in writing any
circumstances that might give rise to justifiable
doubt regarding the candidate’s independence
or impartiality, as provided in Rule 7. CPR will
circulate to the parties each candidate’s completed
disclosure form. A party may object to the
appointment of any candidate on independent
and impartial grounds by written and reasoned
notice to CPR, with a copy to the other party,
within 10 days after receipt of that candidate’s
disclosure form. CPR shall decide the objection
after providing the non-objecting party with an
opportunity to comment on the objection. If
there is no objection to the candidate, or if the
objection is overruled by CPR, CPR shall appoint
the candidate as arbitrator, and any subsequent
challenges of that arbitrator, based on circumstances subsequently learned, shall be made and
decided in accordance with the procedures set
forth in Rules 7.6 - 7.8.
c. If the first candidate designated by a party is

unavailable, or if his or her independence or
impartiality is successfully challenged, CPR will
repeat the process provided in Rule 5.4(b) as
to the subsequent candidates designated by
that party, in order of the party’s indicated
preference. A party may designate additional
candidates if the three candidates designated
by that party are unavailable or do not meet
the requirements of Rule 7.
d. Neither CPR nor the parties shall advise or

otherwise provide any information or indication
to any arbitrator candidate or arbitrator as to
which party selected either of the party-designated
arbitrators. No party or anyone acting on its behalf
shall have any ex parte communications relating to
the case with any arbitrator or arbitrator candidate
designated or appointed pursuant to this Rule 5.4.
e. The chair of the Tribunal will be appointed by

CPR in accordance with the procedure set forth
in Rule 6.4, which shall proceed concurrently
with the procedure for appointing the partydesignated arbitrators provided in subsections
(a)-(d) above.

ARBITRATION RULES
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f. The compensation of all members of the

6.4

Tribunal appointed pursuant to Rule 5.4 shall be
administered by the chair of the Tribunal in
accordance with Rule 17.

a. Promptly following receipt by it of the request

provided for in Rule 6.3, CPR shall convene the
parties in person or by telephone to attempt to
select the arbitrator(s) by agreement of the parties.

5.5 Where the arbitration agreement entitles each party
to appoint an arbitrator but there is more than one
Claimant or Respondent to the dispute, and either the
multiple Claimants or the multiple Respondents do
not jointly appoint an arbitrator, CPR shall appoint all
of the arbitrators as provided in Rule 6.4.

b. If the procedure provided for in (a) does not result

in the selection of the required number of
arbitrators, CPR shall submit to the parties a list,
from the CPR Panels, of not less than five
candidates if one arbitrator remains to be selected,
and of not less than seven candidates if two or
three arbitrators are to be selected. Such list shall
include a brief statement of each candidate’s
qualifications. Each party shall number the
candidates in order of preference, shall note any
objection it may have to any candidate, and shall
deliver the list so marked to CPR, which, on
agreement of the parties, shall circulate the
delivered lists to the parties. Any party failing
without good cause to return the candidate list
so marked within 10 days after receipt shall be
deemed to have assented to all candidates listed
thereon. CPR shall designate as arbitrator(s) the
nominee(s) willing to serve for whom the parties
collectively have indicated the highest preference
and who appear to meet the standards set forth
in Rule 7. If a tie should result between two
candidates, CPR may designate either candidate.
If this procedure for any reason should fail to
result in designation of the required number of
arbitrators or if a party fails to participate in
this procedure, CPR shall appoint a person or
persons whom it deems qualified to fill any
remaining vacancy.

Rule 6: Selection Of Arbitrator(s) By CPR
6.1

Whenever (i) a party has failed to appoint the
arbitrator to be appointed by it; (ii) the parties have
failed to appoint the arbitrator(s) to be appointed by
them acting jointly; (iii) the party-appointed
arbitrators have failed to appoint the third arbitrator;
(iv) the parties have provided that one or more
arbitrators shall be appointed by CPR; or (v) the
multi-party nature of the dispute calls for CPR to
appoint all members of a three-member Tribunal
pursuant to Rule 5.5, the arbitrator(s) required to
complete the Tribunal shall be selected as provided
in this Rule 6, and either party may request CPR in
writing, with copy to the other party, to proceed
pursuant to this Rule 6.

6.2

The written request may be made as follows:
a. If a party has failed to appoint the arbitrator

to be appointed by it, or the parties have failed
to appoint the arbitrator(s) to be appointed by
them through agreement, at any time after such
failure has occurred.
b. If the party-appointed arbitrators have failed to

appoint the third arbitrator, as soon as the
procedure contemplated by Rule 5.2 has
been completed.

6.5

c. If the arbitrator(s) are to be appointed by CPR,

as soon as the notice of defense is due.
6.3

The written request shall include complete copies of
the notice of arbitration and the notice of defense
or, if the dispute is submitted under a submission
agreement, a copy of the agreement supplemented
by the notice of arbitration and notice of defense if
they are not part of the agreement.
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Except where a party has failed to appoint the
arbitrator to be appointed by it, CPR shall proceed
as follows:

Where a party has failed to appoint the arbitrator
to be appointed by it, CPR shall appoint a person
whom it deems qualified to serve as such arbitrator.

Rule 7: Qualifications, Challenges And
Replacement Of Arbitrator(s)
7.1

Each arbitrator shall be independent and impartial.

7.2

By accepting appointment, each arbitrator shall
be deemed to be bound by these Rules and any
modification agreed to by the parties, and to have
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represented that he or she has the time available
to devote to the expeditious process contemplated
by these Rules.
7.3

7.4

7.5

7.6

Each arbitrator shall disclose in writing to the
Tribunal and the parties at the time of his or her
appointment and promptly upon their arising during
the course of the arbitration any circumstances that
might give rise to justifiable doubt regarding the
arbitrator’s independence or impartiality. Such
circumstances include bias, interest in the result
of the arbitration, and past or present relations
with a party or its counsel.
No party or anyone acting on its behalf shall have
any ex parte communications concerning any matter
relating to the proceeding with any arbitrator or
arbitrator candidate, except that a party may advise a
candidate for appointment as its party-appointed
arbitrator of the general nature of the case and
discuss the candidate’s qualifications, availability,
and independence and impartiality with respect to
the parties, and a party may confer with its partyappointed arbitrator regarding the selection of the
chair of the Tribunal. As provided in Rule 5.4(d),
no party or anyone acting on its behalf shall have
any ex parte communications relating to the case
with any arbitrator or arbitrator candidate designated
or appointed pursuant to Rule 5.4.
Any arbitrator may be challenged if circumstances
exist or arise that give rise to justifiable doubt
regarding that arbitrator’s independence or
impartiality, provided that a party may challenge
an arbitrator whom it has appointed only for
reasons of which it becomes aware after the
appointment has been made.
A party may challenge an arbitrator only by a
notice in writing to CPR, with a copy to the
Tribunal and the other party, given no later than
15 days after the challenging party (i) receives
notification of the appointment of that arbitrator, or
(ii) becomes aware of the circumstances specified in
Rule 7.5, whichever shall last occur. The notice shall
state the reasons for the challenge with specificity.
The notice shall not be sent to the Tribunal when
the challenged arbitrator is a party-designated
arbitrator selected as provided in Rule 5.4; in that
event, CPR may provide each member of the
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Tribunal with an opportunity to comment on
the substance of the challenge without disclosing
the identity of the challenging party.
7.7

When an arbitrator has been challenged by a party,
the other party may agree to the challenge or the
arbitrator may voluntarily withdraw. Neither of
these actions implies acceptance of the validity
of the challenge.

7.8

If neither agreed disqualification nor voluntary
withdrawal occurs, the challenge shall be decided
by CPR, after providing the non-challenging
party and each member of the Tribunal with an
opportunity to comment on the challenge.

7.9

In the event of death, resignation or successful
challenge of an arbitrator not appointed by a party,
a substitute arbitrator shall be selected pursuant
to the procedure by which the arbitrator being
replaced was selected. In the event of the death,
resignation or successful challenge of an arbitrator
appointed by a party, that party may appoint a
substitute arbitrator; provided, however, that
should that party fail to notify the Tribunal (or CPR,
if the Tribunal has been constituted as provided in
Rule 5.4) and the other party of the substitute
appointment within 20 days from the date on
which it becomes aware that the opening arose,
that party’s right of appointment shall lapse and
the Tribunal shall promptly request CPR to appoint
a substitute arbitrator forthwith.

7.10 In the event that an arbitrator fails to act or is

de jure or de facto prevented from duly performing
the functions of an arbitrator, the procedures
provided in Rule 7.9 shall apply to the selection of
a replacement. If the parties do not agree on
whether the arbitrator has failed to act or is
prevented from performing the functions of an
arbitrator, either party may request CPR to make
that determination forthwith.
7.11 If the sole arbitrator or the chair of the Tribunal is

replaced, the successor shall decide the extent to
which any hearings held previously shall be repeated.
If any other arbitrator is replaced, the Tribunal in its
discretion may require that some or all prior hearings
be repeated.
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7.12 If an arbitrator on a three-person Tribunal fails to

participate in the arbitration, the two other arbitrators
shall have the power in their sole discretion to
continue the arbitration and to make any decision,
ruling or award, notwithstanding the failure of the
third arbitrator to participate, unless the parties
agree otherwise. In determining whether to
continue the arbitration or to render any decision,
ruling or award without the participation of an
arbitrator, the two other arbitrators shall take into
account the stage of the arbitration, the reason,
if any, expressed by the third arbitrator for such
nonparticipation, and such other matters as they
consider appropriate in the circumstances of the
case. In the event that the two other arbitrators
determine not to continue the arbitration without
the participation of the third arbitrator, the procedures
provided in Rule 7.9 shall apply to the selection
of a replacement.

C. RULES WITH RESPECT TO THE
CONDUCT OF THE ARBITRAL
PROCEEDINGS
Rule 9: General Provisions
9.1

Subject to these Rules, the Tribunal may conduct
the arbitration in such manner as it shall deem
appropriate. The chair shall be responsible for the
organization of arbitral conferences and hearings
and arrangements with respect to the functioning
of the Tribunal.

9.2

The proceedings shall be conducted in an
expeditious manner. The Tribunal is empowered to
impose time limits it considers reasonable on each
phase of the proceeding, including without limitation
the time allotted to each party for presentation of its
case and for rebuttal. In setting time limits, the
Tribunal should bear in mind its obligation to
manage the proceeding firmly in order to complete
proceedings as economically and expeditiously
as possible.

9.3

The Tribunal shall hold an initial pre-hearing
conference for the planning and scheduling of the
proceeding. Such conference shall be held promptly
after the constitution of the Tribunal, unless the
Tribunal is of the view that further submissions
from the parties are appropriate prior to such
conference. The objective of this conference shall
be to discuss all elements of the arbitration with a
view to planning for its future conduct. Matters to
be considered in the initial pre-hearing conference
may include, inter alia, the following:

Rule 8: Challenges To The Jurisdiction
Of The Tribunal
8.1

The Tribunal shall have the power to hear and
determine challenges to its jurisdiction, including
any objections with respect to the existence, scope
or validity of the arbitration agreement.

8.2

The Tribunal shall have the power to determine the
existence, validity or scope of the contract of which
an arbitration clause forms a part. For the purposes
of challenges to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, the
arbitration clause shall be considered as separable
from any contract of which it forms a part.

8.3

Any challenges to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal,
except challenges based on the award itself, shall
be made not later than the notice of defense or,
with respect to a counterclaim, the reply to the
counterclaim; provided, however, that if a claim
or counterclaim is later added or amended such
a challenge may be made not later than the
response to such claim or counterclaim.
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a. Procedural matters (such as setting specific time

limits for, and manner of, any required discovery;
the desirability of bifurcation or other separation
of the issues in the arbitration; the desirability
and practicability of consolidating the arbitration
with any other proceeding; the scheduling of
conferences and hearings; the scheduling of
pre-hearing memoranda; the need for and type
of record of conferences and hearings, including
the need for transcripts; the amount of time
allotted to each party for presentation of its
case and for rebuttal; the mode, manner and
order for presenting proof; the need for expert
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witnesses and how expert testimony should be
presented; and the necessity for any on-site
inspection by the Tribunal);
b. The early identification and narrowing of the

issues in the arbitration;
c. The possibility of stipulations of fact and

admissions by the parties solely for purposes
of the arbitration, as well as simplification of
document authentication;
d. The possibility of appointment of a neutral

expert by the Tribunal; and
e. The possibility of the parties engaging in

settlement negotiations, with or without the
assistance of a mediator.
After the initial conference, further pre-hearing or
other conferences may be held as the Tribunal deems
appropriate.
9.4

In order to define the issues to be heard and
determined, the Tribunal may, inter alia, make
pre-hearing orders and instruct the parties to file
more detailed statements of claim and of defense,
and pre-hearing memoranda.

9.5

Unless the parties have agreed upon the place of
arbitration, the Tribunal shall fix the place of arbitration
based upon the contentions of the parties and the
circumstances of the arbitration. The award shall be
deemed made at such place. The Tribunal may
schedule meetings and hold hearings wherever it
deems appropriate.

agreement of the parties and permissible under
the law(s) or rules of law applicable to the dispute.
10.4 The Tribunal may award such pre-award and

post-award interest, simple or compound, as it
considers appropriate, taking into consideration the
contract and applicable law.

Rule 11: Discovery
The Tribunal may require and facilitate such discovery
as it shall determine is appropriate in the circumstances,
taking into account the needs of the parties and the
desirability of making discovery expeditious and costeffective. The Tribunal may issue orders to protect the
confidentiality of proprietary information, trade secrets
and other sensitive information disclosed in discovery.

Rule 12: Evidence And Hearings
12.1 The Tribunal shall determine the manner in which the

parties shall present their cases. Unless otherwise
determined by the Tribunal or agreed by the parties,
the presentation of a party’s case shall include the
submission of a pre-hearing memorandum including
the following elements:
a. A statement of facts;
b. A statement of each claim being asserted;
c. A statement of the applicable law and authori-

ties upon which the party relies;
d. A statement of the relief requested, including

the basis for any damages claimed; and
e. A statement of the nature and manner of

Rule 10: Applicable Law(s) And Remedies
10.1 The Tribunal shall apply the substantive law(s) or

rules of law designated by the parties as applicable
to the dispute. Failing such a designation by the
parties, the Tribunal shall apply such law(s) or rules
of law as it determines to be appropriate.
10.2 Subject to Rule 10.1, in arbitrations involving the

application of contracts, the Tribunal shall decide in
accordance with the terms of the contract and shall
take into account usages of the trade applicable to
the contract.
10.3 The Tribunal may grant any remedy or relief,

including but not limited to specific performance
of a contract, which is within the scope of the
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presentation of the evidence, including the
name, capacity and subject of testimony of
any witnesses to be called and an estimate of
the amount of time required for each witness’s
direct testimony.
12.2 If either party so requests or the Tribunal so directs,

a hearing shall be held for the presentation of
evidence and oral argument. Testimony may be
presented in written and/or oral form as the
Tribunal may determine is appropriate. The Tribunal
is not required to apply the rules of evidence used
in judicial proceedings, provided, however, that
the Tribunal shall apply the lawyer-client privilege
and the work product immunity. The Tribunal
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shall determine the applicability of any privilege
or immunity and the admissibility, relevance,
materiality and weight of the evidence offered.
12.3 The Tribunal, in its discretion, may require the

parties to produce evidence in addition to that
initially offered. It may also appoint neutral
experts whose testimony shall be subject to
cross-examination and rebuttal.
12.4 The Tribunal shall determine the manner in which

witnesses are to be examined. The Tribunal shall
have the right to exclude witnesses from hearings
during the testimony of other witnesses.

request shall be delivered in accordance with Rule
2.1, and shall certify that all other parties affected
have been notified of the request or explain the
steps taken to notify such parties.
14.4 The request for interim measures shall be accompa-

nied by an initial deposit of $2000, paid to CPR by
wire, check, credit card or draft. CPR shall promptly
determine, pursuant to its administrative rules, any
further deposit due to cover the fee of CPR and the
remuneration of the special arbitrator, which
amount shall be paid within the time period
determined by CPR.

Rule 13: Interim Measures Of Protection
13.1 At the request of a party, the Tribunal may take

such interim measures as it deems necessary,
including measures for the preservation of assets,
the conservation of goods or the sale of perishable
goods. The Tribunal may require appropriate security
as a condition of ordering such measures.
13.2 A request for interim measures by a party to a

court shall not be deemed incompatible with
the agreement to arbitrate or as a waiver of
that agreement.

Rule 14: Interim Measures of Protection By a
Special Arbitrator
14.1 Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, this Rule 14

14.5 If the parties agree upon a special arbitrator within

one business day of the request, that arbitrator shall
be appointed. If there is no such timely agreement,
CPR shall appoint a special arbitrator from a list of
arbitrators maintained by CPR for that purpose. To
the extent practicable, CPR shall appoint the
special arbitrator within one business day of CPR’s
receipt of the application for interim measures
under this Rule. The special arbitrator’s fee shall be
determined by CPR in consultation with the special
arbitrator. The special arbitrator’s fee and reasonable
out-of-pocket expenses shall be paid from the
deposit made with CPR.
14.6 Prior to accepting appointment, a special arbitrator

shall be deemed part of any arbitration clause or
agreement entered on or after November 1, 2007,

candidate shall disclose to CPR any circumstances

that provides for arbitration under these Rules.

the arbitrator’s independence or impartiality within

that might give rise to justifiable doubt regarding
the meaning of Rule 7.3. Any challenge to the

14.2 Prior to the constitution of the Tribunal, any party

may request that interim measures be granted
under this Rule against any other party by a special
arbitrator appointed for that purpose.
14.3 Interim measures under this Rule are requested by

written application to CPR, entitled “Request for
Interim Measures of Protection By a Special
Arbitrator,” describing in reasonable detail the relief
sought, the party against whom the relief is sought,
the grounds for the relief, and, if practicable, the
evidence and law supporting the request. The
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appointment of a special arbitrator must be made
within one business day of the challenging party’s
receipt of CPR’s notification of the appointment of
the arbitrator and the circumstances disclosed. A
special arbitrator may be challenged on any ground
for challenging arbitrators generally under Rule 7.
To the extent practicable, CPR shall rule on the
challenge within one business day after CPR’s
receipt of the challenge. CPR’s ruling on the
challenge shall be final.
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14.7 In the event of death, resignation or successful

award or order shall state the reasoning on which

challenge of a special arbitrator, CPR shall appoint

the award or order rests as the special arbitrator

a replacement forthwith in accordance with the

deems appropriate.

procedures prescribed in Rules 14.5 and 14.6.

14.12 A request for interim measures by a party to a

14.8 The special arbitrator shall determine the procedure

court shall not be deemed incompatible with the

to be followed, which shall include, whenever

agreement to arbitrate, including the agreement

possible, reasonable notice to, and an opportunity for

to this Rule 14, or as a waiver of that agreement.

hearing (either in person, by teleconference or
other appropriate means), all affected parties. The
special arbitrator shall conduct the proceedings as
expeditiously as possible, and shall have the powers
vested in the Tribunal under Rule 8, including the
power to rule on his/her own jurisdiction and the
applicability of this Rule 14.
14.9 The special arbitrator may grant such interim

14.13 The award or order shall remain in effect until
modified or vacated by the special arbitrator or
the Tribunal. The special arbitrator may modify or
vacate the award or order for good cause. If the
Tribunal is constituted before the special arbitrator
has rendered an award or order, the special
arbitrator shall retain jurisdiction to render such
award or order unless and until the Tribunal

measures as he or she deems necessary, including

directs otherwise. Once the Tribunal has been

but not limited to measures for the preservation of

constituted, the Tribunal may modify or vacate the

assets, the conservation of goods or the sale of

award or order rendered by the special arbitrator.

perishable goods.
14.10 The ruling on the request for interim measures
shall be made by award or order, and the special
arbitrator may state in such award or order
whether or not the special arbitrator views the
award or order as final for purposes of any judicial
proceedings in connection therewith. The award
or order may be made conditional upon the
provision of security or any act or omission
specified in the award or order. The award or
order may provide for the payment of a specified
amount in case of noncompliance with its terms.
14.11 The award or order shall specify the relief
awarded or denied, shall determine the cost of the
proceedings, including CPR’s administrative fee,
the arbitrator’s fee and expenses as determined by
CPR, and apportion such costs among the parties
as the special arbitrator deems appropriate. The
special arbitrator may also apportion the parties’

14.14 The special arbitrator shall not serve as a member
of the Tribunal unless the parties agree otherwise.

Rule 15: The Award
15.1 The Tribunal may make final, interim, interlocutory

and partial awards. With respect to any interim,
interlocutory or partial award, the Tribunal may
state in its award whether or not it views the award
as final for purposes of any judicial proceedings in
connection therewith.
15.2 All awards shall be in writing and shall state the

reasoning on which the award rests unless the
parties agree otherwise. The award shall be
deemed to be made at the seat of arbitration and
shall contain the date on which the award was
made. When there are three arbitrators, the award
shall be made and signed by at least a majority of
the arbitrators.
15.3 A member of the Tribunal who does not join in an

reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses in the

award may issue a dissenting opinion. Such opinion

award or order or in a supplementary award or

shall not constitute part of the award.

order. Unless the parties agree otherwise, the
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15.4 Executed copies of awards and of any dissenting

opinion shall be delivered by the Tribunal to
the parties.
15.5 Within 15 days after receipt of the award, either

party, with notice to the other party, may request
the Tribunal to clarify the award; to correct any
clerical, typographical or computation errors, or any
errors of a similar nature in the award; or to make
an additional award as to claims or counterclaims
presented in the arbitration but not determined in
the award. The Tribunal shall make any clarification,
correction or additional award requested by either
party that it deems justified within 30 days after
receipt of such request. Within 15 days after
delivery of the award to the parties or, if a party
requests a clarification, correction or additional
award, within 30 days after receipt of such
request, the Tribunal may make such corrections
and additional awards on its own initiative as it
deems appropriate. All clarifications, corrections,
and additional awards shall be in writing, and the
provisions of this Rule 15 shall apply to them.
15.6 The award shall be final and binding on the parties,

and the parties will undertake to carry out the
award without delay. If an interpretation, correction
or additional award is requested by a party, or a
correction or additional award is made by the
Tribunal on its own initiative as provided in Rule
15.5, the award shall be final and binding on the
parties when such clarification, correction or additional award is made by the Tribunal or upon the
expiration of the time periods provided in Rule
15.5 for such clarification, correction or additional
award to be made, whichever is earlier.
15.7 The dispute should in most circumstances be

submitted to the Tribunal for decision within six
months after the initial pre-hearing conference
required by Rule 9.3. The final award should in
most circumstances be rendered within one month
thereafter. The parties and the Tribunal shall use
their best efforts to comply with this schedule.

D. MISCELLANEOUS RULES
Rule 16: Failure To Comply With Rules
Whenever a party fails to comply with these Rules, or
any order of the Tribunal pursuant to these Rules, in a
manner deemed material by the Tribunal, the Tribunal,
if appropriate, shall fix a reasonable period of time for
compliance and, if the party does not comply within
said period, the Tribunal may impose a remedy it deems
just, including an award on default. Prior to entering
an award on default, the Tribunal shall require the nondefaulting party to produce evidence and legal argument
in support of its contentions as the Tribunal may deem
appropriate. The Tribunal may receive such evidence
and argument without the defaulting party’s presence
or participation.

Rule 17: Costs
17.1 Each arbitrator shall be compensated on a

reasonable basis determined at the time of
appointment for serving as an arbitrator and shall
be reimbursed for any reasonable travel and other
expenses. The compensation for each arbitrator
should be fully disclosed to all Tribunal members
and parties.
17.2 The Tribunal shall fix the costs of arbitration in its

award. The costs of arbitration include:
a. The fees and expenses of members of the

Tribunal;
b. The costs of expert advice and other assistance

engaged by the Tribunal;
c. The travel and other expenses of witnesses to

such extent as the Tribunal may deem appropriate;
d. The costs for legal representation and assistance

and experts incurred by a party to such extent
as the Tribunal may deem appropriate;
e. The charges and expenses of CPR with respect

to the arbitration;
f. The costs of a transcript; and
g. The costs of meeting and hearing facilities.
17.3 Subject to any agreement between the parties to

the contrary, the Tribunal may apportion the costs
of arbitration between or among the parties in
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such manner as it deems reasonable, taking into
account the circumstances of the case, the conduct
of the parties during the proceeding, and the result
of the arbitration.
17.4 The Tribunal may request each party to deposit an

appropriate amount as an advance for the costs
referred to in Rule 17.2, except those specified in
subparagraph (d), and, during the course of the
proceeding, it may request supplementary deposits
from the parties. Any such funds shall be held and
disbursed in such a manner as the Tribunal may
deem appropriate.
17.5 If the requested deposits are not paid in full within

20 days after receipt of the request, the Tribunal
shall so inform the parties in order that jointly or
severally they may make the requested payment.
If such payment is not made, the Tribunal may
suspend or terminate the proceeding.
17.6 After the proceeding has been concluded, the
Tribunal shall return any unexpended balance from
deposits made to the parties as may be appropriate.

Rule 18: Confidentiality
Unless the parties agree otherwise, the parties, the
arbitrators and CPR shall treat the proceedings, any
related discovery and the decisions of the Tribunal,
as confidential, except in connection with judicial
proceedings ancillary to the arbitration, such as a
judicial challenge to, or enforcement of, an award, and
unless otherwise required by law or to protect a legal
right of a party. To the extent possible, any specific
issues of confidentiality should be raised with and
resolved by the Tribunal.

Rule 19: Settlement And Mediation

shall be a person other than a member of the
Tribunal. Unless the parties agree otherwise, any
such mediation shall be conducted under the CPR
Mediation Procedure.
19.3 The Tribunal will not be informed of any settlement

offers or other statements made during settlement
negotiations or a mediation between the parties,
unless both parties consent.
19.4 If the parties settle the dispute before an award is

made, the Tribunal shall terminate the arbitration
and, if requested by all parties and accepted by the
Tribunal, may record the settlement in the form of
an award made by consent of the parties. The
Tribunal is not obliged to give reasons for such
an award.

Rule 20: Actions Against CPR Or Arbitrator(s)
Neither CPR nor any arbitrator shall be liable to any
party for any act or omission in connection with any
arbitration conducted under these Rules.

Rule 21: Waiver
A party knowing of a failure to comply with any provision
of these Rules, or any requirement of the arbitration
agreement or any direction of the Tribunal, and
neglecting to state its objections promptly, waives any
objection thereto.

Rule 22: Interpretation and Application of Rules
The Tribunal shall interpret and apply these Rules insofar
as they relate to the Tribunal’s powers and duties. When
there is more than one member on the Tribunal and a
difference arises among them concerning the meaning
or application of these Rules, that difference shall be
decided by a majority vote. All other Rules shall be
interpreted and applied by CPR.

19.1 Either party may propose settlement negotiations

to the other party at any time. The Tribunal may
suggest that the parties explore settlement at such
times as the Tribunal may deem appropriate.
19.2 With the consent of the parties, the Tribunal at any

stage of the proceeding may arrange for mediation
of the claims asserted in the arbitration by a
mediator acceptable to the parties. The mediator
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PRINCIPLES
CPR brings a distinct viewpoint to the field of domestic
and international dispute resolution. Its tenets:
1. Most disputes are best resolved privately and by

agreement.
2. Principals should play a key role in dispute resolution

and should approach a dispute as a problem to be
solved, not a contest to be won.
3. A skilled and respected neutral third party can play a

critical role in bringing about agreement.
4. Efforts should first be made to reach agreement by

unaided negotiation.
5. If such efforts are unsuccessful, resolution by a

non-adjudicative procedure, such as mediation, should
next be pursued. These procedures remain available
even while litigation or arbitration is pending.
6. If adjudication by a neutral third party is required,

a well-conducted arbitration proceeding usually is
preferable to litigation.
7. During an arbitration proceeding the door to

settlement should remain open. Arbitrators may
suggest that the parties explore settlement, employing
a mediator if appropriate.
8. Arbitration proceedings often can be conducted

efficiently by the Arbitral Tribunal without
administration by a neutral organization, or limiting
the role of such an organization to assistance in
arbitrator selection or ruling on challenges to
arbitrators, if necessary.
The CPR Rules for Non-Administered Arbitration reflect
these principles.
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A Guide to Self-Administered ADR
and
CPR’s Dispute Resolution Services

International Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution

Introduction

With litigation costing companies billions of dollars each year, the effective
management of conflict is essential to reduce costs, lower risks and improve
business relationships. Mediation, arbitration and other consensual methods
offer a low-cost, high-return option for corporations and their outside counsel.
However, parties often complain about the excessive costs and inefficiencies that
are inherent in traditional administered ADR proceedings. This is especially true
for complex commercial cases with billions of dollars at issue.
CPR specializes in these large-scale disputes and has developed proprietary
self-administered processes to empower parties and expedite resolution.
Refined over three decades, CPR’s self-administered approach to arbitration
and mediation provides a vehicle for parties to conduct a proceeding without
the unnecessary intervention of an administering body.
For complex business matters, CPR’s approach assures:
• Cost Savings: Because the proceedings are directly administered by the
neutrals, the parties pay no administrative fees to CPR – significantly lowering
the overall cost of resolving the dispute.
• Control: The parties are in complete control of the neutral selection process
but may request highly-customized selection assistance when needed.
• Efficiency: Once selected, the neutral can quickly agree on procedures
and schedules with the parties, with no intervention of third-party
administrative staff.
• Flexibility: Parties maintain maximum ability to create a resolution process
that best suits their dispute and the freedom to amend it in order to meet
specific circumstances.
CPR’s methodology also includes a broad spectrum of available related services,
resources and tools, including panels of neutrals, clauses and rules, and drafting
tools. This guide will describe CPR’s approach in more detail and explain how to
best take advantage of our numerous services to achieve your business priorities.

A Guide to
Self-Administered Processes

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is a collection of procedures,
typically mediation and arbitration, used for the purpose of resolving
disputes more efficiently and at a lower cost. When corporations utilize
ADR methods, they can avoid expensive and time-consuming trials.
ADR also encourages creativity, helps parties find practical business-centric
solutions, and avoids the unpredictability involved with traditional
dispute resolution mechanisms. The process usually results in improved
communications between parties and is, therefore, better for ongoing
business relationships.
There are different methods for conducting ADR proceedings, based on
the level of control the parties would like over the process. In deciding
which process to use, parties should consider the amount of support
necessary for the matter and how much they are willing to spend on the
administrative elements of the case.
1. Administered

An administered approach requires the active involvement of a
separate administering entity as a matter of course throughout the
process. Administered ADR occurs under the auspices of a court or an
independent ADR entity that functions much like a clerk by arranging
and managing conduct of the ADR proceedings, including providing
filing, docketing, and logistical, administrative and secretarial support.
Due to its significant involvement, the administering entity typically
charges a substantial fee for its services. This is in addition to the fee
charged by the neutral(s).
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2. Self-Administered/Non-Administered/Ad-Hoc

A self-administered process is designed to proceed without the
involvement of a separate administering entity. Instead, the neutral(s)
and parties, themselves, administer the proceedings. The process may
also involve an ADR provider entity, which simply assists with the
selection of neutrals if called upon by the parties’ agreement or if for
some reason the parties are unable to select a neutral. The selected
neutral manages all aspects of the proceedings not controlled by the
parties under their agreement, including keeping the necessary files,
arranging the location of the proceedings, and agreeing upon a neutral
fee and collection process. The proceedings may follow institutional
rules and procedures, such as those outlined in CPR’s Rules for NonAdministered Arbitration and the CPR Mediation Procedure, or may
adhere to a procedure defined by and agreed to by the parties. A major
advantage of this approach is that such proceedings typically cost less
than institutional processes because there is no need to pay an institution
a percentage of the claim as a filing fee, or indeed any fees, if the parties
can proceed on their own without an institution’s intervention.
3. Assisted Dispute Resolution

For those using a self-administered approach, situations may arise in
which limited administration may be needed for a given type of matter.
In these instances, assisted dispute resolution services – like customized
neutral selection services, fund holding, award review, and serving
non-respondents – may be provided upon request of the parties. In this
approach, parties only pay for the services that they use. By merging
the flexibility of a self-administered resolution process with occasional
administrative support, the assisted resolution approach offers parties
the best of both worlds.

“Dispute resolution is a vital component of business
relations. If and when faced with a dispute, companies
should, whenever possible, strive for alternatives which
preserve both parties’ business interests.”
Jean-Claude Najar
Senior Counsel & Chief Compliance Officer
GE Commercial Finance
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Benefits of CPR’s
Self-Administered Processes
CPR is the leading proponent of self-administered ADR processes.
These processes enable parties to constructively and efficiently arrive
at a just result, while significantly controlling risks and expenditures
of time and money. By directly administering the dispute resolution
process pursuant to CPR’s Rules or by any agreed-upon procedures,
parties conduct their proceedings without filing pleadings with CPR or
paying any administrative fee. Also, there is no or minimal involvement
of an administrative entity and proceedings can be held where you are –
anywhere in the world.

A Comparison of ADR Approaches
Self-Administered
Arbitration
Cost

$0

Assisted Arbitration

Administered
Arbitration

A la carte pricing that
allows you to pay only
for what you use. Flat
fees for services.

Filing fees & additional
administrative fees –
usually based on size
of claim.

Efficiency

Proceed as quickly as
desired, without the
intervention of
a middleman.

Proceed as quickly
as desired. Use an
Administrator only
when necessary.

Administrator usually
acts as middleman
for everything from
pleadings to billing.

Flexibility

Rules and procedures
can be drawn up by
parties as they wish.

When needed, there
are procedures in place
to help with neutral
selection, challenges, etc.

Parties must
follow pre-set and
established rules.

Control

Parties are able
to select specific
process alternatives
in response to the
changing goals and
expectations that
parties may bring to
the table.

When needed,
parties may request
administrative assistance.
However, parties retain
as much control as they
desire.

Administrator and
specific rules govern
the proceeding.

(Continued on next page)
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Self-Administered
Arbitration

Assisted Arbitration

Administered
Arbitration

Customization

Parties handle all
administration
and design their
own proceeding by
combining desired
elements.

Parties may customize
the role of the
Administrator as they
see fit, using services for
selection, billing or other
unmet needs.

Parties must follow
the rules of the
Administrator,
without room for
customization.

Best for

Experienced clients
and/or counsel
knowledgeable in
ADR procedures and
complex commercial
matters.

Complex cases where
the subject matter
requires neutrals with
highly-specific expertise
or when parties and/or
neutral desire a limited
level of administration
during the proceedings.

High volume pattern
cases requiring set
procedures and a high
level of administration.

Simplifying Self-Administered Processes
A self-administered approach offers inherent flexibility and control.
Experienced neutrals and counsel are capable of performing most of the
functions generally performed by an administering organization. Therefore,
it is ideal for parties who want to avoid the burden of a third-party conduit
for service of pleadings or to arrange conference calls and meeting locations.
CPR offers a broad spectrum of tools and services to help parties and
neutrals direct their own proceedings, including:
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•

Clauses and Agreements:

CPR provides models of pre-dispute ADR
clauses and post-dispute ADR agreements and can work directly with
parties to devise the best process for their proceeding to ensure that
practitioners have the resources they need to craft procedures tailormade for their business objectives.

•

Best Practice Protocols:

The ability to customize the proceeding is
particularly beneficial because it enables parties to draft their own
rules, set their own timetables and proceed at their own pace.
Template procedures, like CPR’s Non-Administered Arbitration
Rules, are available to assist neutrals or to help fill the gap in areas
where the parties have not otherwise agreed.

•

Biographies of Distinguished Neutrals: With

access to CPR’s extensive
database, parties can select from an elite roster of highly-qualified neutrals
with specific experience in complex commercial matters. CPR’s arbitrators
and mediators are pre-screened for strong case management skills and
all possess the highest commitment to neutrality and ethical conduct.

Clauses and Rules Tailored
to Your Business Needs
A successful and efficient dispute resolution process is dependent upon
well-designed rules of procedure. For 30 years, CPR has harnessed the
collective expertise of thought leaders and industry experts to craft
model ADR clauses, rules, codes, and procedures for business agreements
and practices. Together, CPR’s varied offerings help parties achieve a
customized and more streamlined approach to dispute resolution.
Crafted prior to a dispute, contract clauses can protect business interests
and provide a means by which parties can avoid the potential hazards
of litigation. To make the drafting process as efficient as possible, CPR
publishes templates to assist in drafting clauses for agreements.
CPR offers specialized rules and procedures for business disputes, specific
industries, and for cross-border or international proceedings. In addition,
CPR provides disclosure and damages protocols to assist arbitrators in
conducting these proceedings. These tools are highly customizable and
can be adapted by parties to the particular needs of the dispute.
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Other ADR tools developed by CPR to assist parties in managing
disputes include an early case assessment toolkit, an economical litigation
agreement, guidelines for mass claims facilities, and procedures regarding
information exchange (including e-data) and presentation of witnesses.
CPR also directs special programs which provide mechanisms for the
resolution of franchise disputes, for mediating disputes arising between
American and Chinese businesses, and for the resolution of asbestos-related
insurance coverage disputes by means of the Wellington Agreement.

A Select List of Tools to Assist Parties
The following CPR-crafted tools, as well as a full library of commercial
ADR-related resources and protocols, can be ordered or are available for
free download from CPR’s website at www.cpradr.org.
• Master Guide: “Drafting Dispute Resolution Clauses”
• Master Guide: “Patent Mediation”
• Master Guide: “Commercial Mediation in Europe”
• Master Guide: “Avoiding & Resolving Information Technology
Disputes”
• ADR in Trademark & Unfair Practices Disputes: A Practitioner’s Guide
• CPR International Reinsurance Industry Dispute Resolution Protocol
• Dispute Review Boards: A Management Best Practice
• Dispute Resolution Drafting Checklist
• CPR Model Dispute Resolution Clauses
• CPR’s Franchise Mediation Procedure
• CPR’s Rules for Expedited Arbitration of Construction Disputes
• CPR’s Global Rules for Accelerated Commercial Arbitration
• CPR’s Rules for Non-Administered Arbitration of Patent & Trade
Secret Disputes
• CPR’s Protocol on Document Disclosure & Presentation of Witnesses
in Commercial Arbitration
• CPR Arbitration Appeal Procedure
• Protocol on Determination of Damages in Arbitration
• CPR International Arbitration: Model ADR Procedures & Practices
• CPR Economical Litigation Agreement: Civil Litigation “Pre-nup”
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Superior Neutrals Expert
in Complex Commercial
Matters
Reaching resolution is most likely to be achieved if the parties and their
attorneys select highly-skilled neutrals that strike an appropriate balance
between achieving efficiency and fairness, while actively managing a
complex process.
CPR’s arbitrators and mediators are the most sought-after in the field.
Its Panels of Distinguished Neutrals comprise the industry elite –
retired state and federal judges, prominent attorneys, leading business
executives, academics, and ADR professionals from around the world.
CPR’s neutrals:
• Are highly-skilled in resolving complex business disputes;
• Are experienced in multinational corporate disputes or issues of
public sensitivity;
• Have been qualified through CPR’s rigorous credentialing process;
• Have been peer-reviewed and user-approved for quality;
• Are pre-screened for strong case management skills; and
• Have achieved resolutions in thousands of cases, with billions
of dollars at issue, worldwide.
“In my role at Chartis, I am constantly searching for highlyskilled and effective neutrals. CPR’s comprehensive Panel
of Distinguished Neutrals is one of the most respected and
useful listings of mediators and arbitrators in the field.”
Deborah Masucci
Vice President, Office of Dispute Resolution, Litigation Management
Chartis Inc.
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CPR maintains exclusive rosters of highly-experienced arbitrators and
mediators, with specialization in more than 20 industry practice areas,
including:
• Asbestos
• Banking, Accounting &
Financial Services
• BioTech
• Certified Public Accountants
• Construction
• Cross Border Disputes
• e-Discovery
• Employment*
• Energy, Oil & Gas
• Entertainment
• Environmental

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Franchise*
General Counsel
Global
Health Care & Life Sciences
Insurance
Insurer-Policy Holder Coverage
Judicial
Sports Law
Taxation
Technology
Trademark/IP
U.S.-China Business Mediation

*Available free to non-CPR members at CPR’s website

CPR can also offer appeal arbitrators and special arbitrators for interim
relief on request. CPR members have free, unrestricted 24/7 access to CPR’s
proprietary Panels of Distinguished Neutrals. Non-members can take
advantage of CPR’s Panels and services for a fee by contacting CPR directly.

Why Choose CPR’s Neutrals?
When you engage a CPR neutral, you can be assured of a highly-qualified
professional who has been both peer-reviewed and, more importantly,
user-approved for excellence. CPR’s admission process is rigorous and
comprehensive; resulting in a world-class list of the most seasoned and
credentialed neutrals, categorized by industry, practice area, geographic
location, and expertise.
Select committees of industry-specific users, peers, and academics review
applicants to CPR’s panels. Candidates are pre-screened for their ADR
expertise and training, and candidate references are asked to comment
specifically on the applicant’s qualifications to serve on large complex
commercial disputes. Qualification to the CPR roster is demanding and
available openings are limited.
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Choosing the wrong neutral can adversely affect the outcome of the
dispute which, in turn, can have a long-term impact on business
relationships and the bottom line. This is particularly important for
arbitral proceedings because arbitral decisions are typically final and
binding. Thus, selecting the right neutral is critical and should not be
left to chance.

CPR’s Assisted Dispute
Resolution Services
CPR’s self-administered processes allow parties to conduct an arbitration
or mediation without the help of an administering body. However,
given the varying nature of complex commercial disputes, CPR provides
additional services to assist parties should limited administrative help
be needed. With CPR’s assisted dispute resolution services, parties can
customize their processes by choosing the type and amount of assistance
that is needed for each proceeding.
Many of these services are available to CPR’s members at minimal to no
cost. Non-members seeking assistance with their proceedings may access
these services for a modest fee.
Neutral Selection Services – CPR’s Most Requested Service – Parties can
avoid deadlock and reduce the time spent vetting neutrals by using CPR’s
Neutral Selection Services. Whether you are looking for a mediator, an
arbitrator, an appeals arbitrator, a special arbitrator for interim relief,
or other third party neutral, CPR’s experienced attorneys can help you
select the most qualified neutral for your proceedings. Learn more in
the next section.
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CPR can assist parties in proactively
addressing disputes and effecting resolution via the following services:

CPR’s Assisted Arbitration Services:

• Serving non-responding respondent
• Scheduling interviews for neutral selection
• Reviewing challenges of arbitrator post selection
• Reviewing awards (form, clerical, computational, and typographical)
• Acting as fund-holder for matters
• Providing conference/caucus room rental at CPR’s New York office
CPR can assist
companies and industry groups in crafting internal ADR programs for
frequently occurring disputes, identify and train a panel of industryspecific neutrals, and communicate the program to relevant parties.
Designing Corporate ADR Systems and Programs:

Coalescing and Convening Parties in Multi-Party Disputes: CPR is the only
organization which has created a means by which corporations and law
firms can commit to trying ADR procedures before moving to full-scale
litigation – the CPR Pledge.© More than 4,000 operating companies and
1,500 law firms have committed to the CPR Pledge.© At the request of
any party, CPR can leverage this commitment to convene multi-party
disputes and obtain consent to engage in an appropriate ADR process to
resolve a matter.
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Most Comprehensive
Neutral Selection Services
in the Field
Although administration is not required for resolution, CPR does offer
assistance with the most critical element in your proceeding – the
challenge of selecting the best neutral with the right set of skills.
For a modest fee, CPR can act on behalf of all parties to help select a neutral
that is ideally suited to the case – and one that is acceptable to all sides.
CPR assists parties via four primary selection services:
1. List of Neutral Candidates

By default, CPR’s Rules and self-administered processes provide that
the parties may choose their mediator or party-appointed arbitrator
without assistance. However, selecting a neutral can be daunting. CPR
maintains an extensive and detailed neutrals database which can be
searched to identify neutrals who specifically fit parties’ requirements in
terms of experience, credentials, language ability, and geographic location.
Once criteria have been established, CPR simply provides biographies and
contact information for the neutrals meeting parties’ specific needs. The
parties, then, proceed using their own selection process.
2. Vetted List of Neutral Candidates

The greatest burden faced by parties is to expeditiously find an agreedupon neutral with no conflicts of interest and one who will be available
when the parties want their arbitration hearing or mediation to take
place. With its thorough vetting process, CPR can pre-screen neutral
candidates for conflicts and availability and submit to parties a list of
vetted candidates, including biographical information, hourly rates,
disclosures, availability, and responses to special queries from the parties.
The parties may then proceed with their own selection process or follow a
traditional ranking method. If needed, CPR offers consulting services to
help parties craft their own customized neutral selection process.
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CPR’s Vetted Neutral Selection Process
Conducted by an Experienced Attorney
Profiling

• Develop a detailed profile of the necessary neutral
qualifications and experience.
• Discuss the complexity and issues involved in
the dispute and the potential for resolution.
• Agree on a venue and a time period for hearing the
matter (if not already confirmed).
• Agree on special queries to be made to candidates.

Identification

• CPR searches its database, including a thorough
review of the neutrals’ substantive and procedural
qualifications.
• CPR identifies neutrals who best meet the parties’
desired requirements.

Query

• CPR prepares a list of potential neutrals.
• CPR queries candidates to determine their availability
and willingness to serve, as well as to identify any
potential conflicts.
• Any special queries are made at this time.

Nomination

• CPR provides parties with a list of candidates who are
conflict-free and available for the hearing calendar
window preferred by the parties.
• CPR provides biographical information, hourly rates,
disclosures, and responses to special queries.

Ranking

• Absent party agreement to a different process, if
parties are unable to agree on a neutral, they rank
their preferences, and CPR selects the nominee with
the highest combined ranking.

Selection

• CPR notifies the selected neutral(s)
• Parties are contacted by the neutral to begin the
dispute resolution process.
• The neutral assumes responsibility for both directing
and administering the ADR proceedings.

Assistance
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• CPR remains available to address later-arising
challenges.

3. Screened Arbitrator Selection

CPR’s Rule 5.4 for Non-Administered Arbitration provides a unique
mechanism for the constitution of a tripartite tribunal whereby
parties select their party-appointed arbitrators without the candidates
knowing which party designated them. In this process, CPR handles
all communications with the party candidates to ensure confidentiality.
This screened selection process offers an additional layer of protection
to parties with respect to the impartiality of the neutrals. When
the parties provide for CPR screened arbitrator selection in their
ADR clause, CPR can assist them throughout the selection of partyappointed arbitrators and a chair.
4. Direct Appointments

Acting as a widely-respected and independent organization, CPR can
directly appoint an arbitrator or a mediator when the parties provide
for a direct appointment in their contract or at the parties’ request
after the dispute has arisen. In that case, CPR will select a neutral who
is fully qualified to resolve the dispute and who has been screened for
conflicts and availability.
In many cases, a neutral can be appointed within one-four weeks
depending on the process used. The expedited selection process offered
by CPR means a more efficient and less costly proceeding for all parties.

For decades, parties have relied upon CPR for sophisticated and
innovative best practices in commercial conflict resolution and selfadministered processes.
For more information, please contact CPR’s Dispute Resolution Services
Department at +1.212.949.6490, email CPRNeutrals@cpradr.org, or
visit CPR on the web at www.cpradr.org.
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About CPR
The International Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution
(CPR) serves as an independent, objective resource for the avoidance,
management and resolution of complex business-related disputes. By
harnessing the expertise of leading minds in ADR and benchmarking
best practices, it is the resource of choice for multinational corporations
with billions of dollars at risk. No other organization has equal
influence, range of intellectual property, or breadth of programs focused
exclusively on commercial conflict management.
CPR is also a leading destination for lawyers seeking superior arbitrators
and mediators, as well as cutting-edge ADR tools and training. CPR’s
membership comprises an elite group of ADR trailblazers, including
executives and legal counsel from the most successful companies in
the world, partners from global law firms, government officials, retired
judges, highly-experienced neutrals, and academic heavyweights.
Learn more at www.cpradr.org.

International Institute for
Conflict Prevention & Resolution
575 Lexington Avenue, 21st Floor
New York, NY 10022
+1.212.949.6490
www.cpradr.org
info@cpradr.org
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ABOUT CPR
The International Institute for Conflict Prevention &
Resolution (CPR) is a nonprofit “think tank” organization
that promotes excellence and innovation in commercial
dispute resolution, serving as a primary multinational
resource for the avoidance, management, and resolution
of business-related disputes.
CPR Members – Our membership comprises

General Counsel and senior lawyers of Fortune 1000
organizations, as well as partners in top law firms
from around the world. It is a committed and active
membership, diligently participating in CPR activities
and serving on industry-specific committees.
CPR’s Panels of Distinguished Neutrals – CPR’s
Panels consist of the highest-quality arbitrators and
mediators, with specialization in more than 20 practice
areas and industries. As part of CPR’s nomination
process, we check not only the suitability, but the
availability of all neutrals nominated, as well as disclose
any conflicts of interest up front.
CPR Pledge Signers – More than 4,000 operating
companies have committed to the Corporate Policy
Statement on Alternatives to Litigation©. Moreover, better
than 1,500 law firms have signed the CPR Law Firm Policy
Statement on Alternatives to Litigation©, including 400 of
the nation’s 500 largest firms. This “Pledge” has been
invaluable in bringing disputing parties to the
negotiating table.
CPR’s Commitment – As we celebrate more than 30

years of achievement, we continue to dedicate the
organization to providing effective, innovative ways of
preventing and resolving disputes affecting business
enterprises. We do so through leadership and advocacy,
and by providing comprehensive resources, such as
education, training, consultation, neutrals, as well as a
networking and collaboration platform for businesses,
the judiciary, government, and other institutions.
Copyright ©2009 by International Institute for Conflict Prevention
and Resolution, Inc. All rights reserved.
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I.

INTRODUCTION TO THE
ACCELERATED RULES FOR
COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION

The Global Rules for Accelerated Commercial Arbitration
(the “Accelerated Rules”) establish a procedure for
resolving commercial disputes in an expeditious manner.
The Accelerated Rules have been developed by the
International Institute for Conflict Prevention &
Resolution (the “CPR Institute”), a thought leader in
alternative dispute resolution, and address the problems
that have been encountered when using truncated
provisions for expedited arbitration. These rules can be
used in administered or non-administered arbitrations. In
order that speed be built into all aspects of the arbitral
process, prospective arbitrators and counsel need to
know before selection that this will be an expedited
process so that they can be selected with the issue of
schedule firmly in mind. The flexibility of the Accelerated
Rules permits the Arbitral Tribunal to set the proceeding
on its own track to resolve a dispute as quickly as the
parties desire but not longer than six months except as
permitted by the agreement of the parties or by the
Accelerated Rules. The Accelerated Rules are global in
that they can be applied to any subject matter and can
function in different jurisdictions and legal cultures
around the globe to produce a fair, economical and
speedy resolution. The Accelerated Rules consist of the
actual Rules and the Appendix containing forms and
protocols. Appendix A contains sample provisions to
incorporate the Accelerated Rules into contracts or to
submit existing disputes to arbitration under the
Accelerated Rules.

II. ACCELERATED RULES
Accelerated Rule 1: Scope of Application
1.1 The Accelerated Rules shall apply where the parties
have incorporated the Accelerated Rules in the
agreement to arbitrate. Unless the parties otherwise
agree, the Accelerated Rules, with any amendments
as of the date of the commencement of the
arbitration, shall apply.
1.2 The Accelerated Rules shall govern the arbitration
except that where any of these Accelerated Rules is
in conflict with a mandatory provision of applicable
arbitration law, that provision of law shall prevail. It
shall be the obligation of the parties to call to the
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attention of the Arbitral Tribunal any such
conflicting provision of law and the failure of any
party to do so shall be deemed a waiver of any right
of such party to require the Arbitral Tribunal to
apply such law.
1.3 Arbitration under the Accelerated Rules is considered
a private proceeding for the resolution of a business
dispute. In order to encourage the parties to settle a
dispute on their own accord, settlement discussions or
mediation proceedings shall not be admissible in the
arbitration proceeding without the consent of all
parties. Moreover, in any arbitration conducted
under the Accelerated Rules, information that is
received from the other side during the arbitration
proceedings and that the recipient does not already
have or that is not public shall be used only for the
purposes of the arbitration proceeding. The Arbitral
Tribunal may enter such confidentiality order(s) as it
determines is necessary under the circumstances.
1.4 Under the Accelerated Rules, the term “Arbitral
Tribunal” shall mean one or more arbitrators; the
term “Claimant” shall include one or more
claimants; and, the term “Respondent” shall include
one or more respondents. The term “Award” shall
mean the final award of the Arbitral Tribunal but
does not preclude the entry of interim awards or
partial awards during the process. “Commencement
of Arbitration” shall be deemed to occur upon the
service of the Notice to Arbitrate on the Respondent.
“Selection of the Arbitral Tribunal” shall be deemed
to occur, after the exhaustion of any challenges,
upon the selection of the Arbitral Tribunal that
determines the dispute on the merits.
1.5 By agreeing to arbitrate under the Accelerated Rules,
the parties agree to expedite the arbitration process
and to place a high priority on efficiency of procedure
consistent with a reasonable, but not exhaustive,
opportunity for each of the parties to present its case.
Proceeding under the Accelerated Rules constitutes
an acknowledgement by the parties to the proceeding that the procedures are sufficient to allow the
presentation of any claim or defense.
1.5.1 The parties may set the time for an award in
the arbitration agreement or by agreement
after the Notice of Arbitration is served and,
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unless the parties agree otherwise, the
Arbitral Tribunal shall follow such time
limitations in establishing a timetable for
rendering the Award.
1.5.2. Otherwise, the Arbitral Tribunal shall
establish a schedule for the arbitration that
will result in issuance of an Award in as short
a period as feasible under the circumstances,
consistent with the reasonable needs of the
parties, the subject matter of the arbitration
and such other factors as the Arbitral
Tribunal determines to be appropriate, but
not later than six (6) months from the
Selection of the Arbitral Tribunal.
All time periods and procedures under the Accelerated
Rules can be modified by the Arbitral Tribunal so as to
render the Award within the schedule established by the
parties or by the Arbitral Tribunal.
1.6. The Arbitral Tribunal is actively to manage the
arbitration proceeding and may limit the evidence
presented at the proceedings, impose time limits
on each party’s presentation of testimony or otherwise control the proceedings as is necessary in the
discretion of the Arbitral Tribunal to arrive at a
speedy, just Award. The Arbitral Tribunal may also
proceed simultaneously with different phases of
the arbitration, and otherwise exercise discretion to
manage the proceedings to conform to the overall
time limit. In extraordinary circumstances that, in
the judgment of the Arbitral Tribunal, are causes
beyond the control of the parties or the Arbitral
Tribunal, the Arbitral Tribunal may enlarge the time
period for rendering the Award.

Accelerated Rule 2: Jurisdiction and Applicable
Law
2.1 The Arbitral Tribunal, when appointed, shall have
the exclusive authority to resolve any disputes over
the scope, interpretation and application of the
Accelerated Rules.
2.2 The parties further agree to submit to the Arbitral
Tribunal, when appointed, any dispute pertaining
to the jurisdiction of the Arbitral Tribunal or the
arbitrability of disputes, including any disputes over
the existence, validity or scope of the agreement to
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arbitrate or the proper parties to the arbitration.
For the purposes of challenges to the jurisdiction
of the Tribunal, the arbitration clause shall be
considered as separable from any contract of which
it forms a part.
2.3 Any challenges to the jurisdiction of the Arbitral
Tribunal, except challenges based on the Award
itself, shall be made no later than the statement of
defense or, with respect to a counterclaim, the reply
to the counterclaim.
2.4 The Arbitral Tribunal may consolidate the arbitration
with any other pending arbitration if there is
consent of all parties to the consolidated proceeding
and it will not delay the arbitration hearing.
2.5 The Arbitral Tribunal shall apply the substantive law(s)
or rules of law designated by the parties as applicable
to the dispute. Failing such a designation by the
parties, the Arbitral Tribunal shall apply such law(s) or
rules of law as it determines to be appropriate.
2.6 In the absence of an agreement among the parties
to the arbitration, the Arbitral Tribunal shall decide
the place, or legal seat, of the arbitration and the
language(s) to be used in the proceedings. In all
circumstances, in the interest of expediting the
schedule, the Arbitral Tribunal shall have discretion
to decide the most convenient location of
any hearings.
2.7 An Award made pursuant to the Accelerated Rules
shall constitute, without more, presumptive proof of
the existence and validity of an agreement to arbitrate.

Accelerated Rule 3: Permissible Forms of Notice
and Time Period Calculations
3.1 Notices or other communications required under the
Accelerated Rules shall be in writing and delivered
to the address specified in writing by the recipient
or, if no address has been specified, to the last
known business or residence address of the
recipient. Notices and communications may be given
via e-mail, courier, facsimile transmission, overnight
mail or any means approved by the Arbitral Tribunal.
To the extent technically feasible, copies of notices
and communications shall be sent on the day of
transmission by e-mail to all recipients. Notices and
communications shall be deemed to be effective as
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of the earlier of physical or electronic receipt. Proof
of transmission shall be deemed prima facie proof of
receipt of any notice or communication given under
the Accelerated Rules if provided by electronic
means. Any disputes with regard to receipt of an
electronic communications under these Rules
shall be resolved by reference to the most recent
UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce in
effect at the time of the Arbitration.
3.2 Time periods specified by the Accelerated Rules or
established by the Arbitral Tribunal shall start to run
on the day following the day when a notice or
communication is received and shall end at the close
of business on the last day of the specified time
period, unless the last day occurs on a non-business
day or a recognized holiday at the location of
receipt, in which case the notice period shall end at
the close of business on the next generally
recognized business day at the location of receipt.

Accelerated Rule 4: Commencement of
Arbitration
The party commencing arbitration (the “Claimant”) shall
transmit to the other party (the “Respondent”) a Notice
of Arbitration. The Notice of Arbitration shall be served
as required by any agreement of the parties and, in the
absence of such agreement, shall be served in accordance
with the Accelerated Rules. If the parties have agreed on a
particular dispute resolution institute (the “Appointing
Authority”) to be the non-administering or administering
authority for resolution of the dispute, a copy of the
Notice of Arbitration shall be simultaneously sent to the
Appointing Authority together with a remittance in the
amount required by the Appointing Authority for filing
or otherwise. In the absence of any agreement on a
specifically named Appointing Authority, selection of these
Accelerated Rules shall be an agreement to have the CPR
Institute serve as the Appointing Authority hereunder.

Accelerated Rule 5: The Notice of Arbitration
The Notice of Arbitration may be in the form of a letter or
a pleading but must contain in the text or attachments the
following information:
a. The names, addresses, phone, email and fax
numbers of the Claimant and the Respondent
and the parties’ representatives (and positions)
involved in the dispute to the extent known;
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b. The names, addresses, phone, email and fax
numbers of counsel for the Claimant and the
Respondent to the extent known;
c. A demand for arbitration with a short description
of the dispute and of the relief sought, including
amounts claimed;
d. The relevant agreements, including the excerpted
text of any arbitration clause or the arbitration
submission agreement that is involved;
e. The text of any applicable contractual notice clause
and an attestation of compliance therewith;
f. The number of arbitrators required by any
arbitration agreement and a description of any
requested expertise for any non-party selected
arbitrator;
g. The full name, address, phone and fax numbers
and email address of any party-selected arbitrator
for the Claimant pursuant to the arbitration clause
or any other selection process applicable to the
arbitration proceeding;
h. The agreed place of arbitration, language(s) for
the arbitration proceeding, and any suggestion
as to the most convenient place for any
hearings, in the event a party believes it would
be convenient to hold any hearings at a location
other than the agreed place of arbitration.
The Notice of Arbitration may be combined by the
Claimant with its Statement of Claim and, if so
combined, the time periods applicable to the Statement
of Claim shall run from the service of the Notice of
Arbitration.

Accelerated Rule 6: Selection of the Arbitral
Tribunal
Unless the parties have agreed otherwise, selection of the
Accelerated Rules to govern an arbitration proceeding
shall mean that the Arbitral Tribunal shall consist of one
arbitrator. The Appointing Authority shall appoint the
Arbitral Tribunal pursuant to its selection procedure but
should disqualify any arbitrator who is not available to
handle the arbitration within the expedited time periods
established by the Accelerated Rules. In the event that the
CPR Institute is to select the Arbitral Tribunal, the
procedure set forth in Appendix B shall be followed.
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6.1 Where an arbitrator is to be party selected, if a
party fails to nominate an arbitrator within the time
period established by an arbitration clause or, in the
absence of such a provision, within the time period
established by the Appointing Authority, on the
request of any party, the Appointing Authority shall
appoint a neutral as set forth herein.
6.2 A party’s failure to submit a conflicts list or failure to
make a full disclosure of all parties or non-parties
who could conceivably be expected to be involved in
the arbitration shall be deemed a waiver by that
party of any later conflicts that may arise if such
disclosure were made at the time of arbitrator
selection and no arbitrator shall be required to be
disqualified in light of such waiver. An arbitrator
may decide, nonetheless, to withdraw if such
withdrawal will permit the parties to complete the
arbitration within the time limitations as set forth in
the Accelerated Rules.
6.3 All arbitrators appointed in any arbitration proceeding
under the Accelerated Rules shall be independent and
impartial and shall be obligated to act as a neutral in
matters connected with the arbitral proceeding. Each
arbitrator shall sign, under oath, a statement of
neutrality and shall disclose any facts or circumstances
which may call into question his or her neutrality in
light of the disclosures made by the parties. Any
arbitrator may be challenged if circumstances exist or
arise that give rise to justifiable doubt regarding that
arbitrator’s independence or impartiality, provided
that a party may challenge an arbitrator whom it has
appointed only for reasons of which it becomes
aware after the appointment has been made.
6.4 A party may challenge an arbitrator only by a notice
in writing to the Appointing Authority, with a copy
to the other parties, given no later than five (5)
business days after the challenging party (i) receives
notification of the appointment of that arbitrator, or
(ii) becomes aware of a circumstance that would
form the basis for a challenge to the continued
service of the arbitrator, whichever is later. The
notice shall state the reasons for the challenge with
specificity. Where possible, the Appointing Authority
will not disclose to the arbitrator the name of the
challenging party. If the other party does not agree
to the challenge or the arbitrator fails to voluntarily
withdraw, the Appointing Authority shall decide the
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challenge after providing the non-challenging
party and the arbitrator(s) with an opportunity to
comment on the challenge.

Accelerated Rule 7: Statements of Claim,
Defense and Counterclaim
7.1 The Statement of Claim
The purpose of the Statement of Claim is to define
the issues to be arbitrated and to provide the
Respondent with sufficient information to respond
directly to the factual and legal positions that
comprise the claim. No later than ten (10) days after
service of the Notice of Arbitration, the Claimant
shall serve upon the Respondent its Statement of
Claim. The Statement of Claim shall include:
a. A detailed statement of the Claimant’s claim in
numbered paragraphs including a comprehensive
description of the testimonial and documentary
evidence that claimant intends to offer to
support the claim;
b. A detailed statement of the relief sought and
any damages claimed;
c. The legal authorities relied upon by Claimant for
each element of its claim;
d. The names and addresses of the reasonably
known fact witnesses Claimant intends to
present to prove each element of its claim;
e. The names and addresses of any expert witnesses
retained by Claimant to give testimony at the
arbitration proceeding together with curricula vitae;
f. Copies of documents that support each element
of Claimant’s claim or, if such documents are not
served with the Statement of Claim, an explanation as to why such documents are unavailable, a
time for making such documents available, and
identification, by location and file, the documents
in the party’s possession, custody or control that
may be relevant to the Statement of Claim.
7.2 The Statement of Defense
Within thirty (30) days after receipt of the Statement
of Claim, the Respondent shall deliver to the
Claimant a Statement of Defense with a substantive
response to all elements of the Statement of Claim
and any other grounds that constitute a defense to
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the Statement of Claim, except that the time period
for delivery of the Statement of Defense may be
extended to sixty (60) days where warranted either
by the nature of the matter or if the amount of
controversy exceeds ten million dollars
($10,000,000). In its substantive response, the
Respondent is under a good faith obligation to
admit so much of each statement in the Statement
of Claim as it finds is true even if the statement as a
whole cannot be admitted. The Statement of
Defense shall include:
a. A detailed statement of the grounds for each
substantive response or defenses in numbered
paragraphs including a comprehensive description
of the testimonial and documentary evidence that
Respondent intends to offer to support each
response or defense;
b. The legal authorities relied upon by Respondent
for each element of its defense;
c. The names and addresses of the reasonably
known fact witnesses Respondent intends to
present to prove each denial or defense;
d. The names and addresses of any expert witnesses
retained by Respondent to give testimony at the
arbitration proceeding together with curricula vitae;
e. Copies of the documents that evidence each
element of Respondent’s defense or, in the
absence thereof, an explanation as to why such
documents are unavailable and a time for making
such documents available, and identification by
location and file of documents in the party’s
possession, custody or control that may be
relevant to the Statement of Defense.
7.3 Statement of Counterclaim and Reply
The Respondent may include in its Statement of
Defense any Statement of Counterclaim within the
scope of the arbitration agreement. If it does so, the
Statement of Counterclaim shall be in form and
substance identical to the elements of the Statement
of Claim and the Reply to the Counterclaim shall be
in form and substance identical to the Statement of
Defense and served within twenty (20) days after
receipt of the Statement of Counterclaim.
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7.4 Effect of Admissions
The admissions of a party shall be binding for
purposes of the arbitration proceeding in which the
admission occurs. The Accelerated Rules recognize
that a party may choose to admit a fact because of
the cost of contesting the issue, to expedite the
proceeding or for other reasons without agreeing to
be bound outside of these arbitration proceedings.
However, by agreeing to arbitrate under the
Accelerated Rules, each party agrees that the Award
shall be res judicata as to any and all claims or
defenses raised in the arbitration proceeding and
for that purpose, each party shall be bound by
admissions made in the arbitration proceeding.
7.5 Amendments
Claims, Defenses or Counterclaims within the scope
of the arbitration agreement may be freely added or
amended prior to the Initial Conference, and
thereafter with the consent of the Tribunal provided
that the amendment or any necessary reply will not
unduly delay the arbitration proceeding.
7.6 The Arbitral Tribunal shall have full and complete
authority to alter any of the time periods set forth for
Statements of Claims, Defenses or Counterclaims.
Where any party has good cause for its inability to
abide by the time period for delivery of its Statement
of Claim, Defense, Counterclaim or Reply, that party
may apply to the Arbitral Tribunal or, if the Arbitral
Tribunal has not been fully constituted, to the
Appointing Authority before the expiration of the
time period, to request a later deadline. Such period
or periods may be modified as appropriate under the
circumstances.

Accelerated Rule 8: Withdrawal of Claims and
Determinations upon the Record
8.1 Unless all parties have consented, or the permission
of the Arbitral Tribunal has been obtained, no claim
may be withdrawn after a Statement of Defense has
been served, except with prejudice.
8.2 Upon the good faith request of a party with a
demonstration of good cause and appropriate notice,
the Arbitral Tribunal may make a determination that
a particular issue or claim may be considered
upon the submitted record without taking oral
testimony when:
GLOBAL ACCELERATED RULES
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a. emergency relief is requested;
b. the Arbitral Tribunal determines that the
submitted record is adequate to decide a
particular issue on the merits;
c. one of the parties elects not to participate in the
arbitration proceeding or is otherwise in default
with respect to the arbitration proceeding; or
d. the parties have agreed upon the factual record
to be submitted to the Arbitral Tribunal.
The Arbitral Tribunal may decline, in its discretion, to rule
on the record submitted, or may require further evidence
in the form of additional written submittals, or an
evidentiary hearing.

Accelerated Rule 9: Interim Measures of
Protection
9.1 At the request of a party, upon appropriate notice,
the Arbitral Tribunal may order such interim measures
as it deems necessary, including measures for the
preservation of assets, the conservation of goods or
the sale of perishable goods in aid of the relief
sought in the arbitration proceeding and to preserve
the jurisdiction of the Arbitral Tribunal. The Arbitral
Tribunal may require appropriate security as a
condition of ordering such measures. At the discretion of the Arbitral Tribunal, interim measures may be
granted in the form of an order or an interim award.
9.2 Prior to the constitution of the Tribunal, any party
may request that interim measures be granted
under the Accelerated Rules against any other party
by a special arbitrator appointed for that purpose.
The protocol set forth in Appendix C shall apply if
the CPR Institute is the Appointing Authority and
may apply if requested by any party and permitted
by the Appointing Authority administering the
arbitral proceeding.
9.3 A request for interim measures by a party to a
court shall not be deemed incompatible with the
agreement to arbitrate or a waiver of that
agreement. In the event that inconsistent interim
orders in different forums or by different parties are
sought, such proceedings shall not affect the
authority of the Arbitral Tribunal or special arbitrator
to enter an appropriate order under the Accelerated
Rules before entry of a judicial order or after entry
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of a judicial order that is not inconsistent with
such order.
9.4 The award or order for interim measures shall remain
in effect until modified or vacated by the special
arbitrator or the Arbitral Tribunal. If the Arbitral
Tribunal is constituted before the special arbitrator
has rendered an award or order, the special arbitrator
shall retain jurisdiction to render such award or order
unless the Arbitral Tribunal directs otherwise. Once
the Arbitral Tribunal has been constituted, the
Arbitral Tribunal may modify or vacate the award or
order rendered by the special arbitrator.
9.5 Any award or order entered under this Rule 9 may
be treated as an interim award so that it may be
enforced as necessary in a court of appropriate
jurisdiction or may be treated as part of the Award
or both.

Accelerated Rule 10: The Initial Conference
10.1 Within seven (7) days after the Arbitral Tribunal is
selected or at such other time as the Arbitral
Tribunal shall direct, the Arbitral Tribunal shall
convene an Initial Conference for the purpose of
planning and scheduling the arbitration proceeding.
The Initial Conference may be conducted by
conference call and may consist of one or a series of
conferences. Each party, or the party’s business
representative with appropriate authority, and
counsel, if any, should participate in the Initial
Conference but the Initial Conference may proceed
after due notice, notwithstanding the nonparticipation of a party or counsel. It shall be the objective
of the Initial Conference to establish an efficient,
workable and detailed protocol for the conduct of
the arbitration on a cost effective, expedited basis
to ensure the prompt and judicious determination
of the issues in dispute. All parties shall cooperate
fully with each other and with the Arbitral Tribunal
to achieve this objective.
10.2 At least two (2) days prior to the Initial
Conference, the parties shall jointly submit to the
Arbitral Tribunal a completed Initial Conference
Form as attached to these Rules in Appendix D or
as directed by the Arbitral Tribunal. The submitted
Conference Form shall note any disagreements in
the positions of the parties.
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10.3 After the Initial Conference, the Arbitral Tribunal
shall issue an order specifying a time table for the
arbitral proceedings, including the establishment of
the schedule for disclosure obligations, identification
of issues that may be dispensed with summarily, any
evidentiary hearing, and such other issues as the
Arbitral Tribunal finds appropriate. No enlargements
of time will be permitted unless such enlargements
do not alter the hearing date or upon a showing of
extraordinary circumstances.
10.4 The Arbitral Tribunal can conduct additional
pre-hearing conferences as appropriate to manage
the arbitration on an expedited basis.

Accelerated Rule 11: Disclosure of Documents
11.1 Each party shall serve on the opposing party,
within the time ordered by the Arbitral Tribunal, all
the documents which it may use in the arbitration.
A party need not re-serve documents served with
either the Statement of Claim, Statement of
Defense, Counterclaim or any Reply thereto.
11.2 Any party may request the Arbitral Tribunal to
order the production of additional specific
documents that are essential to a matter of import
in the proceeding for which a party can demonstrate a substantial need. In determining substantial need, the Arbitral Tribunal should consider the
likely value and significance of the documents
requested against the cost and burdens, both
financial and temporal, of the production. The
request for production should ordinarily be denied
where the production would delay the hearing
date, the production is likely to result in cumulative
evidence, or where the cost and burden of
production would be substantial, especially in view
of the amount in dispute. In determining any
request for production, the Arbitral Tribunal shall
have the power to condition the granting of any
such request upon the payment by the requesting
party of the reasonable costs of production by the
producing party which costs may include reasonable charges for labor incurred in gathering and
preparing the documents for production or
otherwise limit the obligation to produce, such as
by limiting the amount of time to be spent by each
party locating or producing documents. The
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Arbitral Tribunal may appoint a neutral expert to
be paid for by the parties as a cost of the
proceeding to expedite disclosure.
11.3 At any time before the arbitration is concluded, the
Arbitral Tribunal may, upon its own initiative, direct
any participant in the arbitration to produce to the
Tribunal and to the other parties any documents
that the Arbitral Tribunal believes to be relevant
and material to the outcome of the case.
11.4 The Arbitral Tribunal may exclude from disclosure
documents for any of the following reasons:
a. Lack of sufficient relevance or materiality;
b. Legal impediment or privilege under the legal or
ethical rules determined by the Arbitral Tribunal
to be applicable;
c. Unreasonable burden (including financial burden
to the producing party) to produce the requested
evidence;
d. Loss or destruction of the document that has
been reasonably shown to have occurred;
e. Grounds of commercial or technical
confidentiality that the Arbitral Tribunal
determines to be compelling;
f. Grounds of special political or institutional
sensitivity (including evidence that has been
classified as secret by a government or a public
international institution) that the Arbitral Tribunal
determines to be compelling;
g. Considerations of fairness or equality of the
parties that the Arbitral Tribunal determines to
be compelling; or
h. Security concerns or privacy rights of a party or
witness that outweigh the need of another party
to the proceeding to have access to the evidence.
11.5 In case of the failure of a party to produce a
document as required by the Accelerated Rules or
as ordered by the Arbitral Tribunal, the Arbitral
Tribunal may draw adverse inferences and/or the
Arbitral Tribunal may take into consideration
such failure in awarding the costs of the arbitration
proceeding.
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Accelerated Rule 12: Disclosure of Witnesses
12.1 Exchange of Witness Statements
The Arbitral Tribunal shall establish the dates for
identifying witnesses and for the exchange of written
witness statements and rebuttals as appropriate. A
party need not re-serve witness statements included
with either the Statement of Claim, Statement of
Defense, Counterclaim or any Reply thereto.
12.2 Witnesses with Witness Statement
A party shall be responsible for producing and
making available for examination any person for
whom it intends to submit a witness statement.
A witness need not appear if the other side gives
notice that it does not intend to cross-examine or
if the witness is excused by the Arbitral Tribunal
pursuant to the Accelerated Rules. If a party will be
unable or is unwilling to produce at the hearing
any witness whose evidence it intends to submit
by witness statement, the party shall give reasonable notice in writing to all parties that the party
does not intend to produce the witness and
request that the Arbitral Tribunal excuse the
witness from appearing.
12.3 Other Witnesses
Any other persons may be ordered through
appropriate process to appear as witnesses at the
hearing as ordered by the Arbitral Tribunal. If
ordered by the Arbitral Tribunal, a party shall be
responsible for producing and making available for
examination any person within its employ.

conformance with the requirements for service in
the jurisdiction in which it is served.
12.6 In case of the failure of a party to produce a witness
as required by the Accelerated Rules or as ordered
by the Arbitral Tribunal, the Arbitral Tribunal may
draw adverse inferences and/or the Arbitral Tribunal
may take into consideration such failure in awarding
the costs of the arbitration proceeding.

Accelerated Rule 13: The Hearing
13.1 It shall be within the discretion of the Arbitral
Tribunal to determine the need for a hearing, the
length of the hearing and the procedure to be
followed at the hearing, including the application
of appropriate standards for evidence. The Arbitral
Tribunal shall have the right to limit the introduction
of oral testimony, to limit the taking of oral testimony
to certain issues in the case, to require witness
statements in lieu of direct testimony, to limit the
amount of time that each party has to present oral
testimony and to cross examine another party’s
witnesses, and to determine the order of proof and
the procedure for taking oral testimony. Where
appropriate, hearings may be conducted
telephonically or by video (including web-based
video conferencing) so long as all parties who
wish to do so may be present in person or by
electronic means.

12.4 The Arbitral Tribunal shall control the appearance
and testimony of all witnesses under Accelerated
Rule 13. Without limiting the discretion under
Accelerated Rule 13, the Arbitral Tribunal may
excuse from appearance any witness whose
attendance would impose a burden on the witness
or the party responsible for producing the witness
that is not justified by the importance of the
testimony being offered.

13.2 Witnesses, including experts, may be submitted
through written statements or reports and received
into evidence by the Arbitral Tribunal. Each
statement should be signed by the witness, contain
an affirmation of its truth and be sufficiently
detailed to constitute the entire evidence of that
witness. The Arbitral Tribunal should permit
cross-examination of witnesses whose testimony is
submitted by written statement whenever necessary
to the Arbitral Tribunal’s decision. The Arbitral
Tribunal shall accord such weight to witness
statements submitted without cross-examination as
the Arbitral Tribunal deems appropriate under all of
the circumstances.

12.5 The Arbitral Tribunal may summon witnesses or
documents as it deems appropriate either at the
request of a party or upon its own initiative. Any
summons served on a non-party shall be served in

13.3 In conducting the hearing, the Arbitral Tribunal will
give deference to any issues of privilege, confidentiality or work product that are brought to its
attention and, if the Arbitral Tribunal concludes
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that the privilege should apply, exclude such
evidence from the hearing.
13.4 The Arbitral Tribunal may proceed with the hearing
in the absence of one or more parties who have
received due notice of the hearing.
13.5 The Arbitral Tribunal shall close the hearing after
it has heard and received all evidence that it deems
material to the dispute and any arguments
presented to the Arbitral Tribunal orally or in the
form of post-hearing briefs. Prior to the Final
Award, the Arbitral Tribunal shall have the
discretion to reopen the hearing.

Accelerated Rule 14: Noncompliance and Default
Whenever a party fails to comply with the Accelerated
Rules, or any order of the Arbitral Tribunal in a manner
deemed material by the Arbitral Tribunal, the Arbitral
Tribunal shall fix a date for compliance and, if the party
does not comply by such date, the Arbitral Tribunal may
impose a remedy it deems just, including an award of
costs or an award on default. Prior to entering an award
on default, the Arbitral Tribunal shall require the
non-defaulting party to produce evidence and legal
argument in support of its contentions as the Arbitral
Tribunal shall deem sufficient to establish the claim or
defense and any damages. The Arbitral Tribunal may
receive such evidence and argument without the
defaulting party’s presence or participation.

Accelerated Rule 15: Waiver of Exemplary or
Punitive Damages
The parties to any arbitration under the Accelerated
Rules waive any exemplary or punitive damages of any
kind and agree to receive only such damages as may
otherwise be permitted by law or statute applicable to
claims in the arbitration proceeding. This waiver shall not
apply to any claims where such waiver is contrary to
statutory or regulatory law.

Accelerated Rule 16: The Award
16.1 Except as otherwise permitted by the Accelerated
Rules, the Award shall be rendered no later than
thirty (30) days after the close of the hearing, and
shall be a reasoned award unless the parties
otherwise agree. In keeping with the accelerated
nature of the proceeding, the award shall be as
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concise as circumstances permit. The date for
rendering an Award may be extended by consent
of the parties or, if warranted, by extraordinary
circumstances in the judgment of the Arbitral
Tribunal. An award may be rendered by a majority
of the Arbitral Tribunal. The Arbitral Tribunal shall
be free to award damages and such other remedies
as it deems appropriate under the circumstances of
the case so long as it does not exceed the powers
granted to it by the parties’ contract or submission.
The Award may include interest both pre-award and
prospectively until the Award is paid in full. The
Arbitral Tribunal shall have the authority to award
the reasonable direct or indirect costs to any party
on account of another party’s noncompliance
with any order of the Arbitral Tribunal during the
arbitral proceeding.
16.2 The form of the Award shall be in the discretion of
the Arbitral Tribunal except that (a) in the absence
of the parties’ specifying the form of the Award,
the form of the Award shall comply with the rules
for enforceability in the jurisdiction in which the
arbitration is held and (b) the Arbitral Tribunal shall
render a Reasoned Award if either party requests.
In the event of a default, the form of the Award
shall comply with the rules for enforceability in the
jurisdiction in which the arbitration is held and, for
international arbitrations, shall be in accordance
with the United Nations Convention on the
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral
Awards or such other legal basis as is sufficient in
the territory where the Award will be relied upon,
and should state the procedural due process
accorded the defaulting party. The Award shall
resolve and dispose of each and every claim
submitted to Arbitral Tribunal.
16.3 The Award shall be served as provided for service
of documents in the Accelerated Rules.
16.4 Within seven (7) days after the Award has been
notified to the parties, any party may make an
application to the Arbitral Tribunal for specified
corrections of the Award. Copies of this application
shall be transmitted, simultaneously with its submission to the Arbitral Tribunal, to all other parties by
the same means of transmission employed for its
submission to the Arbitral Tribunal.
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16.4.1. Only applications for corrections that, if made,
would require alteration of the Award's final
dispositions shall be admissible.
16.4.2. The Arbitral Tribunal shall determine the
procedure to be followed in ruling on the
application, including the time to be afforded to
adverse parties to respond to the application, but
must rule on the application within 30 days of
its submission, unless the Arbitral Tribunal, for
adequate reasons stated, extends this period.
16.4.3. An application for correction shall not affect the
finality of the Award. However, the Arbitral
Tribunal will not be functus officio until it has
finally ruled upon the application. The Arbitral
Tribunal addressed with an application for
correction may stay enforcement and execution
of the Award upon such terms as it deems
appropriate.

Accelerated Rule 17: Costs
17.1 Subject to any agreement between the parties to
the contrary, the Arbitral Tribunal shall apportion
the costs of arbitration between or among the
parties in such manner as it deems reasonable,
taking into account the circumstances of the case,
the conduct of the parties during the proceeding
and the result of the arbitration. The Arbitral
Tribunal shall fix the costs of arbitration or any
part thereof in an award. The costs of arbitration
include:
a. The fees and expenses of members of the
Arbitral Tribunal;
b. The costs of expert advice and other assistance
engaged by the Arbitral Tribunal;
c. The travel, translation, and other expenses of
witnesses to such extent as the Arbitral Tribunal
may deem appropriate;
d. The costs for legal representation and assistance
and experts incurred by party to such extent as
the Arbitral Tribunal may deem appropriate;
e. The charges and expenses of Appointing
Authority or any other neutral organization with
respect to the arbitration;
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f. The costs of a transcript, if any, and the costs of
meeting and hearing facilities.
17.2 The Arbitral Tribunal may request each party to
deposit an appropriate amount as an advance for the
Arbitral Tribunal’s costs of conducting the arbitration
and, during the course of the proceeding, it may
request supplementary deposits from the parties.
Any such funds shall be held and disbursed in
such manner as the Arbitral Tribunal may deem
appropriate.
17.3 If the requested deposits are not paid in full within
ten (10) days after receipt of the request, the
Arbitral Tribunal shall so inform the parties in
order that jointly or severally they may make the
requested payment. If such payment is not made,
the Arbitral Tribunal may suspend or terminate the
proceedings. Either party may pay another party’s
share of the cost and such payment shall be taxed
against the nonpaying party as a cost of the
arbitration in the Award.

Accelerated Rule 18: Waiver
18.1 By agreeing to arbitrate under the Accelerated
Rules, the parties waive any other legal procedure
that is inconsistent with the expedited nature of
these Rules or the Arbitral Tribunal’s authority over
the arbitration proceedings.
18.2 The failure of a party promptly to object in writing
to any violation of the Accelerated Rules shall be
deemed a waiver of such violation unless in the
discretion of the Arbitral Tribunal there is
demonstrable good cause for such failure.
18.3 The failure of a party to object in writing to the
continued service of an arbitrator in accordance
with Rule 6.4 shall be deemed a waiver thereof by
such party.

Accelerated Rule 19: Settlement and Mediation
19.1 The Accelerated Rules encourage all parties to
discuss settlement at any time during the arbitration
process. The Arbitral Tribunal may suggest that the
parties explore settlement of one or more issues that
are involved in the arbitration proceeding.
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19.2 With the consent of the parties, the Arbitral
Tribunal at any stage of the proceeding may
arrange for mediation of the claims asserted in the
arbitration by a mediator acceptable to the parties
who may be a member of the Arbitral Tribunal.
The parties shall agree upon the terms and
conditions under which the mediation shall be
conducted including use of the Appointing
Authority’s mediation procedures and, upon
request of either party, the Arbitral Tribunal may
settle any dispute regarding the procedure to be
used in mediation.
19.3 The Arbitral Tribunal will not be informed of any
settlement offers or other statements made during
settlement negotiations or a mediation between
the parties, unless both parties consent or the
parties have consented to a member of the Arbitral
Tribunal serving as mediator.
19.4 If the parties settle the dispute before an Award is
made, the Arbitral Tribunal shall terminate the
arbitration and, if requested by all parties and
accepted by the Arbitral Tribunal, may record the
settlement in the form of an Award made by
consent of the parties.
19.5 Unless otherwise ordered by the Arbitral Tribunal,
mediation shall be conducted simultaneously with
these arbitration proceedings so as not to delay the
date established for the hearing or the schedule for
the proceedings.

Accelerated Rule 20: Actions Against the
Appointing Authority or the Arbitrator(s)
Neither the Appointing Authority nor any arbitrator
shall be liable to any party for any act or omission in
connection with any arbitration conducted under
these Rules.

APPENDIX A
PROPOSED ARBITRATION CLAUSE OR
SUBMITTAL TO ARBITRATION UNDER
THESE ACCELERATED RULES
A. PRE-DISPUTE CLAUSE: STANDARD
“Any dispute arising out of or relating to the
agreement to arbitrate or this contract, including
the making, breach, termination or validity
thereof, shall be finally resolved by arbitration in
accordance with the International Institute for
Conflict Prevention & Resolution Global Rules
for Accelerated Commercial Arbitration (the
“Accelerated Rules”), in effect on the date the
arbitration is commenced. Judgment upon the
Award rendered by the Arbitral Tribunal may be
entered by any court having jurisdiction over
any party or any of its assets. The place of the
arbitration shall be (city, country). The language
shall be (specify).”
B. PRE-DISPUTE CLAUSE: ALTERNATIVE ONE
“Any dispute arising out of or relating to the
agreement to arbitrate or this contract, including
the making, breach, termination or validity
thereof, shall be finally resolved by arbitration in
accordance with the International Institute for
Conflict Prevention & Resolution (“CPR Institute”)
Rules for Non-Administered Arbitration. In the
event that the amount in controversy, exclusive of
interest and costs is less than five million dollars,
then the CPR Institute Global Rules for Accelerated
Commercial Arbitration (the “Accelerated Rules”)
shall apply. The Arbitral Tribunal shall determine
any dispute regarding the applicable rules and no
such dispute shall invalidate any prior action in the
arbitration proceeding. Judgment upon the Award
rendered by the Arbitral Tribunal may be entered
by any court having jurisdiction over any party or
any of its assets. The place of the arbitration shall
be (city, country). The language shall be (specify).”
C. PRE-DISPUTE CLAUSE: ALTERNATIVE TWO
“Any dispute arising out of or relating to the
agreement to arbitrate or this contract, including
the making, breach, termination or validity
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thereof, shall be finally resolved by arbitration in
accordance with the International Institute for
Conflict Prevention & Resolution (“CPR Institute”)
Global Rules for Accelerated Commercial
Arbitration (the “Accelerated Rules”). In the event
that the amount in controversy exceeds ten million
dollars, then, notwithstanding anything to the
contrary in the Accelerated Rules, the time period
for completion of the arbitration under
Accelerated Rule 1.3 shall be enlarged from six (6)
months to twelve (12) months and the Arbitral
Tribunal shall consist of [number] arbitrator[s].1
The Arbitral Tribunal shall determine any dispute
regarding the applicable rules and no such dispute
shall invalidate any prior action in the arbitration
proceeding. Judgment upon the Award rendered
by the Arbitral Tribunal may be entered by any
court having jurisdiction over any party or any of
its assets. The place of the arbitration shall be (city,
country). The language shall be (specify).”
D. THE CPR INSTITUTE ARBITRATION APPEAL
PROCEDURE
(Insert if desired. If not included, this appeal
procedure will be deemed not to apply).
“Unless otherwise agreed by the parties in writing,
within 30 days of receipt by the parties of a final
arbitration award in any arbitration arising out of
or related to this agreement, an appeal may be
taken from such final award under the CPR
Institute Arbitration Appeal Procedure, in effect at
the commencement of the appeal. The appeal
shall be heard by three former judges appointed
by CPR who will apply the following grounds for
appeal:
i) the award contains material and prejudicial
errors of law of such nature that it does not
rest on any appropriate legal basis;
ii) the award contains factual findings clearly
unsupported by the record;
1 The Accelerated Rules are set up so that the parties may
vary any of the provisions in the agreement to arbitrate. The
suggestion is explicitly to vary the outside date for completion
of the arbitration by the amount in controversy in the parties’
agreement so as to leave the time periods in the Accelerated
Rules generally applicable. Other provisions could similarly be
altered to meet the needs of the contracting parties.
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iii) the award was procured by corruption,
fraud, or undue means;
iv) there was evident partiality or corruption in
the arbitrators, or either of them; or
v) the arbitrators exceeded their powers, or so
imperfectly executed them that a mutual,
final, and definite award upon the subject
matter submitted was not made.
No appeal may be filed unless the arbitrators in the
original arbitration were required by the parties to
reach a decision in compliance with applicable law
and issue a written award setting forth the factual
and legal basis; and a record was made of all
hearings and evidence in such original arbitration
proceeding.
Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties and the
Appeal Tribunal, the appeal shall be conducted at
the place of the original arbitration and in the
language of that arbitration.
The decision of the Appeal Tribunal shall
constitute the final award and shall finally dispose
of the matters in dispute.”
E. EXISTING DISPUTE SUBMISSION AGREEMENT
The undersigned parties hereby agree to submit to
arbitration in accordance with the International Institute
for Conflict Prevention and Resolution Global Rules for
Accelerated Commercial Arbitration (the “Accelerated
Rules”) in effect on the date of this agreement, the
following dispute:
(Describe briefly providing a short description of the
dispute and of the relief sought, including amounts
claimed by all parties)
For purposes of the Accelerated Rules, [name of party or
parties] shall be designated the Claimant and [name of
party or parties] shall be designated the Respondent. The
above dispute shall be submitted to:
❒ one neutral arbitrator to be appointed as provided
in the Accelerated Rules;
❒ or three neutral arbitrators to be appointed as
provided in the Accelerated Rules
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The Claimant and Respondent believe that it would be
helpful, but not required, to the resolution of the dispute
if the arbitrator(s) had the following qualifications or
expertise: (describe briefly, including Claimant and
Respondent’s separate views of the qualifications)
We are attaching to this submission agreement the
names and addresses of all involved parties, their
representatives and of the potential witnesses for each
party, if any.
We shall faithfully observe this agreement and the
Accelerated Rules and we shall abide by and perform any
Award rendered by the Arbitral Tribunal. Judgment upon
the Award rendered by the Arbitral Tribunal may be
entered by any court having proper jurisdiction. The
place of the arbitration shall be ___________ (specify
city, country). The language of the arbitration shall be
_______ (specify).”
See Clause B, above if parties wish to agree to use the
CPR Institute Arbitration Appeal Procedure, as well, in
their submission agreement.
This submission shall be treated as the Notice of
Arbitration under the Accelerated Rules.

APPENDIX B
ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL SELECTION BY
THE CPR INSTITUTE
1. On an expedited basis, by teleconference or
otherwise, the CPR Institute will convene the parties,
counsel or a designated representative to discuss
(i) the number of arbitrators to be selected and the
timing of selection of any party selected arbitrator,
(ii) the subject matter and qualifications of any
arbitrator, (iii) the submission of conflict lists which
shall include the name and address of all entities and
witnesses that are reasonably anticipated to be
involved in the arbitration, (iv) any other information
that a party deems appropriate to bring to the CPR
Institute’s attention in connection with the selection of
arbitrator(s) and (v) the fee and deadline for payment
of the respective parties’ share if not already paid.
Either party may pay the fee due for the other if the
fee is not paid by the deadline or the CPR Institute
may suspend the selection process until payment is
made. Fees paid to the CPR Institute may be assessed
by the Arbitral Tribunal against one or more parties in
the Arbitral Tribunal’s discretion as part of the Award.
2. As expeditiously as possible after the conference call,
the CPR Institute will query its neutrals and transmit to
the parties a list of proposed arbitrators accompanied
by a package of information that shall include each
arbitrator’s biographical information, availability and
disclosures. If either party so requests, the CPR
Institute will include in such package the names of
the parties and counsel from any prior arbitration
proceeding involving such neutral where prior parties
have consented to such disclosure.
3. Not later than five (5) days thereafter, the parties shall
return ranked lists to the CPR Institute together with
specific objections to any of the candidates. The
neutral, with highest combined ranking from the
parties, shall be appointed; if more than one neutral is
to be appointed, the panel shall be filled by those
neutrals with the highest combined ranking in order
of ranking. In the event that a party fails timely to
return its selections, the CPR Institute may proceed
with the selection in the absence of a party’s rankings.
If neither party returns its rankings, if there is a tie in
the rankings, or if there are other circumstances
where a complete Arbitral Tribunal cannot be
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appointed or is disqualified, the CPR Institute shall be
entitled to select the neutral. The first neutral selected
shall serve as the chair of the Arbitral Tribunal.

APPENDIX C
INTERIM MEASURES PROTOCOL
The protocol for obtaining interim measures under the
Accelerated Rules before a special arbitrator shall be as
follows:
1. Prior to the constitution of the Arbitral Tribunal, any
party may request that interim measures be granted
under this Rule against any other party by a special
arbitrator appointed for that purpose. Interim
measures under this Rule are requested by written
application to the CPR Institute and simultaneously
served on all parties, entitled “Request for Interim
Measures of Protection By a Special Arbitrator,”
describing in reasonable detail the relief sought, the
party against whom the relief is sought, the grounds
for the relief, and, if practicable, the evidence and law
supporting the request. The request shall be served in
accordance with the Accelerated Rules, and shall certify
that all other parties affected have been notified of the
request or explain the steps taken to notify such parties.
2. The request for interim measures shall be accompanied by an initial deposit of $5,000, paid to the CPR
Institute by wire, check, credit card or draft. The CPR
Institute shall promptly determine, pursuant to its
administrative rules, any further deposit due to cover
the fee of the CPR Institute and the remuneration
of the special arbitrator, which amount shall be
paid within the time period determined by the
CPR Institute.
3. If the parties agree upon a special arbitrator within
one business day of the request, that arbitrator shall
be appointed. If there is no such timely agreement,
the CPR Institute shall appoint a special arbitrator
from a list of arbitrators maintained by the CPR
Institute for that purpose. To the extent practicable,
the CPR Institute shall appoint the special arbitrator
within one business day of the CPR Institute’s receipt
of the application for interim measures under this
Rule. The special arbitrator’s fee shall be determined
by the CPR Institute in consultation with the special
arbitrator. The special arbitrator’s fee and reasonable
out-of-pocket expenses shall be paid from the deposit
made with the CPR Institute.
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4. Prior to accepting appointment, a special arbitrator
candidate shall disclose to the CPR Institute any
circumstances that might give rise to justifiable doubt
regarding the arbitrator’s independence or impartiality.
Any challenge to the appointment of a special arbitrator
must be made within one business day of the
challenging party’s receipt of the CPR Institute’s
notification of the appointment of the arbitrator and
the circumstances disclosed. To the extent practicable,
the CPR Institute shall rule on the challenge within
one business day after the CPR Institute’s receipt of the
challenge. The CPR Institute’s ruling on the challenge
shall be final. In the event of death, incapacity, resignation or successful challenge of a special arbitrator, the
CPR Institute shall appoint a replacement forthwith in
accordance with these procedures.

CPR Institute, and either apportion such costs among
the parties as the special arbitrator deems appropriate
or defer any apportionment until the Award. The
special arbitrator may also apportion the parties’
reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses in the award
or order or in a supplementary award or order.

5. The special arbitrator shall determine the procedure to
be followed, which shall include, whenever possible,
reasonable notice to, and an opportunity for hearing
(either in person, by teleconference or other appropriate
means), all affected parties. The special arbitrator shall
conduct the proceedings as expeditiously as possible,
and shall have all of the powers vested in the Arbitral
Tribunal under the Accelerated Rules, including the
power to rule on his/her own jurisdiction.
6. Except in the event of extraordinary circumstances, the
ruling on the request for interim measures shall be made
as soon as practicable, and no later than fifteen (15)
days from the appointment of the special arbitrator.
7. The special arbitrator may grant such interim measures
as necessary, including but not limited to measures for
the preservation of assets, the conservation of goods
or the sale of perishable goods.
8. The ruling on the request for interim measures shall
be made by award or order. The award or order may
be made conditional upon the provision of security or
any act or omission specified in the award or order.
The award or order may provide for the payment of a
specified amount in case of noncompliance with its
terms or such other sanctions which shall apply from
the date of the interim award.
9. The award or order shall specify the relief awarded or
denied, shall determine the cost of the proceedings,
including the CPR Institute’s administrative fee, the
arbitrator’s fee and expenses as determined by the
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APPENDIX D
INITIAL CONFERENCE FORM
At least two (2) days prior to the Initial Conference, the
parties shall submit to the Arbitral Tribunal a completed
copy of this Initial Conference Form. To expedite the
initial conference itself, this should be a joint submission
and the parties should note on the Form any disagreements. If the Initial Conference Form is not joint, it
should be served on the other party when it is submitted
to the Arbitral Tribunal.
Each party should inform the Arbitral Tribunal of its
views on the following matters for purposes of the Initial
Conference:
a. When would you like the arbitration hearing to
occur, where do you want them to occur and
how long do you anticipate your affirmative case
will take?
b. What is proposed as a detailed schedule for the
entire arbitration, including the date, duration
and location of any required hearing?
c. In what language should the arbitration be
conducted and do you anticipate any requirements
for translating documents or witnesses into the
language of the arbitration?
d. Is there agreement on the arbitration clause, the
arbitration rules and the jurisdiction of the
Arbitral Tribunal?
e. Are there any modifications to the arbitration
rules or protocols that have been agreed upon
by the parties?
f. What is the proper law to be applied to
substantive matters?
g. What are the specific issues to be decided in the
arbitration, and are there any issues which can
be decided on the written record either by
agreement of the parties or because there are
no material facts in dispute?
h. What is the agreed or suggested schedule for
any document disclosures in addition to that
required by the Statements of Claim and
Defense?
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i. Do you anticipate that any additional document
disclosure is necessary, and, if so, state what
documents are sought and the grounds that
demonstrate “substantial need” sufficient to
warrant additional disclosure and the suggested
deadlines for such disclosure?
j. Will you offer witness statements for elements of
your case or defense, and, if so, what are the
suggested deadlines for exchange of statements,
rebuttals and for providing notice regarding
witnesses as provided in the Accelerated Rules?
k. Will you present expert testimony as part of your
case or defense and, if so, what is the expected
subject matter of the expert testimony, and what
are the suggested deadlines for disclosure of any
expert reports and expert witnesses?
l. Would you be willing to use a joint neutral expert
appointed by the Arbitral Tribunal in place of
separate party experts?

contracting and paying for the record?
s. What would you suggest for time limits to
be allocated to each party during arbitration
hearing, including the procedure for keeping
track of time at the hearing?
t. Given the anticipated schedule for the proceeding,
what would you suggest for the manner and
timing of requests for costs and counsel fees as
part of the Award?
u. What is the date when you would like to receive
the Award in this case?
v. Are there any other issues that the Arbitral
Tribunal needs to address or matter that should
be brought to the attention of the Arbitral
Tribunal that may affect scheduling this
arbitration proceeding?

Respectfully submitted on behalf of Claimant
m. Are there witnesses who are not able to travel
to the arbitration hearing and can they be
presented by video conference or other suitable
alternatives?
n. Are there any unusual circumstances that require
special procedures to gather or preserve
evidence necessary for the determination of
the issues to be decided?
o. Are there any anticipated requests for interim
relief and, if so, what are they and when do you
suggest that they be considered by the Arbitral
Tribunal?

____________________________________

Respectfully submitted on behalf of Respondent

____________________________________

p. Are there facts that can be stipulated to or other
agreements such as the authentication and
admission of exhibits that can be reached in
order to shorten the proceeding?
q. What are the suggested order, manner and
procedure for submission of any memoranda,
and presenting proof, including the submission
of written testimony in advance of the
arbitration hearing?
r. Is a transcript of the arbitration hearing desired
and, if so, what arrangements have you made for
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PRINCIPLES
CPR brings a distinct viewpoint to the field of domestic
and international dispute resolution. Its tenets:
1. Most disputes are best resolved privately and by

agreement.
2. Principals should play a key role in dispute resolution

and should approach a dispute as a problem to be
solved, not a contest to be won.
3. A skilled and respected neutral third party can play a

critical role in bringing about agreement.
4. Efforts should first be made to reach agreement by

unaided negotiation.
5. If such efforts are unsuccessful, resolution by a

non-adjudicative procedure, such as mediation, should
next be pursued. These procedures remain available
even while litigation or arbitration is pending.
6. If adjudication by a neutral third party is required,

a well-conducted arbitration proceeding usually is
preferable to litigation.
7. During an arbitration proceeding the door to

settlement should remain open. Arbitrators may
suggest that the parties explore settlement, employing
a mediator if appropriate.
8. Arbitration proceedings often can be conducted

efficiently by the Arbitral Tribunal without
administration by a neutral organization, or limiting
the role of such an organization to assistance in
arbitrator selection or ruling on challenges to
arbitrators, if necessary.
The Globel Rules for Accelerated Commercial
Arbitration reflect these principles.
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NOTES
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CPR
International Institute for Conflict
Prevention & Resolution
1.212.949.6490
Fax 1.212.949.8859
www.cpradr.org
Thomas J. Stipanowich, President

ABOUT CPR
The International Institute for Conflict Prevention &
Resolution (formerly the CPR Institute for Dispute
Resolution) is a membership-based nonprofit organization
that promotes excellence and innovation in public and private dispute resolution, serving as a primary multinational
resource for avoidance, management, and resolution of
business-related disputes.
CPR Members – General counsel and senior lawyers of
Fortune 500 organizations as well as partners in the top
law firms around the world. It is a committed and active
membership, diligently participating in CPR activities and
serving on committees.
The CPR 1,000 – 1,000 of the highest quality arbitrators

and mediators, with specialization in over 17 practice
areas and industries. As part of CPR’s nomination
process, we check not only the suitability, but the availability of all neutrals nominated, as well as disclose any
conflicts of interest up front.
CPR Pledge Signers – More than 4,000 operating companies have committed to the Corporate Policy Statement on
Alternatives to Litigation©. Moreover, better than 1,500
law firms have signed the CPR Law Firm Policy Statement
on Alternatives to Litigation©, including 400 of the nation’s
500 largest firms. This Pledge has been invaluable in bringing disputing parties to the negotiating table.
CPR’s Commitment – As we celebrate 25 years of
achievement, we continue to dedicate the organization
to providing effective, innovative ways of preventing and
resolving disputes affecting business enterprises. We do
so through leadership and advocacy, and by providing
comprehensive resources such as information, training,
consultation, neutrals, and networking for business, the
judiciary, government, and other institutions.

Copyright ©1998 by International Institute for Conflict Prevention and
Resolution, Inc. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
The most widely used ADR process, mediation is a
process in which a third party neutral — a mediator —
meets with the disputing parties and actively assists
them in reaching a settlement.
Mediation is private and confidential, flexible and informal. Typically, it is concluded expeditiously at moderate
cost. The subject matter can be complex or simple, the
stakes large or small, the number of parties few or many.
The process typically is far less adversarial than litigation
or arbitration, and therefore less disruptive of business
relationships. Since other options are not foreclosed if
mediation should fail, entering into a mediation process
presents few risks.
Frequently cited advantages of mediation include:
•

Substantial cost savings

•

Promptness of resolution

•

Creative, business-driven solutions

•

Control over the outcome

•

Preservation of business relationships

•

Privacy and confidentiality

The procedure set forth below can be incorporated by
reference in the dispute resolution clause of a business
agreement or in a submission agreement entered into
after a dispute has arisen (see Form annexed to the
procedure). The procedure is suitable for transnational
disputes as well as for disputes between U.S. parties.

CPR CLAUSES
Abbreviated Clauses for Standard
Business Agreements
Negotiation Clause

The parties shall attempt in good faith to resolve any
dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement
promptly by negotiation between executives.
Mediation Clause

The parties shall attempt in good faith to resolve any
dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement
promptly by confidential mediation under the [then
current] CPR Mediation Procedure [in effect on the
date of this Agreement], before resorting to arbitration
or litigation.
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Mediation with Arbitration, if Necessary

The parties shall endeavor to resolve any dispute arising
out of or relating to this agreement by mediation under
the CPR Mediation Procedure. Unless the parties agree
otherwise, the mediator will be selected from the CPR
Panels of Distinguished Neutrals. Any controversy or
claim arising out of or relating to this contract or the
breach, termination or validity thereof, which remains
unresolved 45 days after appointment of a mediator,
shall be settled by arbitration by [a sole] [three]
arbitrator(s) in accordance with the CPR Rules for
Non-Administered Arbitration, and judgment upon
the award rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be
entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof.
Arbitration Clause

Any dispute arising out of or relating to this contract,
including the breach, termination or validity thereof, shall
be settled by arbitration by [a sole] [three] arbitrator(s)
in accordance with the CPR Rules for Non-Administered
Arbitration, and judgment upon the award rendered
by the arbitrator(s) may be entered by any court having
jurisdiction thereof.
For detailed ADR clauses for business agreements, see
A Drafter’s Guide to CPR Dispute Resolution Clauses.

THE CPR MEDIATION PROCEDURE
(Revised and effective as of April 1, 1998)

1. Agreement to Mediate
The CPR Mediation Procedure (the “Procedure”) may be
adopted by agreement of the parties, with or without
modification, before or after a dispute has arisen. The
following provisions are suggested:
A.Pre-dispute Clause

The parties shall attempt in good faith to resolve any
dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement
promptly by confidential mediation under the [then
current] CPR Mediation Procedure [in effect on the
date of this Agreement], before resorting to arbitration
or litigation.
B. Existing Dispute Submission Agreement

We hereby agree to submit to confidential mediation
under the CPR Mediation Procedure the following
controversy: (Describe briefly)
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2. Selecting the Mediator
Unless the parties agree otherwise, the mediator shall be
selected from the CPR Panels of Neutrals. If the parties
cannot agree promptly on a mediator, they will notify
CPR of their need for assistance in selecting a mediator,
informing CPR of any preferences as to matters such as
candidates’ mediation style, subject matter expertise and
geographic location. CPR will submit to the parties the
names of not less than three candidates, with their
resumes and hourly rates. If the parties are unable to
agree on a candidate from the list within seven days
following receipt of the list, each party will, within 15
days following receipt of the list, send to CPR the list of
candidates ranked in descending order of preference.
The candidate with the lowest combined score will be
appointed as the mediator by CPR. CPR will break any tie.
Before proposing any mediator candidate, CPR will request
the candidate to disclose any circumstances known to him
or her that would cause reasonable doubt regarding the
candidate’s impartiality. If a clear conflict is disclosed, the
individual will not be proposed. Other circumstances a
candidate discloses to CPR will be disclosed to the parties.
A party may challenge a mediator candidate if it knows
of any circumstances giving rise to reasonable doubt
regarding the candidate’s impartiality.
The mediator’s rate of compensation will be determined
before appointment. Such compensation, and any other
costs of the process, will be shared equally by the parties
unless they otherwise agree. If a party withdraws from a
multiparty mediation but the procedure continues, the
withdrawing party will not be responsible for any costs
incurred after it has notified the mediator and the other
parties of its withdrawal.
Before appointment, the mediator will assure the parties
of his or her availability to conduct the proceeding
expeditiously. It is strongly advised that the parties and
the mediator enter into a retention agreement. A model
agreement is attached hereto as a Form.

3. Ground Rules of Proceeding
The following ground rules will apply, subject to any
changes on which the parties and the mediator agree.
(a) The process is non-binding.
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(b) Each party may withdraw at any time after attend-

ing the first session, and before execution of a
written settlement agreement, by written notice
to the mediator and the other party or parties.
(c)

The mediator shall be neutral and impartial.

(d) The mediator shall control the procedural aspects

of the mediation. The parties will cooperate fully
with the mediator.
i.

The mediator is free to meet and communicate
separately with each party.

ii. The mediator will decide when to hold joint

meetings with the parties and when to hold
separate meetings. The mediator will fix the
time and place of each session and its agenda
in consultation with the parties. There will be
no stenographic record of any meeting. Formal
rules of evidence or procedure will not apply.
(e) Each party will be represented at each mediation

conference by a business executive or other person
authorized to negotiate a resolution of the dispute,
unless excused by the mediator as to a particular
conference. Each party may be represented by more
than one person, e.g. a business executive and an
attorney. The mediator may limit the number of
persons representing each party.
(f)

Each party will be represented by counsel to advise
it in the mediation, whether or not such counsel is
present at mediation conferences.

(g) The process will be conducted expeditiously. Each

representative will make every effort to be available
for meetings.
(h) The mediator will not transmit information received

in confidence from any party to any other party or
any third party unless authorized to do so by the
party transmitting the information, or unless ordered
to do so by a court of competent jurisdiction.
(i)

Unless the parties agree otherwise, they will refrain
from pursuing litigation or any administrative or
judicial remedies during the mediation process or
for a set period of time, insofar as they can do so
without prejudicing their legal rights.
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(j)

Unless all parties and the mediator otherwise agree
in writing, the mediator and any persons assisting
the mediator will be disqualified as a witness,
consultant or expert in any pending or future investigation, action or proceeding relating to the subject
matter of the mediation (including any investigation,
action or proceeding which involves persons not
party to this mediation).

(k) If the dispute goes into arbitration, the mediator

shall not serve as an arbitrator, unless the parties
and the mediator otherwise agree in writing.
(l)

The mediator may obtain assistance and independent expert advice, with the prior agreement of and
at the expense of the parties. Any person proposed
as an independent expert also will be required to
disclose any circumstances known to him or her
that would cause reasonable doubt regarding the
candidate’s impartiality.

(m) Neither CPR nor the mediator shall be liable for any

act or omission in connection with the mediation,
except for its/his/her own willful misconduct.
(n) The mediator may withdraw at any time by written

notice to the parties (i) for serious personal reasons,
(ii) if the mediator believes that a party is not acting
in good faith, or (iii) if the mediator concludes that
further mediation efforts would not be useful. If the
mediator withdraws pursuant to (i) or (ii), he or she
need not state the reason for withdrawal.

4. Exchange of Information
If any party has a substantial need for documents or other
material in the possession of another party, or for other
discovery that may facilitate a settlement, the parties shall
attempt to agree thereon. Should they fail to agree, either
party may request a joint consultation with the mediator
who shall assist the parties in reaching agreement.
The parties shall exchange with each other, with a
copy to the mediator, the names and job titles of all
individuals who will attend the joint mediation session.
At the conclusion of the mediation process, upon the
request of a party which provided documents or other
material to one or more other parties, the recipients
shall return the same to the originating party without
retaining copies.
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5. Presentation to the Mediator
Before dealing with the substance of the dispute, the
parties and the mediator will discuss preliminary matters,
such as possible modification of the procedure, place and
time of meetings, and each party’s need for documents
or other information in the possession of the other.
At least 10 business days before the first substantive
mediation conference, unless otherwise agreed, each
party will submit to the mediator a written statement
summarizing the background and present status of the
dispute, including any settlement efforts that have
occurred, and such other material and information as
the mediator requests or the party deems helpful to
familiarize the mediator with the dispute. It is desirable
for the submission to include an analysis of the party’s
real interests and needs and of its litigation risks. The
parties may agree to submit jointly certain records and
other materials. The mediator may request any party
to provide clarification and additional information.
The parties are encouraged to discuss the exchange of
all or certain materials they submit to the mediator to
further each party’s understanding of the other party’s
viewpoints. The mediator may request the parties to
submit a joint statement of facts. Except as the parties
otherwise agree, the mediator shall keep confidential
any written materials or information that are submitted
to him or her. The parties and their representatives are
not entitled to receive or review any materials or information submitted to the mediator by another party or
representative without the concurrence of the latter. At
the conclusion of the mediation process, upon request
of a party, the mediator will return to that party all
written materials and information which that party had
provided to the mediator without retaining copies thereof or certify as to the destruction of such materials.
At the first substantive mediation conference each party
will make an opening statement.

6. Negotiations
The mediator may facilitate settlement in any manner the
mediator believes is appropriate. The mediator will help the
parties focus on their underlying interests and concerns,
explore resolution alternatives and develop settlement
options. The mediator will decide when to hold joint
meetings, and when to confer separately with each party.

MEDIATION PROCEDURE
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The parties are expected to initiate and convey to the
mediator proposals for settlement. Each party shall
provide a rationale for any settlement terms proposed.
Finally, if the parties fail to develop mutually acceptable
settlement terms, before terminating the procedure, and
only with the consent of the parties, (a) the mediator may
submit to the parties a final settlement proposal; and (b)
if the mediator believes he/she is qualified to do so, the
mediator may give the parties an evaluation (which if all
parties choose, and the mediator agrees, may be in writing) of the likely outcome of the case if it were tried to
final judgment, subject to any limitations under any
applicable mediation statutes/ rules, court rules or ethical
codes. Thereupon, the mediator may suggest further
discussions to explore whether the mediator’s evaluation
or proposal may lead to a resolution.
Efforts to reach a settlement will continue until (a) a written settlement is reached, or (b) the mediator concludes
and informs the parties that further efforts would not
be useful, or (c) one of the parties or the mediator withdraws from the process. However, if there are more than
two parties, the remaining parties may elect to continue
following the withdrawal of a party.

7. Settlement
If a settlement is reached, a preliminary memorandum of
understanding or term sheet normally will be prepared
and signed or initialed before the parties separate.
Thereafter, unless the mediator undertakes to do so,
representatives of the parties will promptly draft a written
settlement document incorporating all settlement terms.
This draft will be circulated, amended as necessary, and
formally executed. If litigation is pending, the settlement
may provide that the parties will request dismissal of the
case. The parties also may request the court to enter the
settlement agreement as a consent judgment.

8. Failure to Agree
If a resolution is not reached, the mediator will discuss
with the parties the possibility of their agreeing on
advisory or binding arbitration, “last offer” arbitration
or another form of ADR. If the parties agree in principle,
the mediator may offer to assist them in structuring a
procedure designed to result in a prompt, economical
process. The mediator will not serve as arbitrator, unless
all parties agree.
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9. Confidentiality
The entire mediation process is confidential. Unless
agreed among all the parties or required to do so by law,
the parties and the mediator shall not disclose to any
person who is not associated with participants in the
process, including any judicial officer, any information
regarding the process (including pre-process exchanges
and agreements), contents (including written and oral
information), settlement terms or outcome of the
proceeding. If litigation is pending, the participants may,
however, advise the court of the schedule and overall
status of the mediation for purposes of litigation management. Any written settlement agreement resulting
from the mediation may be disclosed for purposes of
enforcement.
Under this procedure, the entire process is a compromise
negotiation subject to Federal Rule of Evidence 408 and
all state counterparts, together with any applicable
statute protecting the confidentiality of mediation. All
offers, promises, conduct and statements, whether oral
or written, made in the course of the proceeding by any
of the parties, their agents, employees, experts and
attorneys, and by the mediator are confidential. Such
offers, promises, conduct and statements are privileged
under any applicable mediation privilege and are inadmissible and not discoverable for any purpose, including
impeachment, in litigation between the parties. However,
evidence that is otherwise admissible or discoverable
shall not be rendered inadmissible or non-discoverable
solely as a result of its presentation or use during the
mediation.
The exchange of any tangible material shall be without
prejudice to any claim that such material is privileged
or protected as work-product within the meaning of
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26 and all state and local
counterparts.
The mediator and any documents and information in
the mediator’s possession will not be subpoenaed in
any such investigation, action or proceeding, and all
parties will oppose any effort to have the mediator or
documents subpoenaed. The mediator will promptly
advise the parties of any attempt to compel him/her to
divulge information received in mediation.

MEDIATION PROCEDURE
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FORM
CPR Model Agreement for Parties and Mediator*
Agreement made

___________________________, ______________
(date)

between

____________________________________________________

represented by
and

__________________________________________________________

represented by
and

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
(the Mediator)

A dispute has arisen between the parties (the “Dispute”).
The parties have agreed to participate in a mediation
proceeding (the “Proceeding”) under the CPR Mediation
Procedure [as modified by mutual agreement] (the
“Procedure”). The parties have chosen the Mediator
for the Proceeding. The parties and the Mediator agree
as follows:

A. Duties and Obligations
1.

The Mediator and each of the parties agree to
be bound by and to comply faithfully with the
Procedure, including without limitation the
provisions regarding confidentiality.

2.

The Mediator has no previous commitments that
may significantly delay the expeditious conduct
of the proceeding and will not make any such
commitments.

3.

The Mediator, the International Institute for Conflict
Prevention and Resolution (CPR) and their employees, agents and partners shall not be liable for any
act or omission in connection with the Proceeding,
other than as a result of its/his/her own willful
misconduct.

*This form assumes that the mediator is affiliated with a firm. If that is
not the case, delete paras. C.3., D.2. and references to the mediator's
firm in paras. B.1. and C.1.
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B. Disclosure of Prior Relationships
1.

The Mediator has made a reasonable effort to learn
and has disclosed to the parties in writing (a) all
business or professional relationships the Mediator
and/or the Mediator’s firm have had with the parties
or their law firms within the past five years, including all instances in which the Mediator or the
Mediator’s firm served as an attorney for any party
or adverse to any party; (b) any financial interest the
Mediator has in any party; (c) any significant social,
business or professional relationship the Mediator
has had with an officer or employee of a party or
with an individual representing a party in the
Proceeding; and (d) any other circumstances that
may create doubt regarding the Mediator’s impartiality in the Proceeding.

2.

Each party and its law firm has made a reasonable
effort to learn and has disclosed to every other party
and the Mediator in writing any relationships of a
nature described in paragraph B.1. not previously
identified and disclosed by the Mediator.

3.

The parties and the Mediator are satisfied that any
relationships disclosed pursuant to paragraphs B.1.
and B.2. will not affect the Mediator’s independence
or impartiality. Notwithstanding such relationships or
others the Mediator and the parties did not discover
despite good faith efforts, the parties wish the
Mediator to serve in the Proceeding, waiving any
claim based on said relationships, and the Mediator
agrees to so serve.

4.

The disclosure obligations in paragraphs B.1. and
B.2. are continuing until the Proceeding is concluded. The ability of the Mediator to continue serving
in this capacity shall be explored with each such
disclosure.

C. Future Relationships
1.

Neither the Mediator nor the Mediator’s firm shall
undertake any work for or against a party regarding
the Dispute.

2.

Neither the Mediator nor any person assisting
the Mediator with this Proceeding shall personally
work on any matter for or against a party, regardless
of specific subject matter, prior to six months
following cessation of the Mediator’s services in
the Proceeding.
MEDIATION PROCEDURE
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3.

The Mediator’s firm may work on matters for
or against a party during the pendency of the
Proceeding if such matters are unrelated to the
Dispute. The Mediator shall establish appropriate
safeguards to insure that other members and
employees of the firm working on such matters
unrelated to the Dispute do not have access to
any confidential information obtained by the
Mediator during the course of the Proceeding.

D. Compensation
1.

The Mediator shall be compensated for time
expended in connection with the Proceeding at
the rate of $___________, plus reasonable travel
and other out-of-pocket expenses. The Mediator’s
fee shall be shared equally by the parties. No part
of such fee shall accrue to CPR.

2.

The Mediator may utilize members and employees
of the firm to assist in connection with the
Proceeding and may bill the parties for the time
expended by any such persons, to the extent and
at a rate agreed upon in advance by the parties.

_______________________________

______________________________

Party

Party

by______________________ by ____________________________
Party’s Attorney

Party’s Attorney

______________________________________________________________
Mediator
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tel +1.212.949.6490
fax +1.212.949.8859
www.cpradr.org

TAB 11b
CPR European Mediation
Procedure

TAB 11ab

CPR European Mediation Procedure (1996)
ENGLISH
In this informal process, the mediator facilitates negotiation among the parties and their lawyers to help them reach
settlement. The mediator can help parties identify interests, develop settlement options and overcome barriers to
settlement.
FRANCAIS
Dans cette procédure informelle, le "Médiateur" assiste les parties et leurs avocats dans leurs négociations, afin
d'aboutir à une transaction. Ce Médiateur peut aider les parties à identifier les intérêts en jeu, à mettre des solutions
pour une transaction, et à surmonter les obstacles à une transaction.
DEUTSCH
In diesem nicht förmlichen Verfahren vermittelt ein Mediator bei den Verhandlungen zwischen den Parteien und ihren
Anwälten um zu einem Vergleich zu gelangen. Der Mediator kann die Parteien dabei unterstüzen, ihre Interessen zu
identifizieren, verschiedene Vergleichsmöglichkeiten zu entwickeln und Hindernisse zu überwinden, die einem
Vergleichsabschluß entgegenstehen.
ITALIANO
In questa procedura informale, il mediatoro facilita le trattative tra le parti e i loro avvocati al fino di aiutarli a
raggiungere un accordo. Il mediatore può assistoro lo parti ad identificare i rispettivi interessi, sviluppare le condizioni
di un accordo e superare gli ostacoli alla definizione della vertenza.
ESPÃNOL
En este procedimiento informal, el mediador facilita las negociaciones entre las partes y sus abogados para alcanzar
un acuerdo. El mediador puede ayudar a las partes a identificar intereses, desarrollar las soluciones alternativas y
superar los obstáculos a una solución del conflicto.
INTRODUCTION
Mediation is a process in which a third party neutral — a mediator — sits down with the disputing parties and actively
assists them in reaching a settlement. CPR uses the expression "mediation" to cover both the concepts of mediation
and conciliation. The process is designed to assist parties in reaching a commercially attractive settlement, with
minimum time and cost.
The CPR European Mediation Procedure is designed to provide a model for the format and procedure of a mediation,
although the emphasis is on flexibility and minimising the imposition of rules on the parties. The commentary explains
the model rules and the reasoning behind them. It gives guidance on the conduct of a mediation, particularly on the
initiation of the process and selection of a mediator.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

PROPOSING MEDIATION
SELECTING THE MEDIATOR
GROUND RULES OF PROCEEDING
EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
PRESENTATION TO THE MEDIATOR
NEGOTIATION OF TERMS

7. SETTLEMENT
8. FAILURE TO AGREE
9. CONFIDENTIALITY
1. PROPOSING MEDIATION
Mediation can be used in disputes including those where numerous parties are involved. Any party to a business
dispute may propose the use of mediation to the other party or parties. If the parties have made a contractual
commitment to mediate disputes between them, or if they have subscribed to another commitment to engage in
alternative dispute resolutions (ADR), that commitment or policy may be invoked. Sometimes a neutral organisation
may help persuade a party to engage in mediation. CPR may be requested to play that role.
2. SELECTING THE MEDIATOR
Unless the parties promptly, as part of their agreement to mediate, agree on a mediator, they will notify CPR of their
need for assistance in selecting a mediator, informing CPR of any preferences as to matters such as candidates'
mediation style, technical and/or legal expertise, competence in certain languages or geographic location. In
international disputes, CPR will endeavor to appoint a mediator from a country other than that of either of the parties,
unless the parties agree otherwise.
CPR will convene the parties, in person or by telephone, to attempt to select a mediator by agreement. If the parties
do not promptly reach agreement, CPR will submit to the parties the names of not less than three candidates, with
their resumes and hourly rates. If the parties are unable to agree on a candidate from the list within seven days
following receipt of the list, each party will, within 10 days following receipt of the list, send to CPR the list of
candidates ranked in descending order of preference. The candidate with the lowest combined score will be appointed
as the mediator by CPR. CPR will break any tie.
Before proposing any mediator candidate, CPR will request the candidate to disclose any circumstances known to him
or her that would cause reasonable doubt regarding the candidate's impartiality. If a clear conflict is disclosed, the
individual will not be proposed and CPR will promptly propose another candidate. Other circumstances a candidate
discloses to CPR will be disclosed to the parties. A party may challenge a mediator candidate if it knows of any
circumstances giving rise to reasonable doubt regarding the candidate's impartiality.
The mediator's fees will be determined before appointment. Those fees, and any other costs of the process, will be
shared equally by the parties unless they otherwise agree. If a party withdraws from a multiparty mediation but the
procedure continues, the withdrawing party will not be responsible for any costs incurred after it has notified the
mediator and the other parties of its withdrawal. Shared costs will not include costs that each party incurs in preparing
its own case, attending meetings and instructing representatives. The parties will bear these costs themselves.
Before appointment, the mediator will assure the parties of his or her availability to conduct the proceeding
expeditiously. It is strongly advised that the parties and the mediator enter into a mediation agreement. A model
agreement is attached.
3. GROUND RULES OF PROCEEDING
The following ground rules will apply, subject to any changes on which the parties and the mediator agree.
3.1 The process is voluntary and depends on the co-operation of the parties. The mediator does not issue a binding
decision.
3.2 Each party may withdraw at any time by written notice to the mediator and the other party or parties.
3.3 The mediator is neutral, independent and impartial.
3.4 The mediator controls the procedural aspects of the mediation. The parties cooperate fully with the mediator.
(a) The mediator is free to meet and communicate separately with each party.
(b) The mediator decides when to hold joint meetings with the parties and when to hold separate meetings. The
mediator fixes the time and place of each session and its agenda in consultation with the parties. There is no formal
written, audio or video record of any meeting. Formal rules of evidence or procedure do not apply.
(c) Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the mediator decides, if necessary, the language in which the mediation is
to be conducted and whether any documents should be translated.

3.5 Each party is represented at each mediation conference by a business executive authorized to negotiate a
resolution of the dispute and to execute a settlement agreement. Each party may be represented by more than one
person, e.g. a business executive and a lawyer. The mediator may limit the number of persons representing each
party.
3.6 The process is to be conducted expeditiously. Each representative undertakes to make every effort to be available
for meetings.
3.7 The mediator does not transmit information received in confidence from any party to any other party or any third
party, unless authorised to do so by the party transmitting the information, or unless ordered to do so by a court of
competent jurisdiction.
3.8 The mediator and any persons assisting the mediator is disqualified as a witness, consultant or expert in any
pending or future investigation, action or proceeding relating to the subject matter of the mediation (including any
investigation, action or proceeding which involves persons not party to this mediation).
3.9 If the dispute goes into arbitration, the mediator will not serve as an arbitrator.
3.10 The mediator may obtain assistance and independent expert advice, with the prior agreement of and at the
expense of the parties. Any candidate proposed as an independent expert will also be required to disclose any
circumstances known to him or her that would cause reasonable doubt regarding the candidate's impartiality.
3.11 Neither CPR nor the mediator is liable for any act or omission in connection with the mediation, except for
its/his/her own willful misconduct or gross negligence.
3.12 The mediator may withdraw at any time by written notice to the parties. Either party may seek assistance from
CPR in such a situation.
3.13 At the inception of the mediation process, each party and representative agrees in writing to all provisions of this
Model Procedure, as modified by agreement of the parties. A model mediation agreement is attached.
3.14 With the approval of the parties, the mediator may sit with a trainee mediator, who may observe the process,
but takes no active part in it and charges no fee. The trainee will be bound by the same obligations of confidentiality
as the mediator.
4. EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
Each party shall produce the documents it relies on in the mediation and may, but shall not be obliged to, produce any
further documents requested by the mediator or the other party.
At the conclusion of the mediation process, upon the request of a party which provided documents or other material
to one or more other parties, the recipients undertake to return them to the originating party without retaining copies
thereof. All documents and other information provided to a party, in the course of a mediation, shall be used by that
party exclusively for the purposes of the mediation.
5. PRESENTATION TO THE MEDIATOR
Before dealing with the substance of the dispute, the parties and the mediator discuss preliminary matters, such as
possible modification of the ground rules, place and time of meetings, and each party's need for documents or other
information in the possession of the other.
At least five business days before the first substantive mediation conference, unless otherwise agreed, each party
submits to the mediator a written statement summarising the background and present status of the dispute and such
other material and information as it deems helpful to familiarise the mediator with the dispute. The parties may agree
to submit jointly certain other materials. The mediator may request any party to provide clarification and additional
information. The mediator may limit the length of written statements and supporting material. The mediator may
direct the parties to exchange concise written statements and other materials they submit to the mediator to further
each party's understanding of the other party's viewpoints.
Except as the parties otherwise agree, the mediator keeps confidential any written materials or information that are
submitted to him or her. The parties and their representatives are not entitled to receive or review any materials or
information submitted to the mediator by another party or representative without the concurrence of the latter.
At the conclusion of the mediation process, upon request of a party, the mediator without retaining copies returns to
that party all written materials and information which that party had provided to the mediator.

6. NEGOTIATION OF TERMS
The mediator may promote settlement in any manner the mediator believes is appropriate. The mediator helps the
parties focus on their underlying interests and concerns, explore resolution alternatives and develop settlement
options. The mediator decides when to hold joint meetings, and when to confer separately with each party.
The mediator expects the parties to make settlement proposals.
Finally, if the parties fail to develop mutually acceptable settlement terms, before terminating the procedure, and only
with the consent of the parties, (a) the mediator may submit to the parties a final settlement proposal which the
mediator considers fair and equitable to all parties; and (b) if the mediator believes he/she is qualified to do so, the
mediator may give the parties an evaluation (which if the parties choose will be in writing) of the likely outcome of the
case if it were tried to final judgment. Thereupon, the mediator may suggest further discussions to explore whether
the mediator's evaluation or proposal may lead to a resolution.
Efforts to reach a settlement continue until (a) a written settlement is reached, or (b) the mediator concludes and
informs the parties that further efforts would not be useful, or (c) one of the parties or the mediator withdraws from
the process. However, if there are more than two parties, the remaining parties may elect to continue following the
withdrawal of a party.
7. SETTLEMENT
If a settlement is reached, the representatives of the parties draft a written settlement document incorporating all
settlement terms, which may include mutual general releases from or discharges of all liability relating to the subject
matter of the dispute. This draft will be circulated among the parties and the mediator, amended as necessary, and
formally executed. Initially, a preliminary memorandum of understanding may be prepared at the mediation and
executed by the parties; the memorandum should make it expressly clear whether it is intended to be binding or not.
If litigation is pending, the settlement may provide that the parties will request the court to make an appropriate
order disposing of the case promptly upon execution of the settlement agreement. The settlement agreement may
also be entered as a consent judgment.
8. FAILURE TO AGREE
If a resolution is not reached, the mediator discusses with the parties the possibility of their agreeing on arbitration or
another form of ADR. If the parties agree in principle, the mediator may offer to assist them in structuring a
procedure designed to result in a prompt, economical process.
9. CONFIDENTIALITY
For Austrian, Belgian, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Scottish, Spanish, Swedish and Swiss mediations: The
parties agree that the mediation process, and all negotiations, statements and documents expressly prepared for the
purposes of the mediation shall be "without prejudice". The entire mediation process is confidential. Unless agreed
among all the parties or required by law or ordered by the Court, the parties and the mediator may not disclose to
any person any information regarding the process (including pre-process exchanges and agreements), contents
(including written and oral information), settlement terms or outcome of the proceeding. If litigation is pending, the
participants may, however, inform the court of the schedule and overall status of the mediation for purposes of
litigation management.
MEDIATION COMMENTARY
SUITABILITY FOR MEDIATION
Most bona-fide disputes are amenable to settlement by negotiation. Mediation is a facilitated form of negotiation.
Virtually every case in which negotiation is appropriate but difficult is suitable for mediation whether direct
negotiations have taken place or litigation is pending. Mediation can be particularly helpful if there is an opportunity to
structure a creative business solution. When a dispute involves several or many parties it may not be essential for all
to be at the table, but any party crucial to a settlement must be represented. Mediation is often seen as a process to
be used at the outset of a dispute, but can be initiated at any time, and can take place whilst litigation is ongoing.
Mediation differs from arbitration in that participation is entirely voluntary and the process depends on the cooperation of the parties. The mediator does not issue a binding decision. A successful mediation results in a
settlement agreement. The parties have complete control over whether they agree or not and, if they do, over the
content of the agreement. Mediation is a much quicker form of dispute resolution than arbitration and is also not
constrained in its form by statutes or arbitral rules.

The following is a partial list of the many types of domestic and international business disputes that have been
successfully mediated:
•
bankruptcy and creditor/debtor issues
•
commercial, financial and real estate transactions
•
construction
•
copyright
•
dealerships and franchises
•
defamation
•
eminent domain
•
employment
•
environmental
•
insurance coverage
•
mineral extraction
•
partnerships or joint ventures
•
patents, trade secret, technology
•
personal injury
•
private antitrust
•
product liability
•
professional malpractice
•
regulatory matters
•
securities
•
trademarks and unfair competition
Mediation has become the most popular choice of parties seeking a non-binding form of dispute resolution. However,
other forms of non-binding ADR do exist, and there are cases for which non-binding procedures may not be
appropriate. CPR will, on request, be happy to provide you with more information about those.
WHY MEDIATION WORKS
A high percentage of mediations of business disputes result in a resolution. Even when agreement does not occur
during the proceeding, the greatly enhanced mutual understanding substantially improves the prospects for a later
agreement. Satisfaction with the process on the part of users is very high.
What are the reasons for the success of the process? Each case has unique aspects, but the following factors are
common:
• Disputes ostensibly between dispassionate corporate entities involve human beings endowed with emotions. The
mediator can help the parties deal with emotional issues. Discussions in the presence of a mediator tend to reduce
misunderstandings and antagonism frequently subsides. Concerns beyond legal issues are discussed. The process
itself presents a joint challenge to all participants to devise solutions. The momentum of mediation leads to
accommodation. Settlement represents success for all involved.
• Just as an impending trial often induces litigants to stop posturing and seriously seek a settlement, commitment of
the parties to a mediation is likely to motivate them to "bite the bullet" rather than to postpone unpleasant decisions.
The mediator will reinforce this motivation.
• The mediator can establish ground rules designed to maximise the chances of success.
• The mediator may first urge discussion of non-controversial subjects or those for which agreement is readily
achieved and postpone consideration of difficult issues. These early agreements help build a spirit of co-operation.
• Mediation provides the parties with an opportunity — at little or no risk — to crystallise issues and learn more
about the other party's perceptions of the pertinent facts.
• In caucusing with each party, the mediator can diplomatically urge that party to face facts and dispel unrealistic
expectations such as over-optimism regarding chances of prevailing in court. The mediator also can point to the costs
and burdens of prolonged litigation.
• Once the mediator understands the true interests of each party, he or she can recommend opportunities for
common gains. Many business disputes are resolved through innovative business arrangements not previously
contemplated.
THE PARTIES
The factors favouring mediation are likely to be particularly strong when, but for the dispute, the parties would or
could be in a continuing business relationship. The settlement then may well take the form of a renegotiated contract

or some other business deal including, where appropriate, new provisions for remaining disputes or new disputes
which arise in future.
Where the parties are unevenly matched with respect to business sophistication, economic resources, or information
concerning the underlying facts, the "stronger" party may be able to impose lopsided settlement terms. However, this
imbalance is not necessarily a reason to reject mediation. The imbalance may well be offset by the calibre of the
person(s) representing the "weaker" party, and a settlement through mediation may be more desirable for even a
"weak" party than the alternatives of direct negotiation or litigation with its "win-lose" outcome, high costs and other
burdens. Mediators may be effective in counteracting "power imbalances" to facilitate an equitable solution.
Personal and emotional factors cannot be ignored. Animosity is likely to get in the way of unaided negotiation and to
underscore the need for skillful mediation. A key function of a mediator is to defuse hostility and distrust and to
encourage cooperation.
Bringing about a settlement may be more difficult if there are numerous parties with dissimilar interests; however,
mediations involving many parties have been successfully concluded.
THE CASE
Fact Issues Predominate
Cases involving predominantly fact issues or mixed questions of fact and law tend to be well suited for mediation. In
mediation, the parties need not resolve fact issues to agree on a resolution of their dispute.
Stakes
Even when a party believes that a vital interest rides on the outcome of a case, it may well favour mediation over the
uncertain decision of a judge, jury or arbitrator. The parties remain in control of the outcome; if the mediation is
unsuccessful, other options remain. If the stakes are moderate, mediation may also be appealing; for one thing, the
cost and burdens of litigation may be disproportionate even for the winner of a lawsuit.
Opportunities for Joint Gains
Many business disputes are not solely about whether X owes Y money, and if so, how much. Frequently, there are
opportunities for non-cash settlements which a court or arbitrator generally cannot impose. Even if the subject matter
is limited to money, there may be differences in the availability and cost of credit to the parties, or in the value of
delayed payments, which can be exploited to add to the value of a settlement to each side. Development of such
"value-creating" solutions requires cooperation between the parties. This is easier to foster with the help of a
mediator.
Costs and Time
The direct and indirect costs and burdens of full-scale litigation are likely to be of a different order of magnitude from
those of mediation. Even parties with ample resources are likely to welcome the potential savings in the time and
costs of dispute resolution.
Confidentiality
Parties to a business dispute frequently are anxious to avoid giving publicity to the details of their transactions. The
privacy and confidentiality of mediation is likely to be seen as a significant advantage.
THE MEDIATOR
The selection of a highly trained and capable mediator is absolutely vital. A mediator is not vested with the legal
authority of a judge or arbitrator, but must rely on his or her own resources. To effectively mediate a complex
business dispute, a mediator must possess a combination of qualifications. The ideal mediator:
•
is absolutely impartial and fair and so perceived
•
has a personal stature that commands respect
•
Inspires trust and motivates people to confide in him or her
•
Is able to size up people, understand their motivations and relate easily to them
•
sets a tone of civility and consideration in dealings with others
•
Is a good listener
•
is capable of understanding the law and facts of a dispute, including surrounding circumstances
•
is able to analyse complex problems and get to the core
•
is creative, imaginative and ingenious in developing proposals and knows when to make them
•
is a problem solver

•
•
•
•
•

is articulate and persuasive
possesses a thorough understanding of the negotiation process
Is flexible, patient, persistent, indefatigable, and upbeat in the face of difficulties
is an energetic leader, a person who can stimulate others and make things happen
has experience as a mediator

The size and complexity of the case will influence the selection of the mediator. In a major case, the mediator might
be a former judge, a leading lawyer, a professor of a law school or business school, a senior executive, or a skilled
conflict resolution professional. An evident flair for dispute resolution is as important as long experience.
The styles, personalities and orientations of mediators vary significantly. Some mediators are facilitative and focus
predominantly on party interests and insist on party-generated solutions, while evaluative mediators focus centrally
on the positions of the parties and the merits of the legal claims. Strict facilitators will not offer opinions about legal
claims or court outcomes. Other facilitators will not offer such opinions unless party interests have been fully explored
and parties directly request the opinions. Evaluators tend to approach mediation as an opportunity to offer realistic
assessments of legal claims and predictions of court outcome. They may bypass interest exploration. Many mediators
tend to favour one school of thought, although some will both facilitate and evaluate. A mediator's orientation will
affect the mediator's techniques throughout the process.
These differences should be borne in mind in selecting a mediator. However, in advance of a mediation parties and
their lawyers may not perceive opportunities for interest exploration that a skilled facilitative mediator can uncover.
CPR believes that unless it is certain that such opportunities do not exist, the parties will be best served by a mediator
who can play both roles. When CPR is asked to assist in the selection process, the parties' preferences should be
discussed.
When legal issues are critical, there may be significant advantages to selecting as the mediator a lawyer or legal
academic with expertise in the field (e.g., patent, trademark, construction). Similarly, when the subject matter is
technical, it may well be desirable to select a person who has an understanding of the technology. Some experienced
mediation practitioners, however, believe that even in legally or technically complex disputes, the key to resolution
does not lie in adding yet another expert to the process. Instead, they prefer a mediator who is a skilled deal-maker
and who can shift the parties' focus from resolving the legal or technical dispute to reaching a mutually satisfactory
business agreement.
In most cases a single mediator will be used; however, in complex cases the mediator may need assistance, and it is
helpful for the mediator to be able to discuss issues or possible solutions with another neutral person familiar with the
case. Occasionally, using two mediators may have advantages. They can represent different disciplines relevant to the
dispute, e.g. science and law. Alternatively, one could possess relevant technical expertise and the other could be a
deal-maker. By conferring with each other they may develop additional settlement options. There is a risk that the
two mediators may not be in sync, in which case using both can actually be counterproductive.
It is critical that the mediator be totally impartial and be so perceived by all parties. When CPR is asked to nominate
candidates, it will not propose any individual who has disclosed a clear conflict. As to candidates CPR proposes, it will
disclose to the parties any circumstances made known to CPR that could cause doubt but that the parties probably will
not regard as disbarring.
The mediator's fee and other expenses of a mediation are normally shared equally. However, sometimes a party
proposing mediation will offer to bear the expense of the early phase of the procedure in order to induce the other
party or parties to try the process. There also may be reasons not to allocate expenses on a per capita basis.
The mediator may well need administrative assistance, legal research, or other forms of assistance. It is desirable for
the mediator and the parties to discuss early the types of assistance likely to be needed and the mediator's resources
for obtaining such assistance.
THE MEDIATION PROCESS
There is a range of approaches to mediation, going from "facilitative mediation" to "evaluative mediation." In the
former, the mediator, usually meeting separately with each party, first explores with the parties their underlying
interests. Having identified these interests, the mediator and the parties explore opportunities for a creative solution,
such as a mutually-advantageous new business arrangement. This approach is likely to be most effective when a
business relationship already exists between the parties. In facilitative mediation the mediator ordinarily will not offer
opinions on the merits of the case or the positions of the parties.
In evaluative mediation the focus is more on the parties' legal rights and obligations, the strengths and weaknesses of
their legal positions, the likely outcome if the case were tried in court, and what represents a fair settlement. This
approach is likely to be used if the case does not present opportunities for facilitative mediation or if the facilitative

mediation approach has been unsuccessful.
Many cases call for both approaches. The two approaches can be combined or alternated, with the mediator providing
an evaluation during the later phase of the mediation on one or more remaining issues after facilitative mediation has
been partially successful in moving the parties toward settlement. The mediator should give such an evaluation only
with the prior consent of all parties and on an issue on which he or she has strong expertise. Before giving an opinion
on a disputed legal issue it may be advisable for the mediator to request the lawyers to submit briefs on the issue.
Once having given the evaluation, the mediator's impartiality may be impaired in the view of a party whose position is
weakened by the evaluation.
There is no one right way to conduct a mediation. The Model Procedure set forth above represents a process that
appears logical and has proven effective in numerous cases. One advantage of the model is that it can be readily
modified to fit the circumstances of the case and the wishes of the parties.

INITIAL CONSULTATION WITH MEDIATOR
The initial consultation of the parties with the mediator serves several purposes:
• The parties are given an opportunity to size up the mediator. If one or more parties do not gain a favorable
impression, a substitution may be proposed.
• The mediator will discuss the entire mediation process, including the ground rules, with the parties. They may
agree on modifications.
•

If they have not done so previously, they should develop a retention agreement with the mediator.

•

A meeting schedule may be discussed.

•

The mediator and the parties will discuss the role(s) the mediator will play.

•

The parties will begin to familiarise the mediator with the dispute.

• The mediator can confirm that the parties have a genuine interest in resolving their dispute through the mediation
process, and that they have the persistence to stick with the process.
• The parties' representatives will begin to talk to each other in a manner appropriate to their joint goal of reaching
an accommodation.
• There will be discussion of who will represent the parties at future sessions, and the extent of their authority. If the
stakes are large, it may not be possible for the negotiators to have complete authority to sign a settlement
agreement, but each should have authority to negotiate a settlement, and the authority of the negotiators should be
comparable.
•

The exchange of certain documents may be discussed.

• If litigation is pending between the parties regarding the subject matter of the mediation, the parties and the
mediator may discuss the suspension or curtailment of discovery and other pre-trial activities. They also may discuss
whether the court should be informed of the mediation, and whether court approval of curtailment of pre-trial
activities is required.
In a relatively simple case, a discussion of the preliminary matters listed above may be followed immediately by a
joint session as described below.
FAMILIARISING THE MEDIATOR WITH THE CASE
The mediator must be familiarised with the dispute, and the parties must be given an opportunity to state their case.
The mediator usually will ask the parties to submit on an agreed time schedule such written materials as they consider
necessary or advisable. A statement summarising the background and status of the dispute is likely to be the principal
document. If litigation is pending, court documents such as pleadings and briefs may be submitted. If an exchange of
certain documents between the parties has been agreed upon, that exchange also should occur during this phase of
the proceeding.

JOINT SESSIONS AND CAUCUSES
Following submission of these written materials, a joint session is likely to be scheduled (but need not be) at which
the parties' representatives will state their views orally in an informal manner and will address the conflicting views of
the other party or parties. Each party will present its position in what it considers the most effective manner. Usually
there will be opportunities for rebuttal and for discussion and clarification of issues. The formality of the rules of
evidence will not hinder the proceedings and the presentations will not be transcribed. The mediator will prescribe the
sequence of presentations, may impose time limits and is likely to ask clarifying questions.
Following the joint session, the mediator is likely to caucus with each party. The parties will be encouraged to be more
candid in such a private meeting in the knowledge that their confidences will be respected and not disclosed without
their specific consent. The mediator may well elicit in confidence information not disclosed at the joint session. The
mediator may explore certain aspects of the party's presentation and may request additional materials. The mediator
will explore with each business executive his or her company's underlying interests and aims, will identify barriers to
settlement and will help the parties address those barriers.
The mediator must understand the case fully from each side's perspective; the mediator should then assure that each
side better understands how the case looks from the other side's viewpoint. The mediator should avoid expressing
views on legal issues early in the process or without the parties' consent.
The mediator, to be effective, must be kept fully informed of all developments and must be able to control dialogue
between the parties. The mediator may conclude at a given stage that it is preferable to keep the parties apart.
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DEVELOPING INFORMATION
Even when there are no issues of credibility, the "facts" relevant to a dispute can be elusive. The party submissions to
the mediator or statements made in meetings may well indicate that the parties see the facts differently, or draw
different conclusions from them. At times, it will be useful for the mediator to address any such differences and seek
to bring about agreement on the most salient facts and the issues of the dispute. At other times, focusing on the facts
may be counterproductive if it will encourage the parties to focus on past disputes rather than on reaching an
arrangement that will enable them to better deal with each other in the future. An "agreement to disagree" on past
facts may still be used productively to reach a forward-looking solution. This is a case-by-case decision for the
mediator.
Some controversies hinge on key factual issues which can be resolved by an independent expert operating under
ground rules on which the parties have agreed. Does the machine perform in accordance with contractual
specifications? Is the former executive using information proprietary to the former employer? Were the soil conditions
as represented to the contractor, and if not, how much additional expense was incurred? Once such critical questions
have been answered by a neutral expert, the controversy may, as a practical matter, resolve itself. In appropriate
cases, the parties and the mediator should consider retaining an independent expert.
NEGOTIATION OF SETTLEMENT TERMS
Negotiation is most productive when the parties focus on their underlying interests and concerns, avoiding fixed
positions which often obscure what a party really wants. The mediator can help the parties crystallise their own
interests and understand each other's interests, defuse adversarial stances and develop a more cooperative approach.
The mediator can narrow or expand the range of issues as appropriate for effective resolution of a particular dispute.
Settlement proposals are likely to be generated through discussion in caucus. The mediator can help each party to
generate ideas, to develop options and alternative proposals that will lead to a mutually acceptable solution, and to
try out unusual solutions in a relatively safe and confidential setting.
The first settlement proposal, by whomever made, is not likely to be the last. Hopefully, it will provide a basis for
negotiation. At this juncture, some experienced mediators will usually engage in "shuttle diplomacy," i.e. meet with
the parties individually to try to bridge a gap or develop a more acceptable solution; other mediators are likely to
conduct joint sessions to bring the parties together. When conveying one party's position to the other, the mediator
must take care to state that position accurately. On some occasions, the mediator may consider it advisable to meet
with the principals of the parties, separately or together, outside the presence of lawyers. Any such meetings should
occur only if the principals and their lawyers agree to them.
Some mediators prepare the first draft of a settlement agreement, seek the parties' comments, and prepare
successive drafts until all parties are in agreement.

Section 6 of the Model Procedure contemplates that if the parties do not develop mutually acceptable settlement
terms the mediator, only with the parties' consent, (a) may submit a settlement proposal, and (b) if the mediator
feels qualified to do so, may give the parties an evaluation of the likely outcome of the case in court. When submitting
a settlement proposal it may be advisable for the mediator to assure the parties that acceptance of the proposal by
either party will not be communicated to the other, unless and until the other also accepts.
If agreement is reached on settlement terms, by whatever technique, a settlement agreement is drafted by the
mediator or a party representative, circulated, edited as necessary and executed. A memorandum of understanding
may be prepared first.
When it is clear that no agreement can be reached through mediation, other alternatives to litigation remain. The
mediator may discuss with the parties whether arbitration or another form of ADR may be preferable to a lawsuit. In
particular, a "last offer" arbitration would require each side to submit an offer to an arbitrator who would be required
to select the offer he or she considers the more reasonable. If the parties agree in principle, the mediator may be able
to help them structure appropriate ground rules. It is not desirable to permit a mediator to become an arbitrator once
the mediation process has concluded, as that may well inhibit discussions in caucus between each party and the
mediator. It is also doubtful whether the mediator can serve as the arbitrator since the parties are likely to have given
the mediator significant confidential information that will not be placed in evidence in an arbitration but may influence
an arbitrator's decision.
BARRIERS TO SETTLEMENT
The primary aim of mediation is to facilitate faster, less costly and more productive settlements. Common barriers to
settlement are outlined below. These barriers should be identified and addressed in a mediation proceeding, and often
they can be overcome.
Differing Perceptions
Perceptions can differ about a number of issues relevant to settlement. Do the parties have different views regarding
what the facts are? Do they disagree about what proposition the facts prove? Is this disagreement based on each side
having access to limited information? Is disagreement primarily the result of each side's partisan assessments of the
evidence and its implications? Do the parties have different views as to how the law will be applied or as to the
likelihood of success at trial? Do the parties have different views of what is at stake? Do they make different
assessments concerning the value of those stakes? It is very common for each party to be unduly optimistic about its
chances of success at trial, particularly during the early stages of litigation. A mediation proceeding is likely to lead to
a much more realistic appraisal and thereby greatly enhance prospects for settlement.
Extrinsic Pressures, Linkage
Are there pressures working on one or more parties that cut against prompt settlement? Do time constraints operate
differently on the parties? Has personal animosity hindered rational decision taking? Is resolution of this dispute linked
to other similar disputes, pending or contemplated? Does either side have constituencies that would criticise a
settlement? Are there "strategic" considerations to avoid settlement, e.g., to discourage other suits?
Process Failures
Communication problems between the parties or their lawyers are a common barrier. Does the negotiation process
afford sufficient opportunities to devise and explore settlement options? Do the lawyers have different incentives than
the parties in interest?
Delay Considered Advantageous
A party may believe, rightly or wrongly, that it will benefit from delay. When a dispute arises while a business
relationship is ongoing, both parties have an incentive to put the matter behind them, although mediation itself is also
open to abuse by a party seeking to delay. Even when there is no continuing relationship, there are likely to be
advantages to all parties in having the matter resolved.
Parties
Are all of the parties with a stake in the dispute available for negotiation? Should non-disputants with a stake (e.g.,
insurers) be invited to participate?
Information
Parties may believe that they are not in a position to properly assess their own or the other side's position until, for
example, after disclosure of documents, statements of witnesses or reports of experts in a litigation process. This is
an argument more for postponement of settlement than for its abandonment.

"SELLING" MEDIATION TO THE OTHER PARTY
The other party may well have to be "sold" on mediation, especially if it lacks prior experience. A suggestion or offer
to mediate may not suffice. The advantages of mediation to both sides should be carefully explained. The proposer
should emphasise that:
•

The procedure is voluntary, non-binding, "without prejudice" and confidential.

•

The parties retain control over the outcome.

•

This particular dispute is well suited to mediation and mediation has worked in comparable situations.

• There is a likelihood of substantial savings in legal fees and other litigation costs and of a much quicker and more
satisfactory outcome.
•

The risk for each party is minimal.

•

Mediation is much less adversarial and disruptive of business relationships than litigation or arbitration.

•

The mediator must be acceptable to both parties.

•

The ground rules must be acceptable to both parties.

•

Either party may withdraw at any time after the first session.

•

The cost of the procedure is likely to be relatively modest.

•

Experience shows that the chances of success are high.

•

The proposer will negotiate in good faith and trusts the other party will do likewise.

• Even if the procedure should not succeed, something will be gained through better mutual understanding.
If the parties have a contractual relationship and the contract calls for ADR, the relevant clause should be invoked. If
the initiating party has subscribed to a CPR policy on ADR, the policy may be invoked even if the other party is not a
subscriber. Special inducements to use ADR sometimes can persuade the adversary into the process, such as:
• Monetary Incentives: Offers to pay for the initial meeting with a mediator to determine if the process can be
helpful to the parties, with shared costs beyond the first meeting; offers to pay the entire mediator fee unless the
mediation is successful.
• Allowing the Opponent to Select the Neutral so long as significant conflicts of interest are not present. This
technique has been used so the opponent feels confident in the neutral and may accept any recommendations more
readily.
When the opponent cannot be convinced to use ADR for the entire matter, isolating a key issue or factual dispute, or
even the damage portion for submission to ADR, might result in partial ADR use.
Consideration should be given to who should approach whom. Who is most likely to be receptive to early settlement
and ADR? Who has had prior ADR experience? Who appears to be the principal decision-maker on the issue? Success
will depend in part on the persuasiveness of the proposer.
If the persons to be induced to mediate are not familiar with the process, it may help to provide them with a copy of
this paper or with other reading material. Moreover, a neutral organisation, such as CPR, may play a useful role in
persuading parties of the advantages of mediation.
THE ROLES OF EXECUTIVES AND LAWYERS
In a mediation, the business executive and the lawyer function as a team. Business executives have the best
understanding of their company's interests and are the most likely to embrace creative, business-oriented solutions. It
is preferable for a company to be represented by an executive who does not feel a need to defend past actions, who
can be relatively objective and unemotional, but who has a thorough knowledge of the facts. It will be helpful for the
executives representing the parties to relate well to each other and to be experienced negotiators. Each executive
should be a decision maker authorized to negotiate a settlement, subject to board of directors approval if need be.

Success in negotiation, as at trial, depends on thorough preparation on the part of each participant. As a rule, the
lawyer will prepare the client for the mediation. Normally, the lawyer will make the opening statement, presenting the
company's views in joint session. When it comes to discussing business interests and exploring options for settlement,
the executive should take the leading role.
The company's lawyer, who may be a senior in-house or outside lawyer, has a critical role to play which requires
different skills from courtroom advocacy:
Counseling and Preparation
• Counsel on the advisability of settlement and mediation
•

Persuade parties to agree to the process

•

Design or adapt the procedure

•

Select the mediator

•

Educate the executive about the process and the legal issues

•

Help the executive think through goals for the process

•
•

Draft statements for submission to the mediator
Prepare for effective presentations by lawyers and client

•

Counsel on management or suspension of litigation

•

Assure the confidentiality of the process

Participation in Proceeding
• Advocate in a non-confrontational manner designed to impress the mediator and other side with the
reasonableness of your position
•

Listen carefully to the other side's statements, so as to understand their interests

•

Ask questions

•

Answer questions about legal claims, etc.

• Serve as a sounding board for the client, brainstorming and discussing settlement options as the mediation
progresses
•

Help the client articulate business concerns and formulate proposals

•

Avoid compromise of the client's litigation position should the mediation fail

•

Be aware of legal ramifications of possible solutions and options

•

Draft the settlement agreement and assure its enforceability

ROLE OF NEUTRAL ORGANIZATION
Mediation services are being offered by an increasing number of international, national, regional and local
organisations. Essentially, three types of services may be provided:
•

Help bring parties to the table, i.e. secure their agreement to participate in the process.

• Identify candidates well qualified to serve as mediator in the particular dispute, secure the agreement of all parties
to the retention of one of the candidates, recruit that person and make remuneration arrangements.

•

Administer the proceeding.

Once an adversarial relationship has developed, a party who wishes to engage in mediation may be reluctant to take
the lead in "selling" mediation to its adversaries or may have difficulty persuading them to mediate. A neutral
organisation can play a useful role in explaining the mediation process and its advantages to parties whose agreement
to participate is being sought. CPR has successfully played that role in numerous cases involving both small and very
large numbers of parties.
Selection of a well qualified mediator in whom all parties have confidence is the most critical step in assuring the
success of the mediation. Parties often need the assistance of a neutral organisation in the selection process. CPR's
Panels of Distinguished Neutrals include persons having the highest qualifications and CPR regularly assists parties in
selecting the "right" mediator, including European members of its International Panel of Distinguished Neutrals.
Given the highly informal and voluntary nature of mediation, CPR believes that once the mediator is in place, the
parties and the mediator usually do not need a neutral organisation as an "administrator" of the process.
ROLE OF INSURERS
In certain cases one or more insurers are direct parties to the dispute, as in a coverage dispute with a policyholder or
in an allocation dispute among insurers. Obviously, these insurers must be at the table.
In other cases, the immediate parties are not insurers, but one or more insurers are expected to bear all or part of the
liability of a party, and any settlement therefore will be subject to their approval. Under these circumstances, it is
essential for the policyholder to assure in advance that the insurers do not object to the insured's participation in the
mediation. It will be desirable for the insurers to agree informally in advance to the parameters of a settlement, and
for the insured to keep the insurers informed as the mediation progresses. Representation of the insurers in the
mediation, or in certain phases, can be considered. Before agreeing to a settlement the policyholder would need to
assure that the terms are acceptable to the insurers. Reaching an agreement with the other side, subject to uncertain
insurer approval, is not a desirable solution.
If insurers are denying coverage to which a policyholder believes it is entitled, or if differences exist among two or
more insurers as to allocation of coverage among them, a second mediation may be in order, entirely separate from
mediation of the underlying dispute or meshed with it. Sometimes it is productive to involve insurers in the primary
mediation process, as well as to conduct a "secondary" insurance mediation.
LENGTH OF PROCEDURE
The length of a mediation depends on factors such as the complexity of the case, the number and availability of the
parties, the urgency, and the difficulty of reaching agreement on the facts and on settlement terms. The mediator
should discuss with the parties the likely length of time required for each phase of the proceeding. Moreover, even
during the early phases of the procedure the party representatives will develop a sense of the likelihood of success
and of the approximate length of time that will be required. Note that under the CPR Mediation Procedure any party
may withdraw from the mediation at any time after the first session.
It is not uncommon for parties to agree to mediation on the express condition that a party will be permitted to
commence litigation or arbitration (or resume if it has been suspended) if the mediation is not concluded within a
specified period. Presumably that option will not be exercised if, when the deadline is reached, the prospective plaintiff
is optimistic as to the outcome of the mediation. If litigation has already commenced, the commencement of
mediation does not operate to stay those proceedings, unless the parties agree to this with the Court. [Check position
in particular jurisdictions].
THE SITE
If possible, the mediation should occur at a convenient neutral, congenial site, typically the mediator's office. There
should be sufficient space for both joint sessions and separate caucuses. Normally the mediator will attempt to reach
agreement with the parties on the site, which need not be the same for all meetings.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Among dispute resolution processes, mediation offers a maximum degree of confidentiality and privacy. Contractual
and legal protections provide additional assurances against use or disclosure of mediation statements or documents.
These confidentiality protections contrast sharply with the public nature of the litigation process and its procedures
that lend it to public disclosure.

CONTRACTUAL PROTECTIONS
In mediation, parties can increase the chances that participants will maintain the confidentiality of the process by
entering into various confidentiality agreements.
• Parties and mediators can execute a written confidentiality agreement. Adoption of the CPR Mediation Procedure
provides these assurances of confidentiality, proscribes transcription of meetings and requires the mediator to return
documents to the originating party upon request without retention of copies.
• If a witness or expert attends a mediation, some parties and mediators take the precaution of
having them sign a confidentiality agreement as well. Confidentiality contracts are well advised in view of limitations,
gaps and variations in existing legal confidentiality protections. Some courts may intrude into mediation confidentiality
since the law is still developing in this area. Nonetheless, confidentiality agreements may support party damage
claims in the face of party breach. Some mediators may require indemnification from the parties for expenses they
incurred in defending the confidentiality of the process and the documents it produces.
COMMON LAW
Some courts may decide to protect confidentiality, but this cannot be relied on.
PROBLEMS IN SPECIFIC JURISDICTIONS
Austria: It is not possible under Austrian Law to exclude the liability of the mediator and the CPR, either for gross
negligence or for willful misconduct. Clause 3.11 of the rules will therefore not apply in full in Austria.
Belgium: Lawyers have a different status as regards confidentiality from non-lawyers. Thus a lawyer who has acted
as a mediator or adviser to a party will be more able to invoke professional confidentiality provisions in subsequent
litigation. Clause 9 of the rules needs to be considered in this context in Belgium.
There is a danger that a written evaluation given by a mediator pursuant to clause 6 of the rules might not
subsequently remain confidential.
Germany: A mediator will not be able to claim the same protection as the judge or arbitrator from being called as a
witness in subsequent litigation or arbitration. The parties can agree not to call the mediator as a witness, which
agreement will be upheld in the civil courts or arbitrations, but not in the administrative or criminal courts.
The recommended form of confidentiality agreements is as follows:
• "All written and oral information, documents, etc., disclosed in the course of the mediation proceedings are to be
kept confidential and are exempted from any use outside the mediation proceedings."
• "All statements, proposals (especially settlement offers), etc. are made 'Ohne Präjudz Für die Sach-und
Rechtslage'."
Italy: As regards confidentiality, lawyers have a different status from non-lawyers. Thus, unlike a non-lawyer, a
lawyer who has acted as a mediator or in any ADR capacity will be able to invoke professional confidentiality in
subsequent litigation. Clause 9 of the rules needs to be considered in the context.
Spain: Liability can be excluded for the mediator, except for fraud. Lawyers have greater confidentiality protection
than non-lawyers.
Sweden: Again professional confidentiality privilege can be invoked by lawyers but not by non-lawyers. Thus nonlawyers who act as advisers or mediators may be required to testify in court.
Switzerland: Mediators are held to a fiduciary duty of confidentiality whether they are lawyers or not, provided the
information they receive is marked confidential.
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30-SECOND SUMMARY

By Peter J. Rees QC and Kathleen Bryan

You hear it all the time: “The world is
flat” and “Our business is truly global,
with the majority of our profits coming
from markets outside the United States.”
Indeed, large businesses are now almost
always multinational, with markets on
every continent.
The legal function, however, has
not always kept up. It can still have a
predominantly local focus, because laws
are country-based and local expertise
is often necessary to provide the proper
understanding of very different legal
systems. In the past, litigation risk for
major corporations had been primarily
a US phenomenon, with the majority of
the focus, staffing, cost and exposure in
the United States. This is changing, and
savvy companies are getting ahead of
the curve by taking a global approach to
dispute management.

A consistent and
coordinated approach to
dispute management can
make this global function
more creative and costeffective. Single-point
accountability is one option
for managing a litigation
portfolio. It enables best
practices in the critical
areas of early case
assessment and budgeting,
coordination with outside
counsel, and the collection
and review of information
for regulatory purposes.
Ongoing education and
training provide the right
resolution resources, both
internally and externally.
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Three factors primarily drive the
change to a global approach. First, the
level and “Americanization” of disputes
— both litigation and arbitration — is
increasing outside the United States.
Greater regulation, a move in some
countries to create an enforcement
scheme through private remedies, and
a gradual breakdown in solving issues
through local relationships all contribute to an increase in litigiousness
around the world.
Second, management of disputes is
a distinct skill set that can and should
be handled by lawyers trained in that
specialty, rather than handled by inhouse commercial lawyers or simply
turned over to outside counsel. While
reliance on local outside counsel is
necessary for specific legal knowledge,
local court experience and, in many
jurisdictions outside the United States,
rights of audience, in-house lawyers
with dispute management skills are
needed to manage outside counsel,
take a risked approach to the dispute
and improve results.
Third, adopting a company-wide
system for handling disputes is vital if
a global perspective is to be taken on
risk management and cost-effective
dispute resolution. This is epitomized by the International Institute
for Conflict and Prevention’s (“CPR
Institute”) 21st Century Corporate
ADR Pledge.1 As a signatory to the
CPR Institute’s 21st Century Pledge,
Shell has committed to approach its
entire portfolio of disputes in a way
that understands the pros and cons of
the one-size-fits-all litigation model,

and explores alternatives, including
consensual ones, to resolve matters
more quickly and with less cost. This
approach applies equally to US and
non-US matters, and requires training
and educating business people, as well
as in-house and outside lawyers supporting the company.
Traditionally, companies have approached each case in its particular
jurisdiction and solely on its own
merits, using litigation or arbitration
process tools and expertise. A more
sophisticated approach, however, considers the wide spectrum of alternative
dispute resolution (ADR) options,
de-escalates conflict, creates feedback
loops and prevention opportunities,
and examines how this case, and all
cases with similar attributes, might
be resolved more quickly and more
effectively before the transaction costs
increase. To be highly skilled in ADR,
lawyers need resources, training and
the ability to share innovations with
each other as they develop.
To respond to this need, Shell
created a global disputes function
to establish single-point accountability for the management of Shell’s
litigation portfolio. This single-point
accountability enables Shell to drive
best practices in the critical areas
of early case assessment (ECA) and
budgeting, coordination with outside counsel, and the collection and
review of information for regulatory
purposes. It enables a common approach to dispute analysis, strategy
and resolution, and ensures a thorough understanding of the available

Peter J. Rees QC is legal director for Royal Dutch Shell plc, where he has ultimate responsibility
for the Shell global legal function and advises the Shell group management on all legal matters
of group-wide importance. peter.rees@shell.com

Kathleen Bryan is the president and CEO for the International Institute for Conflict Prevention
and Resolution. She was formerly head of worldwide litigation for Motorola and a corporate vice
president of Motorola’s law department. kbryan@cpradr.org
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tools and techniques. In doing this, it
receives valuable assistance through
the resources and training of the CPR
Institute to help educate its in-house
lawyers and outside law firms.
This consistent and coordinated
approach to dispute management
promises to move this global function
to more creative and cost-effective
solutions, which will assist Shell in
maintaining and building relationships
with its stakeholders, and adopting a
focused and appropriate approach to
each of its disputes. This article illustrates how to establish a robust dispute
management system and shows why it
is most effectively deployed on a global
basis for large companies.

Design a system

Companies are accustomed to creating
programs and systems for almost every
aspect of their business, as evidenced
by the growth in process and manufacturing systems (e.g., Six Sigma,
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award, etc.); corporate social responsibility accountability (e.g., the Global
Reporting Initiative’s Content Index,
the United Nations’ Global Compact);
compliance systems (e.g., US Federal
Sentencing Guidelines), and so on.
Nevertheless, the development of an
integrated system to help companies
manage their litigation has been largely
nonexistent until recently. Aside from
fairly widespread employment grievance systems and in mass claims situations, many companies have tended to
handle each dispute independently.
Several studies have demonstrated the benefits of employing
a systematic approach to dispute
management. In 2003, a study by the
American Arbitration Association
(AAA) found that the “dispute-wise”
companies reported “stronger relationships with customers, suppliers,
employees and partners” and “lower
legal department budgets.” The price/
earnings ratios for the dispute-wise
companies were also higher.2
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In 2007, the London law firm of
Herbert Smith conducted an ADR usage survey of 21 European companies,
and concluded:
Embedded Users (companies which used
ADR consistently and earlier in the process)
achieved greater savings in external legal
costs and in management time spent on
dispute resolution. They also enjoyed the
most constructive relationships with their
external dispute resolution lawyers, taking
positive steps to align the approach of their
external dispute resolution lawyers on ADR
with their own views.

Companies that have both developed systems and a willingness to
share their results have consistently
shown significant cost savings in addition to improved relationships. For
example, Bloomington, Minn.-based
lawnmower manufacturer, the Toro
Company, documented estimated
savings of more than $100 million in
legal costs and claimant compensation between 1991 and 2005; Georgia
Pacific saved almost $45 million from
1995 to 2006.3
A systematic approach provides
appropriate and adequate checks and
balances to help overcome the natural
human tendency to escalate conflict.
The typical “escalation cycle” means
that the longer a conflict continues, the
more intense and complex it will become. This is demonstrated by the five
common transformations that often
occur as a conflict escalates:
1. Tactics shift from light to heavy.
2. Issues proliferate.
3. Stereotyping and demonizing
ensue.
4. Good intentions give way to bad.
5. Conflict expands to include
more parties.4
Escalating threats and intimidation
triggers a loss of face and decreases
the counterparty’s willingness to
engage in collaboration and compromise. Thus, early intervention and
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analysis, and scheduled “brakes” in
the process provide the most significant opportunities to achieve better
and earlier resolution of disputes.
Furthermore, the programs themselves need to build in self-assessment
methods to maintain their viability.
As discussed below, conflict resolution methods are developing rapidly.
Programs must measure, assess and
adjust to ensure that the company’s
ADR efforts continue to reduce litigation, and produce faster and measurably more effective results than
traditional litigation.

Educate, educate, educate

“Litigation is war” is a common
refrain, and bitter experience bears
this out. The long discovery process,
the aggressive tactical maneuvering
and the win/lose mentality of the
protagonists create hostilities that last
long after the final ruling. Historically,
lawyers have been trained only in
the litigation model, and may lack
the skills and understanding of other
approaches to dispute resolution.
Despite significant gains in scholarship and teaching of a multifaceted
approach to addressing conflict, in
law schools across the United States
(and, indeed, in many other parts of
the world), primary analytical skills
instruction still tends to lead to a
courtroom to resolve problems.
More significant, business leaders
may have their own impressions of
the “weakness” of taking anything
less than a full-blown litigation
stance. To fill this gap, in-house
lawyers need to learn, and to require
their outside counsel to understand
and embrace, a culture of conflict
resolution that extends from the
macro perspective of systems design
to ways of addressing individualized
case details that can minimize the
impact of disputes.
The company should invest in
education and training in order to
provide the right dispute resolution
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Adopting a companywide system for handling
disputes is vital if a global
perspective is to be taken on
risk management and costeffective dispute resolution.

resources, both internally and externally. This is not a static skill. As
noted throughout this article, there
are new techniques and tools arriving
continually. Increasing our understanding of the elements of decisionmaking is producing new interpersonal settlement techniques.
The 21st-century lawyer should be
trained as a problem solver and as
a conflict manager, and understand
the difference between rights-based
and interest-based problem solving.
Today’s lawyers need to be skilled at
more than just “zero sum” or adversarial negotiation. They should
understand how identifying the parties’ interests and bargaining on the
basis of increasing the value of those
interests can yield better results and
create more flexibility for all the parties involved.

Drafting dispute resolution clauses

In most companies, and, indeed, in
many law firms, the litigation lawyers
are disconnected from the transactional lawyers who advise the business
managers making the deals and contracting with suppliers, joint venture
partners and vendors. Consequently,
the dispute resolution clause is frequently inserted at the last minute,
often using boilerplate language that
is not customized to the situation or
thought through in terms of optimizing legal outcomes. As in most aspects
of life, a one-size-fits-all approach
rarely produces optimal results. With
better feedback and connections between the litigation and transactional
lawyers, and resources and training in
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Requirements for
effective ADR system
An effective ADR system
requires buy-in from senior
management, the entire law
department and outside counsel
representing the company.
Elements of a systems approach:
A defined program;
Buy-in from senior
management;
Commitment to continuing
conflict competence
education for managers
and lawyers;
Early intervention
mechanisms;
Feedback loops
(e.g., after action reviews);
Prevention and
avoidance; and
Appropriate metrics to
measure success

The right clause for the
right agreement can
achieve tremendous
savings in streamlined
processes and effective
de-escalation techniques
at the contract stage.
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proper clause drafting, the company
can adopt a more bespoke approach to
dispute resolution clauses. The right
clause for the right agreement can
achieve tremendous savings in streamlined processes and effective de-escalation techniques at the contract stage.
Having a defined process set out in
the contract promptly channels behavior into constructive solutions and reduces the likelihood that the issues will
ripen into lawsuits. Court systems have
long recognized that mediation settles
cases, and the earlier the intervention the better. Of course, by the time
courts see the cases, they have already
ripened — and the view often is that
the filing is more evidence that ADR is
needed as soon as possible.
For example, a new mandatory mediation proposal to be implemented
in New York is based on this tenet
after noting that 90 percent of cases
settle and announcing the mandatory mediation program, the “Chief
Judge’s Task Force on Commercial
Litigation in the 21st Century —
Report and Recommendations to the
Chief Judge of the State of New York”
(June 2012)(available at http://bit.ly/
N1fMo6), explains:
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While mediation can facilitate settlement at
all stages of a litigation, both parties and
the court system commonly can achieve even
greater benefits to the extent that the parties
are able to resolve their disputes before
engaging in the protracted and expensive
disclosure and motion practice that modern
business litigation typically entail. Indeed, at
times parties feel that they have little disincentive to continue to litigate if they already
have incurred substantial legal costs. The
Task Force, therefore, proposes that the New
York County Pilot Mandatory Mediation Program be structured to provide for mediation
before the parties have reached this tipping
point, but to provide sufficient time so that
limited, cost-effective, settlement-related
information exchange can occur — either
through formal disclosure or in the course of
the mediation itself.

The measure requires the parties’
action on appointing a mediator
within 90 days of a case filing where
applicable.
The same study examined ADR
cases for three elements: “(1) when an
ADR intervention was introduced; (2)
the average time from the introduction of ADR to the final disposition;
and (3) the average time from filing
of the case to final disposition.” Id.
at 34. “The results,” according to the
analysis, “clearly show that when ADR
is introduced early in the life of the
case, it takes the case less time to reach
final disposition.”
That effect holds wherever mediation takes place, including private
disputes. Different approaches will
be needed for different companies
(again, this should not be one-sizefits-all) depending on the size of the
company, the nature and variety of
the contracts they enter into, and the
culture and uniformity of their counterparties. Some companies might
want to consider adopting a series
of business escalations to encourage
managers to work even harder to
find innovative solutions before the
matter goes the litigation route. For
example, when senior-level managers are unable to fix the problem,
the contract requires the CEOs or
chairmen to meet. This can create
tremendous (and beneficial) pressure
on lower levels of management to
solve the problem by business rather
than legal means.
Instead of a simple reflexive clause
— negotiate, mediate, litigate — there
are many more creative options.
Streamlined arbitration with tight
time limits; the novel “economical litigation agreement,”5 which combines
the best of arbitration with litigation,
using early neutral evaluation; and
ombuds or standing neutrals are but
a few of the many innovative options
available for adapting to the specific
industry, business needs and corporate culture.
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As conflict manager,
the in-house lawyer:
Appreciates the entire
problem, not just
the legal issues;
Understands social science
concepts such as face
saving, conflict styles
and conflict escalation;
Gets involved at contract
drafting stage and designs
customized business
solutions as part of the
dispute resolution clause;
Demands appropriate early
case assessment process;
Partners with outside
counsel on risk sharing; and
Acts as settlement counsel.

An added bonus is that those who
are directly involved in designing a
conflict system will buy into concepts that fit their unique business
environment.6 The result is that
those same executives will be vested
in the means of resolving the problems, and likely more committed to
resolving them sooner.
When in-house lawyers are trained
in and understand productive conflict
management and “focus on substantive issues, open dialogue, flexibility
of the parties and consideration of
others’ legitimate needs and concerns,” they are better equipped to
de-escalate and avoid polarization,
and to promote productive conflict
resolution.7
The effect of early intervention
producing earlier resolution has
been quantified in employment
cases by the US Justice Department.
[See Lisa Blomgren Bingham, Tina
Nabatchi, Jeffrey M. Senger, and
Michael Scott Jackman, “Dispute
Resolution and the Vanishing Trial:
Comparing Federal Government
Litigation and ADR Outcomes,”
24:2 Ohio State Journal on Dispute
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Resolution 1 (2009)(available at
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1127878).]
The study also compared voluntary
ADR cases to court-ordered cases,
and found that while 60 percent
of the Justice Department cases
studied reached settlement in ADR,
“a statistically significant” higher
number settled in voluntary ADR
cases than did in court-ordered
cases. Id. at 31.

Early intervention

In more than 90 percent of the lawsuits
filed, the costs, time delay and risk
of total loss by adjudication do not
outweigh the attractiveness of a settlement.8 Early case assessment programs
provide the best way to evaluate settlement potential and avoid conflict escalation. ECA programs are “among the
fastest growing organizational conflict
management strategies because they
provide significant cost savings and
control over disputes.”9
There is a natural tension between the need for more information through discovery or disclosure
and the value of an early settlement.
While it is important to identify “just
enough” information to conduct a
thorough assessment, it should not
be underestimated how much can be
done on the basic information and
documentation available in the early
stages of a potential dispute. At Shell,
all members of the global litigation
group have been trained in the same
approach to ECA. The ECA process
is conducted early, usually in the first
30 days of a dispute arising. Such an
approach creates the discipline of
analyzing what the dispute is really
about (which may often not be what
it seems at first sight), discovering
what the wider ramifications could
be, identifying what information
is available and what is not, and
understanding what will need to be
established to achieve the right result.
It is a valuable internal “brake” on
leaping straight into confrontational
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Early case assessment
programs provide the
best way to evaluate
settlement potential and
avoid conflict escalation.

mode and ensures the correct resolution strategy is adopted at the earliest
possible stage. The CPR Institute provides a free “Toolkit” of information
on how to customize a company ECA
program to fit each unique business
model and litigation portfolio.10

Understanding global trends

The creation within Shell of a unified global litigation group that shares
their knowledge and understanding
in dispute management techniques
from around the world means that
the company can adopt an ever more
sophisticated and nuanced approach
to its litigation portfolio worldwide,
and ensure that trends in dispute
resolution can be tracked, understood
and applied. The importance of this is
exemplified by brief consideration of
trends in two of the more “traditional”
forms of ADR.

Mediation trends

Mediation is increasingly taking
root in many countries outside the
United States, even in civil law jurisdictions. As an example, in 2008, as
an initiative of a number of German
companies, the “Round Table
Mediation & Conflict Management
of the German Economy” was
formed to promote conflict management and mediation skills among
participants.11 With working groups
and regular meetings to exchange
experiences, this group considers
itself a proponent of mediation as
“an important element of a modern
conflict management system and —
wherever suitable — make use of it
regularly and successfully in order
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to achieve an interest-oriented and
sustainable conflict resolution.”12
The quality of training and education on mediation still varies widely,
however, and outside lawyers may be
part of the problem.13 Lawyers who
use standard adversarial practices in
mediation and fail to support a “clientcentered” view can negatively affect
the experiences business managers and
in-house lawyers have in mediation.
To counter this and to reflect
the globalization of mediation, it is
important for in-house lawyers in all
jurisdictions to have training in mediation skills so they can:
1. identify the best time for
mediation;
2. hire a mediator with the best fit
of skills for the matter;
3. prepare the case and the
business clients for the
mediation process; and
4. control outside counsel’s potential
to derail the process through
excessive or inappropriate
advocacy.

Arbitration trends

For the vast majority of international
contracts, arbitration remains the
best alternative to the local courts.
But concern with arbitration becoming too much like litigation with all
the attendant cost and time implications has affected US practices and is
beginning to surface in international
arbitration as well. In Europe, the
Corporate Counsel International
Arbitration Group was formed in
2008 to address concerns about the
increasing complexity and expense of
international arbitration. Arbitration
providers worldwide have developed
expedited processes and procedural
rule changes that force parties and
tribunals to reach the core of a matter faster, with the expectation that
streamlined processes — for example, limiting discovery or barring
ediscovery entirely — will produce
speedier results.14
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Arbitration providers
worldwide have developed
expedited processes and
procedural rule changes
that force parties and
tribunals to reach the core
of a matter faster, with the
expectation that streamlined
processes — for example,
limiting discovery or barring
ediscovery entirely — will
produce speedier results.

Some of the fundamentals of
arbitration practice, such as party
appointment of arbitrators, are also
being challenged.15
All of this means that in-house
lawyers conducting international
arbitrations need to understand all
the options available and how to
make the most of the process while
ensuring that the enforcement of the
arbitral award is not jeopardized.
Training in-house experts in arbitration law and global practices, as is
done at Shell, provides the best way
to optimize arbitration benefits in the
United States and abroad.

Measurement systems
and feedback loops

An essential part of any systemic
approach is to define and measure
success. Shell has put at the heart of
its global disputes group its Litigation
Objectives Realization Process
(LORP). This process aims to identify
and assess litigation objectives and
risks at the earliest possible opportunity, and then to develop and execute
a comprehensive litigation strategy to
manage and resolve disputes successfully in furtherance of targeted
business objectives. Simply put, LORP
identifies the litigation destination,
charts the shortest, most effective
route to getting there, and captures

HAVE A COMMENT ON THIS ARTICLE? VISIT ACC’S BLOG AT WWW.INHOUSEACCESS.COM/ACC-DOCKET.

and communicates the learnings.
In essence, LORP can be considered
as a four-stage process: Assess, Select,
Execute, Review.
Each of the stages can be summarized as follows:
Assess: Key facts assessed, potential
exposure categorized, business
objectives and outcomes identified
and agreed upon, case management
plan established.
Select: Clear strategy designed
around achieving the business
objectives.
Execute: Resolution of the dispute
consistent with the desired business
objectives, litigation strategy and
agreed upon budget.
Review: Communication of postclosing obligations, learnings for
improvement shared with the
business client and globally within
the group.

Simply put, LORP identifies
the litigation destination,
charts the shortest, most
effective route to getting
there, and captures and
communicates the learnings.
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Benefit from a global approach

Taking a holistic approach (i.e., globally) to dispute management provides
a multinational company with the sophisticated skills to address an increasingly complex litigation environment
around the world. A global approach
provides corporate counsel with the
tools they need and the leadership of
their outside law firms, and ensures the
highest quality results with improved
stakeholder relationships. It is simply
essential in today’s global economy. ACC
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ECA: Perspectives Of Members Of CPR’s Corporate ECA Commission
The Editor interviews Lawrence Chanen,
Senior Vice President, Associate General
Counsel in the Litigation Department and
Head of the Workout and Bankruptcy
Practice Group, JP Morgan Chase, and
Duncan MacKay, Deputy General Counsel, Northeast Utilities.
Editor’s Note: As members of CPR’s Corporate ECA Commission, Messrs. Chanen
and MacKay contributed their expertise
and insights in connection with the development of CPR’s Early Case Assessment
Guidelines (CPR’s ECA Toolkit).
Editor: How extensively do you use
early case assessment (ECA)? Are there
types of disputes which are not suitable
for ECA?
Chanen: Here at JPMorgan, we encourage all lawyers to make an early assessment of the risks of a case, which is obviously advantageous from a risk management and a cost-saving point of view. We
are dedicated to effectively managing risk
and ECA provides a structure that helps us
do that.
There are types of disputes which are
far more suitable for ECA than others,
particularly where you have business people on both sides seeking a rational solution to the dispute. And, we do have cases
of that nature where we utilize ECA either
informally or through our own formal
ECA program. As head of workout and
bankruptcy litigation for JPMorgan in the
litigation department, I sometimes
encounter situations where one or more of
the parties is intent on making irrational

CPR’s ECA Toolkit
Continued from page 11

Editor: Does your ECA program
reduce total legal costs or provide a better outcome?
Villarreal: It lowers the costs, although it
does require an upfront investment. Much
of what is done during the ECA process
represents expenditures that would have
to be made later in any event. Also, the
information developed during that process
puts you in a superior position to manage
the case going down the road and to make
decisions about the case at an earlier
point. It should also provide you with an
informational advantage that may help
bring about an earlier resolution of the
case at a cost that is acceptable and realistic for your client. As with so many things,
money spent wisely earlier ends up saving
you money down the road.
Editor: What happens if the ECA
reveals that the ﬁrm that you selected
was not the best choice?
Villarreal: We reserve the right to have
the early case assessment done by ﬁrm A,
but the work done by ﬁrm B. An early
case assessment should be viewed by a
law ﬁrm as an opportunity for the client to
audition their ability to put together a plan
for the case.
Editor: How do you measure the success of an ECA?

demands rather than engage in a realistic
risk analysis. ECA, if viewed as a path to
early case resolution, cannot accomplish
that objective in those situations.
MacKay: At Northeast Utilities, we use
ECA (both formally and informally) with
respect to virtually all commercial (business-to-business) disputes, disputes that
implicate our core business interests, and
on any matters that may generate interest
by, or attention from, our external stakeholders. I say that we use ECA “formally
and informally” because our in-house
lawyers generally always perform an
informal (read “unwritten”) assessment of
most matters that come in to the Legal
Department, as part of our normal evaluation and triage of disputes involving the
company.
Where the ECA takes on more formality is with respect to larger, more complex
disputes involving the company, in which
cases the ECA is typically embodied in
formal written memoranda. I believe that,
with the exception of routine types of matters (i.e., foreclosures, collections, smaller
tort matters, etc.), most disputes lend
themselves to some form of ECA. Indeed,
one of the main reasons we have in-house
counsel handling and involved in disputes
relating to the company is their unique
understanding of the business context in
which a particular dispute has arisen and
their ability – using that insight – to
quickly and effectively develop (or assist
outside litigation counsel develop) a case
management plan that assesses the
strengths, weaknesses and business implications of a dispute. Without an ECA and

Villarreal: ECA is used in all signiﬁcant
matters for which it’s called for in our
convergence program. In measuring its
success in a particular case, we look at
costs, timeliness and how it has been executed. We also look at a fourth measure,
which is more subjective and more qualitative: that is, do the in-house counsel
involved feel that the early case assessment has been useful and has fulﬁlled its
function of serving as a kind of projected
trajectory for the case.
Editor: What do you like about the
CPR’s ECA Toolkit?
Villarreal: CPR has taken best practices
and then built them into their program. I
applaud CPR’s emphasis on alternative
dispute resolution in the resolution path.
Optimally, what an ECA program should
do is to drive you to explore early resolution possibilities.

development of a case management plan,
the company potentially loses an opportunity to position a dispute for early (and
cost-effective) resolution through ADR,
and leaves itself largely at the mercy of
wherever expensive, time-consuming, and
relationship-cratering discovery takes it.

ation, mediation or arbitration, thus saving
the costs of discovery and prolonged
motion practice. As we are not in the business to litigate, management is supportive
of a process that will result in more predictable, cost-effective and timely resolutions of disputes.

Editor: Have you found that use of
ECA reduces litigation costs or
improves outcomes? Is management
supportive of its use?

Editor: To what extent should CPR promote the use of ECA by corporations
that may be opposing parties? What are
the advantages to use of ECA by each
party to a dispute?

Chanen: If you have rational business
people on both sides, even if they’re angry
at one another, ECA, whether formal or
informal, will reduce litigation costs and
improve outcomes. If ECA is applied
early enough it can result in the dispute
being resolved before it ripens into litigation. The threat of expensive discovery
can even be an important force in bringing
the parties together to seek a solution.
MacKay: ECA does reduce the costs of
litigation and provides better opportunities sooner for improved outcomes.
Because ECA places an emphasis on a
meaningful assessment of the factual and
legal issues relevant to a dispute early on
in a case, strategies and tactics can be
developed more quickly, efﬁciently and
cost-effectively. Additionally, our
approach to ECA considers whether ADR
may provide an appropriate path for
resolving a dispute earlier in a dispute’s
life-cycle, with our default assumption
being that it does. Accordingly, many disputes can be positioned for early resolution on commercial terms through negoti-

I’ve had many outside lawyers tell me that
they have gone to another completely
unrelated client and said, “This is what
we’ve learned; it works for other clients,
how about we do something like this for
you?”
Editor: How does your management
feel about ECA?
Villarreal: We get nothing but kudos. One
of the things that I have really enjoyed is
how the concepts and terminology of ECA
have gotten baked into the thinking of our
executives.
Management feels it’s a very businesslike approach. One of the things that bothers them about lawyers is that lawyers
have not historically been comfortable
with an approach that enables them to get
their hands around an issue in a relatively
quick time frame.

Editor: How do you train your lawyers
to use ECA?

Editor: Does CPR’s ECA Toolkit represent a greater interest by CPR in all
aspects of dispute resolution?

Villarreal: We have our own custom-built
template of how we want the early case
assessment process applied. Our lawyers
train on the job. After they have had experience applying ECA to one or two cases,
they then become not students but teachers of the process. It becomes a part of
how they practice law. They realize that
ECA is simply a self-discipline tool to
apply the skills they have already spent
years learning. The same is true of the
lawyers at the law ﬁrms that work for us.

Villarreal: That is true absolutely. I have
observed that change and participated in it
as a member of the CPR’s board of directors. It is a natural and welcome progression. Back in the founding days of CPR, it
was a huge accomplishment to get the
world thinking about mediation as an
important tool for the resolution of disputes. Clearly, that mission has been
largely accomplished.
Where CPR is headed now is towards a
broader understanding of the concepts of

Chanen: If you are dealing with rational
people, ECA can be an effective tool to get
to the heart of a dispute, particularly if
used as a precursor to mediation. You may
have some relatively high costs at the outset, but it can be a way ultimately to manage cost. Encouraging ECA can further
inculcate in our corporate culture the idea
that it is an effective way to manage legal
risk and control legal expense. I think it’s
something that CPR should promote.
MacKay: CPR should promote the use of
ECA by member companies involved in a
dispute because it will facilitate a more
meaningful engagement by them in dispute resolution. Parties with a well-developed understanding of the legal and factual issues in their dispute are better
poised to consider commercial solutions.
This does not mean that all such cases can
or will be resolved through ADR; however, the process will enable a narrowing
of issues, making adjudication of the dispute more cost and time efﬁcient, and the
possibility of a later resolution through
ADR more likely.

conﬂict management, and the ECA Toolkit
reﬂects that. Initially my job was “Vice
President for Litigation” and I asked that
“and Conﬂict Management” be added to
my title. It represents the broadening of the
concept of what litigators do. They are
increasingly involved in a kind of cradleto-grave function of managing conﬂict
generally within a company and not just
waiting for a lawsuit. CPR, I think, is
really just reﬂecting the evolution.
Editor: What is the most signiﬁcant
issue facing corporate litigators today?
Villarreal: Increases in litigation costs.
These are a symptom of a much bigger
phenomenon. Cost issues are really driven
by changes in the way the world perceives
corporations and on the demands placed
on corporations.
Pharmaceutical companies are at the
center of this in the sense that more and
more demands are being made upon the
industry. Greater scrutiny is being focused
on their actions.
As the importance of corporations to
the world increases, we can expect to see
a commensurate increase in the level of
scrutiny and attention paid to their actions.
Inevitably some of that scrutiny will translate into issues requiring the attention of
lawyers. The fundamental challenge to inhouse law departments is to rise to that
challenge and to help corporations adjust
to the increased level of scrutiny that they
are likely to see in this next generation,
which translates into increased legal costs.
But, legal costs are simply a symptom of a
much bigger phenomenon.
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CPR’s ECA Toolkit –
A Great Contribution To Controlling Litigation Costs
The Editor interviews PD Villarreal, Vice
President and Associate General Counsel,
Litigation and Conflict Management,
Schering-Plough Corporation.

Editor: What are your responsibilities?

HIGHLIGHTS

Editor: What are the key elements of
early case assessment?

Law Firms

Villarreal: Any credible early case
assessment program has got to be – let’s
not forget the word – early. It has to be
instituted and completed within a relatively short time frame after recognition
of a controversy. That recognition may be
the ﬁling of a lawsuit or the identiﬁcation
within a company of a conﬂict. However,
enough time must be taken to get a reasonably reliable result – be it 60 days, 90
days or even 120 days.
There should be some discipline
around the early assessment of a case.
The ECA must provide the information
that an experienced litigator would want
to know about a matter before giving
advice to a company about how it should
address the matter.
First, I need an assessment of the facts.
What happened? What is the story?
Secondly, I need an assessment of the
the legal framework for evaluating the
factual issues.
Then, I need to know about the witnesses and the documents. Because the
story ultimately is told through people, I
need to know not only what they will be
saying, but are they credible? Are they
likeable? What is their background?
I need to look at the documents and
what is likely to be turned up in e-discovery. If there is a contractual issue, what
does the contract say?
And there are other things I need to
know as well such as what’s at stake for
the company in the controversy and the
venue situation?
The thing about lawyers is that by
mindset and by training, they will want to
collect facts and analyze them forever
because every additional piece of information adds to their understanding of the
situation and to their assessment of the
case.
Early case assessment imposes the discipline of cutting that process short.
Experience teaches us that if you conduct
a very good early case assessment that
looks at the facts and the law and the witnesses and the documents that you will
know when you complete your ECA, you
will know 80 percent of all you will ever
know about this case. Is that perfect
knowledge? Well by deﬁnition “no,” but
it is adequate and sufﬁcient knowledge
upon which to make decisions about the
direction in which you want to go to
resolve most controversies.
Most businesses make important deci-
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Villarreal: I am responsible for all company litigation on a global basis except
for IP litigation, which is done by our IP
group.

PD Villarreal
sions all the time on less then perfect
information. Only lawyers, or maybe doctors, operate in a world of perfect information. Business people operate in a
world in which they have to make decisions on incomplete, but good enough,
information. ECA imposes the same
process on a company’s lawyers. The
essence of ECA is that it gets you from
point A to point B in the most efﬁcient and
most effective manner.
Editor: Do you feel it is important to
have a formal system for early case
assessment? Why?
Villarreal: In my experience it is
absolutely critical to have a formal,
mandatory program in place because it
not only imposes discipline with respect
to what needs to be done but also makes it
far easier for management to accept the

process because they’ve been through it
before.
Editor: Some law ﬁrms offer their own
ECA process. Do you use theirs or
yours?
Villarreal: I’ve never had to face that situation; but, I am pretty conﬁdent that I
know how I would handle it. If I were to
hire a ﬁrm that said it had its own early
case assessment program that allowed
them to get an early case assessment done
in less time and for less money and that it
would uncover the kind of information I
needed to know, then I would say, “ﬁne,
let’s use yours.” I would applaud them for
taking the initiative because for the most
part this has been a client-driven initiative
rather than a law ﬁrm-driven initiative.
Please turn to page 18

Other interviews relating to CPR’s ECA initiative can be found on pages 13 and 18.
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ECA: Perspectives Of Members Of CPR’s Corporate ECA Commission
The Editor interviews Lawrence Chanen,
Senior Vice President, Associate General
Counsel in the Litigation Department and
Head of the Workout and Bankruptcy
Practice Group, JP Morgan Chase, and
Duncan MacKay, Deputy General Counsel, Northeast Utilities.
Editor’s Note: As members of CPR’s Corporate ECA Commission, Messrs. Chanen
and MacKay contributed their expertise
and insights in connection with the development of CPR’s Early Case Assessment
Guidelines (CPR’s ECA Toolkit).
Editor: How extensively do you use
early case assessment (ECA)? Are there
types of disputes which are not suitable
for ECA?
Chanen: Here at JPMorgan, we encourage all lawyers to make an early assessment of the risks of a case, which is obviously advantageous from a risk management and a cost-saving point of view. We
are dedicated to effectively managing risk
and ECA provides a structure that helps us
do that.
There are types of disputes which are
far more suitable for ECA than others,
particularly where you have business people on both sides seeking a rational solution to the dispute. And, we do have cases
of that nature where we utilize ECA either
informally or through our own formal
ECA program. As head of workout and
bankruptcy litigation for JPMorgan in the
litigation department, I sometimes
encounter situations where one or more of
the parties is intent on making irrational

CPR’s ECA Toolkit
Continued from page 11

Editor: Does your ECA program
reduce total legal costs or provide a better outcome?
Villarreal: It lowers the costs, although it
does require an upfront investment. Much
of what is done during the ECA process
represents expenditures that would have
to be made later in any event. Also, the
information developed during that process
puts you in a superior position to manage
the case going down the road and to make
decisions about the case at an earlier
point. It should also provide you with an
informational advantage that may help
bring about an earlier resolution of the
case at a cost that is acceptable and realistic for your client. As with so many things,
money spent wisely earlier ends up saving
you money down the road.
Editor: What happens if the ECA
reveals that the ﬁrm that you selected
was not the best choice?
Villarreal: We reserve the right to have
the early case assessment done by ﬁrm A,
but the work done by ﬁrm B. An early
case assessment should be viewed by a
law ﬁrm as an opportunity for the client to
audition their ability to put together a plan
for the case.
Editor: How do you measure the success of an ECA?

demands rather than engage in a realistic
risk analysis. ECA, if viewed as a path to
early case resolution, cannot accomplish
that objective in those situations.
MacKay: At Northeast Utilities, we use
ECA (both formally and informally) with
respect to virtually all commercial (business-to-business) disputes, disputes that
implicate our core business interests, and
on any matters that may generate interest
by, or attention from, our external stakeholders. I say that we use ECA “formally
and informally” because our in-house
lawyers generally always perform an
informal (read “unwritten”) assessment of
most matters that come in to the Legal
Department, as part of our normal evaluation and triage of disputes involving the
company.
Where the ECA takes on more formality is with respect to larger, more complex
disputes involving the company, in which
cases the ECA is typically embodied in
formal written memoranda. I believe that,
with the exception of routine types of matters (i.e., foreclosures, collections, smaller
tort matters, etc.), most disputes lend
themselves to some form of ECA. Indeed,
one of the main reasons we have in-house
counsel handling and involved in disputes
relating to the company is their unique
understanding of the business context in
which a particular dispute has arisen and
their ability – using that insight – to
quickly and effectively develop (or assist
outside litigation counsel develop) a case
management plan that assesses the
strengths, weaknesses and business implications of a dispute. Without an ECA and

Villarreal: ECA is used in all signiﬁcant
matters for which it’s called for in our
convergence program. In measuring its
success in a particular case, we look at
costs, timeliness and how it has been executed. We also look at a fourth measure,
which is more subjective and more qualitative: that is, do the in-house counsel
involved feel that the early case assessment has been useful and has fulﬁlled its
function of serving as a kind of projected
trajectory for the case.
Editor: What do you like about the
CPR’s ECA Toolkit?
Villarreal: CPR has taken best practices
and then built them into their program. I
applaud CPR’s emphasis on alternative
dispute resolution in the resolution path.
Optimally, what an ECA program should
do is to drive you to explore early resolution possibilities.

development of a case management plan,
the company potentially loses an opportunity to position a dispute for early (and
cost-effective) resolution through ADR,
and leaves itself largely at the mercy of
wherever expensive, time-consuming, and
relationship-cratering discovery takes it.

ation, mediation or arbitration, thus saving
the costs of discovery and prolonged
motion practice. As we are not in the business to litigate, management is supportive
of a process that will result in more predictable, cost-effective and timely resolutions of disputes.

Editor: Have you found that use of
ECA reduces litigation costs or
improves outcomes? Is management
supportive of its use?

Editor: To what extent should CPR promote the use of ECA by corporations
that may be opposing parties? What are
the advantages to use of ECA by each
party to a dispute?

Chanen: If you have rational business
people on both sides, even if they’re angry
at one another, ECA, whether formal or
informal, will reduce litigation costs and
improve outcomes. If ECA is applied
early enough it can result in the dispute
being resolved before it ripens into litigation. The threat of expensive discovery
can even be an important force in bringing
the parties together to seek a solution.
MacKay: ECA does reduce the costs of
litigation and provides better opportunities sooner for improved outcomes.
Because ECA places an emphasis on a
meaningful assessment of the factual and
legal issues relevant to a dispute early on
in a case, strategies and tactics can be
developed more quickly, efﬁciently and
cost-effectively. Additionally, our
approach to ECA considers whether ADR
may provide an appropriate path for
resolving a dispute earlier in a dispute’s
life-cycle, with our default assumption
being that it does. Accordingly, many disputes can be positioned for early resolution on commercial terms through negoti-

I’ve had many outside lawyers tell me that
they have gone to another completely
unrelated client and said, “This is what
we’ve learned; it works for other clients,
how about we do something like this for
you?”
Editor: How does your management
feel about ECA?
Villarreal: We get nothing but kudos. One
of the things that I have really enjoyed is
how the concepts and terminology of ECA
have gotten baked into the thinking of our
executives.
Management feels it’s a very businesslike approach. One of the things that bothers them about lawyers is that lawyers
have not historically been comfortable
with an approach that enables them to get
their hands around an issue in a relatively
quick time frame.

Editor: How do you train your lawyers
to use ECA?

Editor: Does CPR’s ECA Toolkit represent a greater interest by CPR in all
aspects of dispute resolution?

Villarreal: We have our own custom-built
template of how we want the early case
assessment process applied. Our lawyers
train on the job. After they have had experience applying ECA to one or two cases,
they then become not students but teachers of the process. It becomes a part of
how they practice law. They realize that
ECA is simply a self-discipline tool to
apply the skills they have already spent
years learning. The same is true of the
lawyers at the law ﬁrms that work for us.

Villarreal: That is true absolutely. I have
observed that change and participated in it
as a member of the CPR’s board of directors. It is a natural and welcome progression. Back in the founding days of CPR, it
was a huge accomplishment to get the
world thinking about mediation as an
important tool for the resolution of disputes. Clearly, that mission has been
largely accomplished.
Where CPR is headed now is towards a
broader understanding of the concepts of

Chanen: If you are dealing with rational
people, ECA can be an effective tool to get
to the heart of a dispute, particularly if
used as a precursor to mediation. You may
have some relatively high costs at the outset, but it can be a way ultimately to manage cost. Encouraging ECA can further
inculcate in our corporate culture the idea
that it is an effective way to manage legal
risk and control legal expense. I think it’s
something that CPR should promote.
MacKay: CPR should promote the use of
ECA by member companies involved in a
dispute because it will facilitate a more
meaningful engagement by them in dispute resolution. Parties with a well-developed understanding of the legal and factual issues in their dispute are better
poised to consider commercial solutions.
This does not mean that all such cases can
or will be resolved through ADR; however, the process will enable a narrowing
of issues, making adjudication of the dispute more cost and time efﬁcient, and the
possibility of a later resolution through
ADR more likely.

conﬂict management, and the ECA Toolkit
reﬂects that. Initially my job was “Vice
President for Litigation” and I asked that
“and Conﬂict Management” be added to
my title. It represents the broadening of the
concept of what litigators do. They are
increasingly involved in a kind of cradleto-grave function of managing conﬂict
generally within a company and not just
waiting for a lawsuit. CPR, I think, is
really just reﬂecting the evolution.
Editor: What is the most signiﬁcant
issue facing corporate litigators today?
Villarreal: Increases in litigation costs.
These are a symptom of a much bigger
phenomenon. Cost issues are really driven
by changes in the way the world perceives
corporations and on the demands placed
on corporations.
Pharmaceutical companies are at the
center of this in the sense that more and
more demands are being made upon the
industry. Greater scrutiny is being focused
on their actions.
As the importance of corporations to
the world increases, we can expect to see
a commensurate increase in the level of
scrutiny and attention paid to their actions.
Inevitably some of that scrutiny will translate into issues requiring the attention of
lawyers. The fundamental challenge to inhouse law departments is to rise to that
challenge and to help corporations adjust
to the increased level of scrutiny that they
are likely to see in this next generation,
which translates into increased legal costs.
But, legal costs are simply a symptom of a
much bigger phenomenon.
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Resources for Navigating
Complex Business Disputes
A Continuum of ADR Best Practices

International Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution

With litigation costing companies billions of dollars each
year, the effective management of conflict is essential
to reduce costs, lower risks and improve business
relationships.
As the only independent think tank in the field, CPR assists practitioners in
lowering litigation risks and achieving better, more efficient results from using
ADR methods. Mediation, arbitration and other consensual processes offer a
low-cost and high-return option for corporations and their outside counsel.
Therefore, emphasizing your skills in closing a case early or more efficiently
might be the strongest business strategy you can undertake.
For Corporations, the value of CPR membership is measured in gaining access
to tools, benchmarks and best practices that help you reduce the cost of conflict.
With litigation costs rising, being the one who reduces costs for your business
is becoming just as important as being the one who “wins.” CPR’s members
understand how ADR consensual processes can offer a low-risk, low-cost and
high return that can positively affect your company’s bottom line and contribute
to shareholder profit.
For Law Firms, the value of CPR membership is measured by your enhanced
credibility as an innovator in dispute resolution. With successful client
representation increasingly a matter of settlement strategy, creativity, and cost
control, it is critical to demonstrate value to the client. As a CPR member, you
have the opportunity to polish these skills while networking with in-house
counsel who handle the most complex matters and command the highest
litigation dollars.
Inside you will find the full scope of CPR’s offerings. Refined over three
decades in partnership with top general counsel, their outside lawyers,
and leading academics, these resources and services are provided free or
at a substantial discount to members.

“ CPR was the first, and is still the best,
at identifying developing trends and
successful strategies in the field. It
connects me to the collective wisdom
of ADR trailblazers and to the
sophisticated tools and techniques
to make our company’s dispute
resolution practices more effective.”
Jonathan P. Graham
Senior Vice President & General Counsel
Danaher Corporation

“Participation in CPR’s programs,

meetings and on its committees has
enabled me to acquire innovative ADR
strategies and gain valuable insight
regarding current trends and practices
in dispute resolution. It is this expertise
that I bring back to GE and its legal
departments around the world.”
Barbara E. Daniele
Senior Vice President & General Counsel
GE Capital, Americas

By harnessing the expertise of leading minds in ADR
and benchmarking best practices, CPR is the resource
of choice for the world’s most influential corporations
and their outside counsel.
CPR’s multi-faceted approach leverages academic research and practical
application to produce a broad spectrum of industry-specific ADR tools and
services, including:
Rules, Clauses & Methodology
CPR convenes its members, academics and neutrals to study trends, define best
practices, publish tools, and propose industry protocols for use by attorneys
and business executives around the world.
Practical Consulting
For guidance on practical, ethical and legal ADR issues – including drafting
provisions, systems design, and practice development – CPR is your gateway
to instilling ADR within your corporate legal department or firm.
Exceptional Networking
CPR is renowned for providing an executive-level networking and professional
development platform for the sophisticated analysis of ADR theory and the
most practical take-away learning in the field.
Elite Neutrals & Industry Panels
Focusing on more than 20 practice areas, CPR’s Panels of Distinguished
Neutrals comprise the most highly qualified mediators and arbitrators in the
world. CPR’s neutrals have provided resolutions in thousands of cases, with
billions of dollars at issue.
From ADR education and public policy to neutrals selection and assisted
arbitration, CPR connects you to the practical skills and resources needed to
successfully navigate complex business disputes.

“I look to CPR for thought leadership,

“ No other organization is as committed

strategies and tools that can prevent
and resolve disputes efficiently and
professionally. Through its programs,
publications and sharing of best
practices, CPR provides cutting-edge
resources for resolving disputes
of all types.”

to championing the principles of
alternative dispute resolution as CPR.
Pfizer signed the CPR Pledge in 1984
and continues to be both a strong
supporter of the organization’s work
and a beneficiary of its valuable ADR
resources.”

Robert C. Weber
Senior Vice President – Legal &
Regulatory Affairs & General Counsel
IBM Corporation

Amy W. Schulman
Senior Vice President & General Counsel
Pfizer Inc.

EDUCATION PHASE
CPR is focused on instilling an enduring commitment to dispute prevention,
management, and resolution among businesses, institutions, and citizens around
the world. We lead the way by providing tools, venues, and training to expand
commercial ADR use across industries.

Education & Research

CLE Training

Collaboration &
Best Practices

Public Policy

• Alternatives ADR Newsletter

• Arbitrator Skills Training

• CPR’s Annual Meeting

• CPR Academic Project

• Online Courses through
West LegalEdCenter

• Mediator Skills Training

• Regional Seminars

• Training for Corporate Law
Departments

• Y-ADR Events

• ADR Intern and Fellows
Program

• International Dispute
Negotiation Podcast Series
• In-Depth Web Coverage of
Recent Legislation and Cases

• Industry-specific ADR Training
• Ethics Training

• CPR’s Recommended ADR
Library List

• Customized Training, including:

• Articles in Business & Legal
Publications

• Drafting Dispute Resolution
Clauses

• ADR Glossary
• CPR Awards Program
• ADR Hotline and
info@cpradr.org
• ADR Article Archives, including:

• Conflict Management

• Conference Partnerships and
Co-Sponsorships
• Social Networking through
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn
• ADR Surveys
• Convening Industry-Specific
Committees:

• National Task Force on
Diversity in ADR
• Commentary on Legislation

• Arbitration Committee

• Dispute Resolution

• Asia-Pacific Advisory Council

• Participation in Public
Rulemaking

• Negotiation Skills

• Banking and Financial Services
Committee

• Court Programs and Training

• e-Discovery

• Committee on Energy, Oil
and Gas
• Construction Advisory
Committee

• “International Practice”

• e-Discovery Committee

• CPR’s ADR Diversity Survey

• Commission on Facilities
for the Resolution of
Mass Claims

• Employment

• “The Master Mediator”

• Promoting ADR Use through
Speaking Engagements

• Government/International
Delegation Training

• Employment Disputes
Committee
• European Advisory Committee
• Franchise Committee
• Healthcare & Life Sciences
Committee
• Insurance Committee
• Mediation Committee
• Patent Mediation Task Force
• Preventive Law Committee
• Product Liability Committee
• Sports Law Committee

PLANNING PHASE

PROCESS PHASE

We believe in the value of exchanging best practices in the
prevention, management, and resolution of complex commercial
disputes. By spearheading innovation, CPR connects practitioners
to advancements in the field of ADR.

CPR maintains a leadership role in providing objective tools and
services to improve dispute resolution efforts. Through access to its
wealth of intellectual property and published material, we connect
practitioners to valuable expertise in conflict management.

Drafting
• Master Guide Series:
“Drafting Dispute
Resolution Clauses”
• Master Guide Series:
“Drafting Dispute
Resolution Clauses” –
2008 Supplement

Systems Design &
Prevention
• CPR’s Early Case Assessment
Toolkit
• “Early Case Assessment”
• “How Companies Manage
Employment Disputes”

• Dispute Resolution Drafting
Checklist

• “Building ADR into the
Corporate Law Department:
ADR Systems Design”

• Model Master Dispute
Resolution Agreements

• “Building ADR into the Law
Firm: ADR Systems Design”

• Submission Agreement
Drafting Assistance

• ADR Suitability Guide

• Pre-dispute ADR Contract
Clause Drafting Assistance
via CPR’s ADR Hotline
• CPR Model Dispute
Resolution Clauses
• Optional Clause Language
to Protect Rights
• International Clauses for
Multi-Step ADR Procedures

• Construction Industry Tools:
• Partnering: A Management
Best Practice
• Realistic Allocation of Risks:
The First Step in Dispute
Prevention
• Master Guide Series:
“Avoiding and Resolving
Information Technology
Disputes”
• CPR’s Conflict Prevention
Initiative, including:
• Reducing Disputes Through
Wise Prevention Processes
• Prevention Practice Materials
• ADR Systems Design

ADR Protocols, Tools & Services
• The CPR Corporate ADR Pledge©
• The CPR Law Firm ADR Pledge©
• CPR’s Pledges
• Industry Pledges and ADR
Commitments, including:
• Insurer California
Construction Defect Dispute
Resolution Protocol
• Insurance Industry
Environmental Dispute
Resolution Protocol
• Information Technology
Industry Dispute Resolution
Commitment
• Insurance ADR Pledge –
Future Major Disasters
• Nevada Construction
Defect Protocol
• Wellington Agreement
• ADR in Trademark &
Unfair Practices Disputes:
A Practitioner’s Guide
• Model Rule of Professional
Conduct for the Lawyer as
Third Party Neutral

• Principles for ADR Provider
Organizations
• “Rebuilding the World Trade
Center Site: An Exercise in
Multi-Party Negotiation”
• “Managing Claims of Personal
Injury“
• CPR International
Reinsurance Industry
Dispute Resolution Protocol
• Dispute Review Boards: A
Management Best Practice
• Coalescing and Convening
Parties/Disputants for Matters
• Early Neutral Evaluation
• “Resource Book for Managing
Employment Disputes”

RESOLUTION PHASE
As an advocate for self-administered arbitration and mediation
processes, CPR believes in equipping and empowering our
constituents to address and resolve complex business disputes
without the help of an administering body.

Mediation Procedures
• “Resolution Through
Mediation”
• English

• Chinese

• Arabic

• Polish

• Russian

• Spanish

• “Mediation in Action”
Video and Study Guide
• “Mediation in Action”
• English

• Arabic

• “Commanding the Mediation
Process for the LawyerAdvocate”: Videotape
Self-Study with CLE Credit
• “Mediating Disputes
Between Chinese & American
Businesses”

• Master Guide Series:
“Mediating Franchise
Relationships Through
Mediation”
• Mediation Procedure for
Disputes Submitted to the
U.S.-China Business
Mediation Center
• CPR’s Franchise Mediation
Procedure
• CPR’s Mediation Principles for
Insurer-Insured Disputes
• CPR’s Mediation Procedure
(for Business Disputes)
• Industry Pledges and ADR
Commitments, including:
• Banking

Arbitration Procedures
& Rules
• CPR’s Rules for Expedited
Arbitration of Construction
Disputes

• CPR Mini-Trial Procedure

• CPR’s Global Rules for
Accelerated Commercial
Arbitration

• CPR Mini-Trial

• CPR’s Rules for NonAdministered Arbitration
• CPR’s Rules for NonAdministered Arbitration of
International Disputes
• “Commercial Arbitration
at its Best”
• CPR’s Rules for NonAdministered Arbitration of
Patent & Trade Secret Disputes
• CPR’s Protocol on Document
Disclosure & Presentation
of Witnesses in Commercial
Arbitration

• Master Guide Series:
“Patent Mediation”

• Chemical

• Master Guide Series:
“Commercial Mediation
in Europe”

• Franchise
• Global e-Commerce ADR
Commitment

• CPR Arbitration Appeal
Procedure

• “Mediation: Approaches
and Insights”

• Non Prescription Drugs/OTC

• CPR Challenge Protocol

• “Mediator’s Deskbook”
• Mediation Procedure

• Food

Mini-Trial

• Fast Track IT Rules of Procedure
• Protocol on Determination of
Damages in Arbitration
• CPR Arbitration
• CPR International Arbitration

• “Out of Court: The Mini-Trial”

• CPR European Mini-Trial

Economical Litigation
Agreements
• Model Civil Litigation “Pre-nup”
• Model Contract Language
• Economical Litigation
Agreement Arbitrator Training

Panels of Distinguished
Neutrals
• Exclusive Roster of Arbitrators
and Mediators Pre-Qualified
to Resolve Complex Business
Disputes
• Self-search Website
(Members Only)
• 20+ Specialized Panels of
Neutrals
• Arbitration Appeals
• Banking, Accounting &
Financial Services
• Biotech
• Certified Public Accountants
• Construction
• e-Discovery
• Employment
• Energy, Oil & Gas
• Entertainment
• Environmental
• Franchise
• General Counsel
• Global/International
• Health Care & Life Sciences
• Insurance
• Insurer-Policy Holder Coverage
• Judicial
• Sports Law
• Taxation
• Technology/IP
• Trademark
• U.S.-China Business Mediation
• Third-Party Neutral Evaluators
• Multi-Party Facilitations

Neutral Selection Services
• Vetted Queries of Neutral
Candidates and Disclosure
of Conflicts Up-Front
• Established Lists Pursuant to
Party Selection Criteria

Assisted Arbitration
• Serving Non-responding
Respondents
• Holding Funds
• Award Review

• Screened Selection of
Party-Appointed Neutrals

• Challenge of Arbitrator
Post-selection

• Direct Appointments

• Venue Rental

• Customized Selection
Procedures

LEGEND

Tools

Convening Activities

CLE

DVD

Services

Web/Podcasts

Publications

Model ADR Procedures
and Practices

For more information about any of these
resources or services, please visit our website
at www.cpradr.org or contact info@cpradr.org

Become a Member
CPR’s elite membership includes General Counsel from global
corporations, attorneys from the top law firms in the world, retired
judges, neutrals and ADR trailblazers, and highly-respected
academics. These organizations and individuals become members
of CPR, and support its work, because they want their clients,
disputants, counterparties, and business partners to understand the
benefits of ADR and its role in bringing enhanced value to their
business operations and relationships.
Through membership in CPR, you will demonstrate your commitment
to the application of ADR strategies to mitigate the risks and high
costs of litigation. More importantly, you will have access to objective
and innovative education, research, tools, and services to improve your
own dispute resolution efforts.
To join CPR, contact CPR’s Membership Department at
+1.646.753.8225 or membership@cpradr.org. You may also visit
the membership section of our website at www.cpradr.org.

International Institute for
Conflict Prevention & Resolution
575 Lexington Avenue, 21st Floor
New York, NY 10022
+1.212.949.6490
www.cpradr.org
info@cpradr.org
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CPR Member Resources Available on Website
ADR TOOLS AND KITS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

21st Century Corporate ADR Pledge
ADR Suitability Guide
Building ADR Into the Corporate Law Department : ADR Systems Design
Building ADR Into the Law Firm: ADR Systems Design
CPR Corporate ADR Pledge
CPR Law Firm ADR Pledge
Early Case Assessment Tool Kit
Early Case Assessment DVD
Early Case Assessment Publications
Economic Litigation Agreements
Industry Pledges and ADR Commitments
Master Guide Series: Drafting Dispute Resolution Clauses

ARBITRATION RESOURCES
Standard Clauses:
•
•
•
•

CPR International Model Multi-step Dispute Resolution Clause (c ) arbitration
CPR Model International Arbitration Clause
Negotiation Between Executives (b) Arbitration
Sample “Baseball” or “final Offer” Arbitration Clause
Rules:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arbitration Rules: 2007; 2005; 2000; 1995; 1990
Construction: Rules for Expediated Arbitration of Construction Disputes
Employment Arbitration Procedure
Fast Track Mediation and Arbitration Rules of Procedure
Global Rules for Accelerated Commercial Arbitration
International Arbitration Rules: 2007, 2005, 2000
Patent: Rules for Non-Administered Arbitration of Patent & Trade Secret Disputes
Challenge Protocol
Protocols and Guidelines:

•
•
•

Protocol on the Determination of Damages in Arbitration
Protocol on Disclosure of Documents and Presentation of Witnesses in Commercial Arbitration
Early Disposition Guidelines

1
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MEDIATION CLAUSES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mediation Clause
CPR Model Abbreviated Mediation Clause
CPR Model Two-Step Clause: Mediation following Negotiation
CPR Model Two-Step Clause: Mediation and Arbitration
Stand-Alone Mediation Clause
Negotiation-Mediation Clause with Designated Mediator Option
Stand-Alone Arbitration Clause
CPR Model Mini-trial Clause

NEUTRALS AND SELECTION SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•

20+ Industry Specialized Panels
Self-Search on Website
Customized Selection Procedures
Vetted Queries of Neutral Candidates
Established Lists Pursuant to Selection Criteria

RESOURCES: EDUCATION AND TRAINING
•
•
•
•

Alternatives: CPR’s award-winning newsletter provides international ADR coverage and skills
development articles
Articles: Business and Legal Publications
Committee Publications
CLE Training Programs

•

Arbitrator Skills Training
Mediator Skills Training
Industry Specific ADR Training
Ethics Training
Customized Training
DVD’s:
“Resolution Through Mediation”
“Mediation in Action”
“Commanding the Mediation Process for the Lawyer-Advocate”
“Rebuilding the World Trade Center Site”
“Out of Court: The Mini Trial”

•

In-depth Coverage of Recent Legislation and Cases
2
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•
•
•
•

International Dispute Negotiation Podcast Series
Personalized Training Programs: available upon request
Social Networking: Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn
Webcasts: On line courses through West LegalEdcenter.com

3

International Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution
575 Lexington Ave., 21st floor | New York, New York 10022
Phone: +1.212.949.6490 | Fax: +1.212.949.8859 | info@cpradr.org
Visit us on the web at www.cpradr.org

